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To my friends and family

“We’ve got to have rules [...] After all, we’re not savages.”
— William Golding
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Part I

Summary





Chapter 1

Introduction

The processing of data is becoming an increasingly important and difficult task. Data is stored
using a wide range of different formats and largely requires specialized software in order to be
accessed. The complex information needs of an end-user require in-depth knowledge of how
the data is stored in order to find the desired data. Thus, in addition to their domain of interest,
users must either learn the ins-and-outs of their data stores or be reliant on dedicated IT experts
in order to access the information they need.

To overcome these challenges, data from multiple sources can be integrated under a single,
global schema. In this approach data is extracted from the relevant data sources and transferred
into a database under the global schema. This approach is known as extract, transform, load
(ETL) and is commonly used in data warehousing. The global schema is highly specific to the
original data sources and, in order to ensure efficiency, is highly optimized towards these sources
and the expected information needs. This is by no means a novel approach: since the 1980’s
businesses have employed these techniques in order to transfer data from multiple databases
into a data warehouse. To this day, such solutions greatly benefit industrial decision making and
reporting as it facilitates the aggregating and processing of all relevant data in one place.

In more recent years, however, the sheer amount and heterogeneity of data has changed
substantially. In a press article in 2013, SINTEF researchers estimated that at the time of writing
over 90% of all data ever gathered was generated after 2011.1 In addition to the exponential
growth in volume, data is being gathered from a wide variety of both structured and unstructured
sources, e.g., sensors and measurements, social media, as well as structured/unstructured natural
language documents. As a result, the information needs are evolving as well, where companies
attempt to incorporate as much of this new information as possible into their decision making

1https://www.sintef.no/en/latest-news/big-data-for-better-or-worse/
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processes.
As the nature of industry-relevant data becomes more and more varied, the ETL approach

of gathering and transferring all of it into a global schema becomes, in general, an expensive
and practically infeasible task. Any newly collected data would need to be translated and
transferred, resulting in enormous runtime costs. Furthermore, a global schema would need to
be highly complex in order to accommodate the large variety of data gathered, ranging from
legacy company databases to streaming data and PDF documents. Maintenance tasks become
infeasible to perform, as every time a new source is added the global schema must be adjusted.
As a result, all existing data must then be re-processed and transferred in order to comply with
the updated schema. This makes maintenance a very expensive task, in addition to making it
extremely difficult for end-users to access the data they need without an IT expert’s help.

Rather than defining a global schema that represents specific data sources, recent research
on data integration has focused on using an external abstract model in place of a global schema
[30]. This abstract model, called an ontology, ideally represents an end-user’s domain of interest
and should be independent of how the data is stored. In ontology-based data access, the data is
not actually transferred into a new database, but rather remains in its original sources. Instead,
the ontology is connected to data sources with the help of mappings which translate between
queries over the ontology to queries over the data sources. As such, the mappings handle the
intricacies of each data source as opposed to the ontology; end-users are ideally not burdened
with technical details on how the data is stored or translated. Thus, they can phrase queries in
a language closer to their understanding of the domain as opposed to a data-specific querying
language. Since no data is actually translated, any change to the ontology or mappings does not
result in all data needing to be re-evaluated.

Adding this extra layer of abstraction over the data has a number of benefits for the end-user.
The ontology should be designed to closely represent the domain they know and understand,
simplifying query formulation tasks. Furthermore, the user queries become data independent,
resulting in a solution that scales well with additional data sources—provided the mappings are
being actively maintained.

Of course, this approach comes with its own difficulties. The construction of a high-quality
ontology is by no means a simple task. In fact, what constitutes a high-quality ontology is
still hotly debated and an active field of research. Nevertheless, it should reflect the end-user’s
understanding of the domain while keeping the information requirements in mind, hence requiring
close collaboration between the intended users and ontology engineers. “What will the ontology
be used for?” is a crucial question to be asked when designing an ontology, as it greatly affects
the decisions on how to model certain relationships and patterns. In addition, the ontology and
mappings should be easily maintainable, allowing for automated processes whenever possible.
This greatly reduces maintenance overhead and eliminates potential sources of human error.

The work presented in this thesis is aimed at addressing issues that arise during the creation
and maintenance of ontologies and mappings. More specifically, the goals are to

1. extend mappings to robustly handle exceptions as well as incomplete data, thus simplifying
mapping maintenance by eliminating the need to explicitly list all exceptions;

2. facilitate the definition and reuse of recurring patterns within an ontology in order to ensure
a uniform modeling approach, thus simplifying ontology creation and maintenance tasks
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by separating the modeling and populating of an ontology;

3. provide mechanisms for the detection and removal of redundancies within an ontology and
the patterns it contains, thereby providing semi-automatic tools for ontology maintenance
and pattern discovery;

4. define a formalism that supports the encoding of design choices regarding dependencies
between ontology patterns, thus automating previous manual maintenance and creation
tasks.

To this end, we define suitable rule-based formalisms over (1) the data and (2) over the
ontology. The former provides a new mapping framework that simplifies mapping maintenance
tasks by facilitating robust handling of exceptions and incomplete data (see [P1]). For the latter,
templates for ontology specification are introduced as a means to robustly define and instantiate
recurring patterns within an ontology, while supporting semi-automatic redundancy detection
[P2, P3, P4]. Extending ontology templates are rules called generators, which allow for the
succinct description of dependencies between pattern instantiations in an ontology [P6].

In the remainder of this chapter, we briefly introduce important notions and the context of this
thesis, in particular ontology-based data integration and rule-based formalisms for knowledge
representation. In Chapter 2, we take a closer look at the scientific contributions of the papers
contained in Part II.

1.1 Ontologies and Data Integration

Ontologies

In general, an ontology is a machine-readable model designed to faithfully represent knowledge
of a domain. Such a model provides a way of exploring the domain knowledge as well as
inferring implicit information from data with the help of automated reasoning. Several languages
have been proposed for expressing ontologies. However, since the early to mid 2000’s the
emergence of semantic technologies and standardization efforts such as the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [5] have ensured that description logics (DL’s) [4] have become the defacto
standard for ontologies in practice. These are a family of logical formalisms designed for
knowledge representation and reasoning in the fields of AI and the Semantic Web. Description
logics model how individuals from an application domain are grouped into classes (called
concepts) and related to one another with binary relations (called roles). Complex concepts and
roles can be built inductively according to the syntax allowed by a specific description logic.
An ontology then relates these concepts, roles, and individuals to one another through inclusion
axioms B v C (resp. R v S) that state that the concept B is a subclass of C (resp. the role R

is a subrole of the S) as well as assertions C(a) (resp. R(a, b)) that state that the individual a
is member of the concept C (resp. a is R-related to b). These formalisms have been defined
with syntactic restrictions in mind: different description logics restrict which complex concepts
and axioms may be constructed. In this manner, different DL’s are designed with specific tasks
in mind, e.g., low complexity of reasoning. For example, in order to retain low complexity
of entailment the DL-Lite family of description logics [6] does not permit axioms of the form
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A v B t C, i.e., it is not permissible to say that a concept is a subclass of a union of other
concepts. Indeed, DL-Lite is an important class; in the following section we discuss how the
complexity of entailment is important in the context of ontology-based data integration, as it is
tightly linked to query rewritability. For details on this as well as an an overview of the DL’s
associated with the OWL profiles, see [20].

We shall use description logic notation for notational convenience throughout this thesis
when discussing example ontologies (for more details see [4]).

Example 1. The statement “every boss is someone’s superior” can be modeled by the axiom
Boss v ∃hasSup−.> where hasSup− refers to the inverse role of hasSup. This axiom is equiva-
lent to the first-order formula ∀x.(Boss(x)→ ∃y.hasSup(y, x)).

Creating and maintaining a high-quality, large-scale ontology typically involves

1. identifying what concepts and relationships from the domain need to be modeled;

2. deciding on an appropriate way to model these according to the information requirements
given by users; and

3. maintaining the ontology, e.g., ensuring uniformity in modeling, removing unwanted
redundancies.

Steps 1 and 2 above are to a large degree a creative process: Step 1 requires active communication
between ontology engineers and experts from the domain to be modeled, a task which cannot be
fully automated. Step 2 involves finding a best-practice way of modeling the desired relationships.
This is by no means a straightforward task and has evolved into its own area of research called
ontology design patterns (ODP’s). Inspired by software design patterns, ODP’s strive to provide
modeling references for often-occurring and important patterns within ontologies [15]. However,
one of the major challenges faced by the ODP community is a lack of tool-sets geared towards
reuse and maintenance of existing ODP’s [15, 16]. This is not due to a lack of tools and
approaches for ontology engineering, however. Protégé [29] is widely regarded as the gold
standard when it comes to current ontology editors. Indeed, it contains much needed functionality
and due to its extensible environment supports a variety of plugins. Protégé plugins such as
XDP [14] attempt to alleviate some of the issues faced when using recurring patterns, e.g., by
supporting the finding and importing of existing ODP’s. However, it does not address some key
issues when it comes to ontology and pattern maintenance:

Modular view of ontology The ontology when viewed is still an OWL ontology. As such, it is
difficult to determine which axioms constitute an instantiation of a specific pattern.

Change in pattern If a pattern that has been instantiated is changed, each instantiation in the
ontology must be manually updated to incorporate these changes.

Change in ontology If one wishes to remove a pattern instance from the ontology, one must
manually remove each axiom belonging to that instance.

Other frameworks attempt at addressing these issues by defining new languages with which
to specify ontologies. Tawny-OWL [25] and the Ontology Pre-Processing Language (OPPL) [7]
are such formalisms for specifying and manipulating ontologies. Tawny-OWL provides a fully
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programmatic environment based on the programming language Clojure for creating ontologies
while including strong support for ontology design patterns. OPPL was designed specifically for
capturing patterns and regularities in ontologies, allowing the instantiation of patterns as well as
supporting features such as removing axioms. While these formalisms certainly are powerful and
there are many advantages to using them, they also come with certain drawbacks. For instance,
both require users to learn new syntax for manipulating ontologies. While Tawny-OWL does this
by design (it is intended to be more akin to programming than other previously existing ontology
editing tools), it is nonetheless a hurdle for users who are not familiar with that specific way of
thinking. Furthermore, the semantics of the formalisms are fairly complicated, or even unclear:
OPPL supports a removal action, which unto itself already results in a necessarily non-monotonic
semantics. It is likely that this was not a key factor when designing these formalisms (rather
focusing on having the frameworks support the desired functionality), however having a clear
semantics with decidable (or even tractable) entailment provides much utility for maintenance
tasks.

In [P2, P3, P4], we introduce the OTTR framework, a templating language for the definition
and instantiation of ontology patterns. It is specifically designed to provide a modular view of the
ontology while supporting robust mechanisms for changes in both the pattern and the ontology.
It can be easily adopted without the need to learn an entirely new syntax and has clear semantics,
which permits the semi-automation of certain maintenance tasks such as detecting and removing
redundancies. These contributions are summarized in Section 2.2.

Ontology-based Data Integration

Ontology-based data integration (OBDI) is a specific form of data integration where an ontology
plays the role of the global schema. Such a format allows for a variety of uses, such as data
transformation (where the ontology plays the role of an intermediary, translating theory between
different database schemas) and data access (where the ontology is used as a querying language
over disparate sources). The papers in Part II of this thesis are primarily focused on the data
access setting, though the results are transferable to any OBDI context.

Thus, ontology-based data access (OBDA) [30] utilizes the semantic layer consisting of an
ontology and a set of mappings on top of the data in a database. With the help of mappings,
queries over the ontology are translated into a query over the database language, such as SQL,
which can then be run on the source data. In order to ensure that all relevant data is retrieved, the
query translation consists of two stages: Firstly, the ontology query is rewritten to an equivalent
query which takes ontological knowledge into account. Secondly, the mappings are used to
translate this query into the source query language.

Example 2. Consider a database consisting of precisely one table JOBS_DB with the two columns
<NAME> and <JOB>. Furthermore, consider the ontology {Empl v Person,Boss v Person}.
In the rewriting process, the query Person(x) would be rewritten to Person(x) t Empl(x) t
Boss(x) while in the unfolding step, each of the above disjuncts would be expanded to a
database query using the mapping assertions. For example, if there exist two mapping assertions
JOBS_DB(x, “Accountant”) → Empl(x) and JOBS_DB(x, “IT”) → Empl(x), then the disjunct
Empl(x) would be unfolded as JOBS_DB(x, “IT”) ∪ JOBS_DB(x, “Accountant”).

In general, it is not possible to employ this technique in order to rewrite an arbitrary ontology
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query to a source query [6, 20]. Hence, one poses certain criteria on the ontology and queries
in order to ensure rewritability. Since the database querying language SQL is very closely
tied to first-order logic [1], a common such criterion is that they are first-order rewritable
(FOL-rewritable); that is, that the ontology rewriting of every permitted query is equivalent
to a first-order formula. However, not all description logics have this property. Indeed, any
description logic where the entailment problem is NLOGSPACE-hard in data complexity2 cannot
be FOL-rewritable [20].

A popular class of ontology languages for ontology-based data access is the DL-lite family.
These description logics have been tailored specifically for FOL-rewritability by restricting
ontology axioms in order to ensure low complexity entailment. This makes them ideally suited
for OBDA [6].

Example 2 demonstrates some of the current shortcomings of classical OBDA mappings:
it is impossible to distinguish between inferred knowledge and knowledge that is explicit in
the database. In the above example, in the presence of a mapping assertion JOBS_DB(x, y) →
Person(x) the query Person(x) would have sufficed without any ontology rewriting, since all
desired information was contained in one table. However, while some OBDA implementations
support manual query pruning [18] this can potentially lead to incomplete query answering,
and there is currently no way of formally checking whether it does. As such, the rewriting step
can cause a worst-case exponential blow-up in query size [6]. While this blow-up is necessary
to ensure complete query answering, it can lead to highly redundant database queries, where
the same data is accessed multiple times. Methods for automatic pruning of queries where the
mappings and ontology are anaylzed to determine redundant queries are used in practice [32].
However, due to its foundation in first-order logic, the current logical framework underlying
OBDA does not support the ability to express which queries should be redundant, e.g., that all
Persons should be contained in the JOBS_DB table. Extensions to description logics that support
the necessary non-monotonic features such as extensional constraints [33] or closed predicates
[26] have been proposed. However, due to an increase in data complexity these quickly become
practically infeasible.

Another issue with the current approach is how exceptions and incomplete information
are dealt with. Currently, one must keep track of exceptions manually by explicitly listing all
exceptions to a rule. Thus, if new exceptions must be taken into consideration, all mappings
must be manually updated to ensure sound and complete query answering.

In general, mapping design and maintenance tends to be primarily manual work [3]. This
can be a very laborious task and work on mapping evolution and repair [21] attempts to mitigate
some of these difficulties. A mature method for encoding exceptions without the need to
explicitly list all cases promises to reduce this cost even further. In [P1] we introduce a new
mapping framework called mapping programs designed specifically to address this issue. This is
summarized in Section 2.1.

2Data complexity refers to the complexity when the size of data may vary but the size of the query and ontology
are fixed. If the ontology and query may vary in size one speaks of combined complexity. This result tying data
complexity and FOL-rewritability relies on the fact that the size of the query and ontology are fixed.
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1.2 Logic Programming

Datalog and Answer Set Programming

For many decades, logic programming has played an important role within both the knowledge
representation and data integration fields. Since the late 70’s and early 80’s, a declarative fragment
of the logic programming language Prolog known as Datalog has become a prominent query
and data transformation language as it supports features not expressible in the relational calculus,
e.g., recursive queries while maintaining a clear semantics with low complexity reasoning [1].

Datalog programs consist of rules, which are Horn clauses of the form

H ← B1, . . . , Bm,

where H and B1, . . . , Bm are positive literals, i.e., atomic formulas. {H} is referred to as the
the head and {B1, . . . , Bm} as the body of the rule. Rules with an empty body are called facts,
whereas rules with an empty head are called constraints.

Since Datalog allows for any positive literal in its rules’ bodies, it does not have the same
restriction to binary predicates as description logics have. Furthermore, due to the generality
of such rules, recursive queries can be formulated. This allows for, e.g., checking the transitive
closure in a graph using Datalog rules.

Example 3. Given a graph with a binary edge relation E, the Datalog rule

E(x, z)← E(x, y), E(y, z)

generates the transitive closure.

The intuition behind the semantics of a Datalog rule is that if B1, . . . , Bm are true then H
must be true. More formally, the semantics of Datalog are defined using an iterative fixpoint
construction which is guaranteed to terminate for any Datalog program applied to a finite instance
[1]. Indeed, this fixpoint coincides with the minimal model (unique up to isomorphism) when
considering the Datalog program as a first-order theory.

A natural extension to Datalog is allowing for body literals to be negated. Many approaches
exist to introduce negation to Datalog [1]. However we shall focus on one in particular: negation-
as-failure, where “not B” is evaluated to true iff no combination of rules implies B [1]. In-
tuitively, this corresponds to assuming everything but the provably true to be false. This
interpretation of negation follows the closed-world assumption, which is a conceptual decision
on how to handle incomplete information. Intuitively, the closed-world assumption states that
the truth of a statement must be justified; a statement A is considered false in a model of a
Datalog program if no combination of rules imply A. This is in contrast to the open-world
assumption, which states that the truth of a statement need not rely on any justification. The
classical semantics of propositional logic, for example, employs the open-world assumption:
The implication A→ B does contain any justification for C being true, but this does not imply
that C is false.

Unfortunately, adding negation to rule bodies is not as straightforward as one would like. In
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particular, we lose model uniqueness. Consider the rules

B ← not C.
C ← not B.

This program has two distinct minimal models: one where only B is true and one where only C
is true.

How to choose and compute the desired models has been (and still is to some degree) a
highly-researched field. Certain cases of Datalog programs with negation, such as semipositive
or stratified Datalog, can be given a semantics that distinguish a unique minimal model following
the closed-world assumption [1]. When this unique model does not exist, however, things become
much more difficult and open to debate.

Answer set programming (ASP) is such an approach to adding negation-as-failure to Datalog
with a clear manner of handling multiple models. It is a declarative programming paradigm based
on the stable model semantics first defined in [12] as a means of handling negation-as-failure in
a clear and straightforward manner. It has become one of the more popular logic programming
paradigms, due to, e.g., computational benefits such as guaranteed termination as compared to
resolution in Prolog [22].

An ASP-program P is then a set of rules of the form H ← B1, . . . , Bm,notC1, . . . ,notCn.

with ground atoms H,Bi, and Cj . The semantics of an ASP program P are defined through a
construction called the Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct. Given an interpretation I of ground atoms, the
Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct P I is a positive program such that I satisfies a rule in P I if and only if
I satisfies the corresponding rule in P . Intuitively, this construction is achieved by removing
from P all rules that cannot fire under I and then removing all negative clauses notC in the
remaining rules (for more details see [12, 22]).

The reduct is a program without any occurrence of negation-as-failure, hence is simply a
positive Datalog program. Thus, there exists a unique minimal model of the reduct. Then an
interpretation I is called a stable model or an answer set of P if it is a ⊆-minimal model of P I ,
i.e., it is a ⊆-minimal set that is also the minimal model of P I .

Though the above semantics requires ground atoms, i.e., are essentially propositional, ASP
programs might also contains variables or function symbols. In this general case where function
symbols are allowed, reasoning becomes undecidable [2]. In the function-free case, the first-order
ASP programs are usually first grounded to reduce it to the propositional case. The grounded
programs can then either be solved directly [11] or, e.g., translated to an instance of the Boolean
satisfiability problem (SAT) before being passed on to efficient SAT solvers [24, 13].

The formalisms defined in [P1] and [P6] are extensions of Datalog with negation. The
former introduces mapping programs, an extension of ASP, as a new approach to mapping
data to ontologies in order to robustly handle exceptions in data. The latter is an extension of
Datalog that allows the succinct description of dependencies between ontology patterns. The
contributions of these papers are summarized in Section 2.1 and 2.3, respectively.
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1.3 Brief Summary of Contributions

The following is a brief summary of the contributions of the included research papers. The
overarching goal of the papers in this thesis is to facilitate robust specification and maintenance
of ontologies and mappings within the OBDA (and more generally the OBDI) setting. Intuitively,
we wish to be able to provide a higher-level view of an OBDI system to ensure better readability,
while simultaneously providing new tools for maintenance tasks. The scientific contributions of
the papers included in this thesis can be divided into three groups: (1) rules over the data, (2)
ontology templates, and (3) rules over ontologies. In the following we briefly summarize the
contributions made to each of these categories. For a more detailed description see Chapter 2 of
this thesis.

Rules over data Current OBDA mappings are first-order implications employing the open-
world assumption. We propose an alternative rule-based formalism, based on answer set program-
ming (ASP), for the mappings linking the data and ontology. By allowing negation-as-failure
under the stable model semantics, this formalism allows for a more robust handling of incom-
plete data and exceptions as compared to its first-order mapping counterparts. Additionally, it is
possible to phrase constraints over the data in the language of the ontology, thus allowing the
encoding of domain and system-specific knowledge into the mappings. This is in contrast to
the current approach, where such information is implicit and not formally checkable within the
system.

Ontology templates We provide a new templating language for DL/OWL ontologies. Re-
curring patterns can be defined as templates, which in turn can be instantiated within an ontology.
The proposed formalism has a formal semantics based on the underlying description logics. This
allows for robust, automatic checking of formal properties such as consistency and redundancy.
Ontologies can be viewed in their expanded form (i.e., as DL ontologies) or unexpanded form.
The latter provides a higher-level view on ontologies, enabling (1) a separation of concerns
within ontology design concerning what relationships are modeled in an ontology and how they
are modeled, and (2) improved readability and maintainability of large-scale ontologies.

Rules over ontologies As opposed to using rules to extend the expressivity of an ontology,
we rather employ logic programming to simplify the specification and maintenance of an ontology
while retaining its expressivity. Generators are an extension of Datalog that allow for describing
the relationships between recurring patterns within an ontology. On the one hand, this ensures a
uniformity in the ontological modeling, inheriting the benefits from ontology templates. On the
other hand, it provides a robust and scalable way of ensuring that ontology design choices are
consistently implemented.
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Chapter 2

Contributions

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the overarching goal of this thesis is to simplify specification and
maintenance tasks in ontology-based data integration with the help of rule-based formalisms.
The contributions of this thesis can be grouped into three categories: (1) rules over data, (2)
ontology templates, and (3) rules over ontologies. In the remainder of this chapter, we explore
these contributions in greater detail.

2.1 Rules over Data

Combining rules and ontologies is by no means a new field of research. Indeed, several rule-
based formalisms have been proposed specifically for interacting with DL ontologies, such as
DL-safe rules [28], MKNF+ knowledge bases [27], and dl-programs [9].

DL-safe rules are a restriction to the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [17], allowing
for axiom-like rules that are not expressible in standard description logics. While SWRL rules
are in general undecidable, a dl-safe rule employ a safety condition to ensure decidability: any
variable must appear in a non-DL atom in the rule body.1 MKNF+ knowledge bases were
designed specifically to integrate open-world ontology with closed-world rule-based reasoning.
Its intention is for rules and ontologies to live side-by-side in the same formalism, To that end,
they introduce a rule-language building on the logic of minimal knowledge and negation-as-
failure (MKNF) defined by Lifschitz [23]. The result is a very expressive formalism capable of
expressing ontology axioms as well as nonmonotonic rules. DL-programs add nonmonotonic
reasoning to ontologies by allowing rules to contain queries to an external ontology. These
queries provide a limited amount of interaction between the ontology and rules: a query can

1Mapping programs, as discussed in the following section, employ a similar technique to ensure decidability.
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temporarily extend the ontology with facts generated by the program. Due to this manner of
interaction, dl-programs are often considered as “rules on top of ontologies:” though they may
query ontologies (and during the querying process incorporate facts gained by the program) a
dl-program does not alter an ontology.

Rather than using rules to alter or extend the expressivity of an ontology in an OBDA system,
we propose using a rule-based formalism in its mappings. In [P1], we define mapping programs
as a rule language for ontology-based data integration based on answer set programming. As
such, each mapping rule contains a database query in its body and an ontology query in its head.
Additionally, rule bodies may contain both positive and negated ontology queries as conditions
for the mapping. Intuitively, a mapping rule

DB_Query(~x), O1(~y1),not O2(~y2)→ O3(~x, ~z)

where ~y1, ~y2 ⊆ ~x states that all query answers to DB_Query should be mapped to O3 if the
mapping program and ontology entails O1 and not O2.

The variables ~z in the head of the rule are considered existentially quantified variables,
and hence such programs need some sort of safety condition to ensure decidability in query
answering. Thus we employ a method akin to the dl-safety condition: Intuitively, a rule may
only fire for “known” individuals. In the OBDI context, this corresponds to rules only being
allowed to fire for tuples within the database. For mapping programs this is achieved through the
presence of a database query within each mapping rule and the GAV condition on the rule head:
that all non-existentially quantified variables in the head of the rule are guarded by DB_Query.

Mapping programs are similar to dl-programs. In fact, if one adds support for existential
quantification in rule heads and a database query in the rule body, they can be translated into an
equivalent dl-program. However, mapping programs are purposely restricted; the full expressivity
of dl-programs is not required for the purposes for which mapping programs were intended.
These restrictions allow, for example, a natural translation from mapping programs to classical
ASP if all ontology queries in the mapping program are conjunctive queries [P1].

By mapping data to ontologies in this manner, OBDA systems benefit in the following ways:

Bridge open and closed world assumptions Being able to handle both open-world and
closed-world reasoning is a popular motivation for combining logic programming with negation
and ontologies [9, 27]. Similar to [8], our approach treats both the ontology and the database
as external sources. With existentially quantified variables in the head and negation-as-failure,
mapping programs can seamlessly translate from the closed-world database to the open-world
ontology without the need for the ontology formalism to be changed. By adding these features to
the mappings as opposed to the ontology, ontology reasoning is not affected and languages with
a low reasoning cost such as DL-Lite can be used.

Handling exceptions Since mapping programs are an extension of answer set programming,
they inherit the ability to express default rules [31, 22]. This allows a robust handling of data
with exceptions or incomplete data: Default values can be attributed to data entries lacking
information. When using classical OBDA mappings, the introduction of a new exception requires
a rewriting of the mappings to take this new exception into consideration. This is not necessary
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with mapping programs, as exceptions no longer need to be listed explicitly in each mapping,
simplifying maintenance of OBDA mappings.

Example 4. Suppose one has a table SC_TABLE((<NAME>, <CLEARANCE-CODE>) representing
members in an organization where the first column refers to an individual’s name and the second
columne refers to a code for their security clearance. The mapping rule

SC_TABLE(X, Y),notCleared(X)→ NotCleared(X)

together with the ontology {Cleared v ¬NotCleared} assigns by default each individual to the
concept NotCleared unless their clearance is otherwise specified; in other words, it specifies the
default rule “individuals usually do not have security clearance”. Exceptions to this rule can be
added without the need to change this rule, e.g., by adding the mapping rule

SC_TABLE(X, "TS")→ Cleared(X).

Ontology constraints over the data When constructing an OBDA system, an information
manager encodes their knowledge about the how data and ontologies should be translated into the
mappings. When using classical OBDA mappings, much of this knowledge must be left implicit;
one cannot formulate constraints over the data using the ontology. Being able to formulate
these constraints in a logically sound manner has the potential to greatly improve querying
performance and mapping maintenance. As a case in point, as mentioned in the discussion after
Example 2 of Section 1.1, query rewriting will in general result in an exponential blow-up in size.
In the presence of extra knowledge, such as that every Person must be included in a specific table,
such growth in query size is redundant. The pruning approaches adopted by existing OBDA
implementations [18, 32] prevent this blow-up in certain circumstances, but do not support
checking whether this constraint is satisfied by the system; they essentially only prevent the
ontology rewriting of specific queries. Thus, in this scenario complete query answering is no
longer guaranteed.

Mapping programs introduced in [P1] support such constraints. This allows, for instance,
an information manager to state that every Person must be included in a specific table. More
importantly, if a Person is found who is not from the specified table, the OBDA specification
will be inconsistent. This approach allows for automatic sanity checks, i.e., the ontology and
data work together as intended according to the mappings and constraints.

2.2 Ontology Templates

The idea of using macros or templates in order to simplify repetitive tasks is by no means new.
This concept has been applied in a multitude of domains, be it within programming languages or
even within ontology engineering. As discussed in Section 1.1, various ontology specification
tools such as Tawny-OWL [25] and OPPL [7] support the naming of recurring patterns as well
as instantiating these with suitable names.
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Description Logic Foundation

Reasonable ontology templates were designed to support definition and instantiation of pat-
terns, while maintaining a formal syntax and semantics familiar to users. Thus, the templating
framework is first described within the context of description logics.

[P2] introduces ontology templates (or templates for short) as named, parameterized on-
tologies. In other words, an ontology template is an ontology O with a given name and list of
designated concept, role, or individual names called parameters. Templates can be instantiated
by substituting each occurrence of its parameters with type-compatible expressions. It is worth
noting here that substitutions in ontology templates not only substitute names for names, but can
substitute names for complex expressions, allowing for more sophisticated reuse of patterns, as
demonstrated in the following example.

Example 5. A template describing a simple part-of relationship can be defined as follows:

PartOf(Part,Whole) :: {Whole v ∃hasPart.Part}

where PartOf is the template’s name and Part and Whole are its parameters. Then the instance
PartOf(Handle,Hammer) yields the ontology

{Hammer v ∃hasPart.Handle}

The instantiation of a template is not limited to basic concepts. Thus PartOf can be instantiated
with complex concepts as its arguments. For example, the instance PartOf(Grip,∃hasPart.Handle),
yields the ontology

{∃hasPart.Handle v ∃hasPart.Grip}.

Furthermore, templates can be nested, i.e., one template’s pattern can contain an instance of
another template. An instance of template T then yields an ontology via an expansion procedure
where each template instance within the pattern of T is expanded individually. To ensure this
terminates one requires that the dependency graph between templates contains no cycles.

Example 6. Consider the template

ToolWithPart(Name,Part) :: {Name v Tool,PartOf(Part,Name)}.

Then the instance ToolWithPart(Hammer,Handle) would expand to the ontology

{Hammer v Tool,Hammer v ∃hasPart.Handle}.

Though it is quite simple, this formalism provides a solid basis for a variety of very powerful
ontology specification and maintenance tools. Since ontology templates are simply named and
parameterized DL ontologies they inherit description logic semantics. As such, templates can
be used as queries as well as macros. Thus the query results from one template can be used
to instantiate another. In other words, we are able to describe certain types of dependencies
between patterns within an ontology. This is further explored in [P6], the contributions of which
are discussed in Section 2.3.
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Margherita v NamedPizza

Margherita v ∃hasCountryOfOrigin.Italy
Margherita v ∀hasTopping.Tomato tMozzarella

Margherita v ∃hasTopping.Tomato

Margherita v ∃hasTopping.Mozzarella

Grandiosa v NamedPizza

Grandiosa v ∀hasTopping.Jarlsberg t Ham t SweetPepper

Grandiosa v ∃hasTopping.Jarlsberg
Grandiosa v ∃hasTopping.Ham
Grandiosa v ∃hasTopping.SweetPepper

(a) Excerpt from DL Pizza ontology

<http://draft.ottr.xyz/pizza/NamedPizza> a ottr:Template ;

ottr:hasParameter

[ ottr:index 1 ; ottr:classVariable :pizza ] ,

[ ottr:index 2 ; ottr:individualVariable :country;

ottr:optional true ] ,

[ ottr:index 3 ; ottr:listVariable (:toppings) ] .

### body:

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubClassOf ;

ottr:withValues ( :pizza p:NamedPizza ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubObjectHasValue ;

ottr:withValues ( :pizza p:hasCountryOfOrigin :country ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubObjectAllValuesFrom ;

ottr:withValues ( :pizza p:hasTopping _:alltoppings ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-rstr:ObjectUnionOf ;

ottr:withValues ( _:alltoppings (:toppings) ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubObjectSomeValuesFrom ;

ottr:hasArgument [ ottr:index 1; ottr:value :pizza ] ,

[ ottr:index 2; ottr:value p:hasTopping ] ,

[ ottr:index 3; ottr:eachValue (:toppings) ] .

(b) wOTTR serialisation of the NamedPizza tem-
plate.

NAMEDPIZZA(?Name : 1 class, ?Country : ? individual, ?Toppings : + class)
:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, :NamedPizza),

SUBOBJECTHASVALUE(?Name, :hasCountryOfOrigin, ?Country),
SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasTopping, _:b1),
OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b1, ?Toppings),
x | SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasTopping, ?Toppings) .

NAMEDPIZZA(:Margherita, :Italy, 〈:Tomato, :Mozzerella〉)
NAMEDPIZZA(:Grandiosa, none, 〈:Tomato, :Jarlsberg, :Ham, :SweetPepper〉)

(c) stOTTR serialisation of the NamedPizza template
and coresponding instances

#OTTR prefix

p http://www.co-ode.org/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl#

#OTTR end

#OTTR template http://draft.ottr.xyz/pizza/NamedPizza

pizza country toppings

1 2 3

iri iri iri+

p:Margherita p:Italy p:Tomato|p:Cheese

p:Grandiosa p:Tomato|p:Jarlsberg|p:Ham|p:Pepper

#OTTR end

(d) tabOTTR instance serialisation

Figure 2.1: An example of OTTR serializations, adapted from [P4].

Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR)

[P2] gives a formal foundation for Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR). The core philosophy
behind OTTR is to enable the definition and reuse of patterns as well as the maintenance of
ontologies as simple and robust as possible [P3, P4]. It is a homo-iconic templating framework
for RDF based on ontology templates. In other words, templates for RDF graphs are themselves
RDF graphs. In that manner users do not need to learn a new syntax in order to define and reuse
patterns; if they so prefer, they can use existing tools and workflows to create OTTR templates.

OTTR strives to separate the modeling and the populating of an ontology. This provides
a separation of concerns: ontology engineers need not understand every minute detail of the
domain and can rather focus on important relationships and patterns; similarly, domain experts
are not required to understand technical details of how the domain is being modeled, and can
rather focus on populating an ontology with the correct concepts and properties. As such, we
define various serialization formats tailored to various users’ expertise: wOTTR (web OTTR) for
creating and instantiating templates within RDF; stOTTR (syntax for terse OTTR) for a more
human-readable, functional syntax for template creation; and tabOTTR (tabular OTTR) for quick
and easy instantiation of templates using a spreadsheet format [P4].

OTTR extends the ontology templates by adding various features: types and cardinalities to
parameters and expansion modes to template instances. Typing parameters permits automatically
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checking whether a template is being used correctly. Giving parameters a cardinality allows for
optional or mandatory parameters as well as lists, whereas expansion modes provide multiple
options of how to handle list parameters (see [P4] for details).

This extra functionality in addition to its solid formal foundation in ontology templates
provides a rich tool-set for maintaining template libraries as well as ontologies built using OTTR.
Since templates are logical entities with a clear syntax, one can formally analyze different
relationships between templates. This allows, for example, the detection of various forms of
redundancy within template libraries and ontologies [P4]. This promises to be a powerful tool
for creating and maintaining high-quality ontologies.

Indeed, [P5] provides a starting point for further research in this direction. An empirical
use-case study wherein OTTR was applied on a large-scale ontology shows the promise of
using formal relations for (semi-)automated redundancy removal. Thus, in [P5] we define the
necessary and desirable properties any ontology templating framework must have in order to
support interesting formal relations between templates. This is intended as a starting point for
further research.

2.3 Rules over Ontologies

OTTR templates are a useful tool for robustly capturing modeling decisions in the ontology
specification process: rather than leaving it implicit which patterns are being used, they are
explicitly instantiated. Thus, whenever a pattern needs to be changed any ontology using that
pattern is automatically updated. This follows the well-known Don’t-Repeat-Yourself (DRY)
principle. In this section, we discuss how this can be taken even further by introducing rules over
the ontology.

As mentioned previously, when combining rules and ontologies the primary focus in research
has been on extending the expressivity of a formalism. Our goal in [P6] was not to increase the
expressivity of an ontology but rather to create a new framework for explicitly encoding design
choices when creating an ontology with templates. More specifically, the motivation is to be able
to model the regularity between patterns occurring in an ontology.

This approach provides a high-level view of an ontology: instantiations of patterns are
condensed into single instances referring to a specific pattern and relationships between patterns
are explicitly described rather than left implicit. On the one hand this promises to compress
highly regular ontologies substantially, greatly benefiting readability. On the other hand it
provides a more robust framework for maintenance tasks: design choices are explicitly captured
and enforced whenever the ontology is altered.

Intuitively, the formalism is based on the dual nature of templates: they can be viewed both
as queries and as macros. Thus, the query answers of a template TB can be used to instantiate
another template TH. Such a pair

TB → TH

is called a generator; a set of generators is called a GBox. An ontology O satisfies a generator if
for every instance TBσ with O � TBσ then O � THσ. Here σ is a substitution of the parameters
in TB. The semantics of GBoxes can then be defined analogously to Datalog via a fixpoint
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operator. However, in order to ensure the existence of a finite model, one must restrict what
expressions can be substituted for parameters.

Example 7. Consider the ontology O = {A v ∃R.B} and the generator g : TB → TH for
TB(X, Y ) :: {X v ∃R.Y } and TH(X, Y ) :: {X v ∃R.∃R.Y }. Then (A,B) is a query answer
to TB over O, hence g would add {A v ∃R.∃R.B} to O. This generates another query answer
for TB, namely (A,∃R.B), thus generating an infinite chain. By restricting the language used to
substitute parameters one can avoid this situation and ensure a finite model [P6].

Generators are well suited for describing regularity between ontology patterns. Consider, as
an example, an ontology describing a taxonomy of animals where each subclass of Animal is a
type of animal. The sentiment “each child of an animal is of the same type as its parents” is not
expressible in description logics. Indeed, it must be explicitly written out for any Animal one
wishes to include in the ontology. In particular, if another Animal is added (or discovered by
reasoning), the rule will not apply. Generators alleviate this issue: By defining two templates

T1(X) :: {X v Animal}
T2(Y) :: {Y v ∀hasChild.Y}

this design choice can be encoded via the generator T1(X)→ T2(X). In that manner, the rule will
apply to any subclass of Animal and the appropriate template instances will be added whenever
another Animal is added.

Furthermore, we define a semantics for GBoxes which incorporates negation-as-failure in
generator’s bodies. Analogously to other rule-based logics such as Datalog, this results in
non-monotonic behavior with multiple possible models. In order to ensure a unique expansion
of a GBox over an ontology, we define suitable notions of semipositive and stratifiable GBoxes
where a unique expansion can be distinguished.

2.4 Overview of Research Papers

This section gives a brief overview of the papers contained in this dissertation. The relationships
between the papers are illustrated in Figure 2.2

Paper 1: Mapping Data to Ontologies With Exceptions Using Answer Set Pro-
gramming

Authors: Daniel P. Lupp and Evgenij Thorstensen.
In: Proceedings of Norsk Informatikkonfernase (NIK 2018) [P1]. A preliminary version of
this paper was presented at the Workshop for Ontologies and Logic Programming for Query
Answering 2016.

Abstract In ontology-based data access (OBDA), databases are connected to an ontology via
mappings from queries over the database to queries over the ontology. In this paper,
we define an ASP-based semantics for mappings from relational databases to first-order
ontologies, augmented with queries over the ontology in the mapping rule bodies. The
resulting formalism can be described as ”ASP modulo theories”, and can be used to express
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constraints and exceptions in OBDA systems, as well as being a powerful mechanism for
succinctly representing OBDA mappings. Furthermore, we show that brave reasoning
in this setting has either the same data complexity as ASP, or is at least as hard as
the complexity of checking entailment for the ontology queries. Moreover, despite the
interaction of ASP rules and the ontology, most properties of ASP are preserved. Finally,
we show that for ontologies with UCQ-rewritable queries there exists a natural reduction
from our framework to ASP with existential variables.

Paper 2: Reasonable Macros for Ontology Construction and Maintenance

Authors: Henrik Forssell, Daniel P. Lupp, Martin G. Skjæveland, and Evgenij Thorstensen.
In: Proceedings of the 30th International Workshop on Description Logics (DL 2017) [P2].

Abstract Creating and maintaining ontology knowledge bases are difficult processes that can
be improved by using macro or templating languages that help structure the ontology
engineering task and reduce unnecessary repetitions of ontology patterns. However, since
the templates themselves need to be created and maintained, suitable tool support for
their maintenance is vital in order to ensure the quality of the resulting knowledge base,
and to lower the cost of its construction and maintenance. In this paper, we show that a
simple and powerful macro or templating language for description logic (DL) knowledge
bases can be defined in description logic itself. In other words, DL allows for macros that
are themselves DL knowledge bases; maintenance and debugging for such macros can
therefore be done using existing DL reasoners, and does not require extra tool support.
We define such macros for the DL SROIQ, which underlies the W3C standard OWL 2.
We then show that notions of containment and other problems of interest for such macros
become standard reasoning problems supported by existing reasoners. We explore the uses
of such macros, showcase how they can be used as restricted higher-order queries, and
apply our insights to the setting of data exchange.

Paper 3: Pattern-Based Ontology Design and Instantiation with Reasonable On-
tology Templates

Authors: Martin G. Skjæveland, Henrik Forssell, Johan W. Klüwer, Daniel P. Lupp, Evgenij
Thorstensen, and Arild Waaler
In: Proceedings of the 8th Workshop on Ontology Design and Patterns (WOP 2017) [P3].

Abstract Reasonable Ontology Templates, OTTRs for short, are OWL ontology macros capable
of representing ontology design patterns (ODPs) and closely integrating their use into
ontology engineering. An OTTR is itself an OWL ontology or RDF graph, annotated
with a special purpose OWL vocabulary. This allows OTTRs to be edited, debugged,
published, identified, instantiated, combined, used as queries and bulk transformations,
and maintained—all leveraging existing W3C standards, best practices and tools. We show
how such templates can drive a technical framework and tools for a practical, efficient and
transparent use of ODPs in ontology design and instantiation. The framework allows for a
clear separation of the design of an ontology, typically managed by ontology experts, and
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Figure 2.2: This figure depicts the relationships between the papers in this dissertation. A solid
arrow represents that a paper directly builds on its predecessor, whereas a dotted line represents
related topics or approaches.

its bulk content, provided by domain experts. We illustrate the approach by reconstructing
the published Chess Game ODP and producing linked chess data.

Paper 4: Practical Ontology Pattern Instantiation, Discovery, and Maintenance
with Reasonable Ontology Templates

Authors: Martin G. Skjæveland, Daniel P. Lupp, Leif Harald Karlsen, and Henrik Forssell
In: Proceedings of the 17th International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC 2018) [P4].

Abstract Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR) is a language for representing ontology
modeling patterns in the form of parameterized ontologies. Ontology templates are
simple and powerful abstractions useful for constructing, interacting with, and maintaining
ontologies. With ontology templates, modeling patterns can be uniquely identified and
encapsulated, broken down into convenient and manageable pieces, instantiated, and used
as queries. Formal relations defined over templates support sophisticated maintenance
tasks for sets of templates, such as revealing redundancies and suggesting new templates
for representing implicit patterns. Ontology templates are designed for practical use; an
OWL vocabulary, convenient serialization formats for the semantic web and for terse
specification of template definitions and bulk instances are available, including an open
source implementation for using templates. Our approach is successfully tested on a
real-world large-scale ontology in the engineering domain.

Paper 5: Making a Case for Formal Relations over Ontology Patterns

Authors: Daniel P. Lupp, Leif Harald Karlsen, and Martin G. Skjæveland
In: Proceedings of the 9th Workshop on Ontology Design and Patterns (WOP 2018) [P5].

Abstract There have recently been multiple frameworks proposed to formalize the definition
and instantiation of recurring patterns for ontology construction and maintenance. Such
formal frameworks can also provide the means necessary for discussing how such patterns
can be related to one another, both syntactically and semantically. This has the potential
for organizing pattern libraries, robust handling of maintenance tasks, such as redundancy
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removal, and defining heuristics for what constitutes a “good” pattern. This short paper
aims to provide a common ground for discussions on formal relations between ontology
patterns. We discuss interesting relations with motivating examples as well as state open
questions concerning relations for optimizing the creation, instantiation, and maintenance
of ontology patterns

Paper 6: Generating Ontologies from Templates: A Rule-Based Approach for
Capturing Regularity

Authors: Henrik Forssell, Christian Kindermann, Daniel P. Lupp, Uli Sattler, and Evgenij
Thorstensen
In: Proceedings of the 31st International Workshop on Description Logics (DL 2018) [19]. The
version included in Part II is an extended technical report including additional examples and
proofs [P6].

Abstract We present a second-order language that can be used to succinctly specify ontologies
in a consistent and transparent manner. This language is based on ontology templates
(OTTR), a framework for capturing recurring patterns of axioms in ontological modeling.
The language, and our results are independent of any specific DL. We define the language
and its semantics, including the case of negation-as-failure, investigate reasoning over
ontologies specified using our language, and show results about the decidability of useful
reasoning tasks about the language itself. We also state and discuss some open problems
that we believe to be of interest.

Papers not included in this thesis

Martin G. Skjæveland, Henrik Forssell, Johan W. Klüwer, Daniel P. Lupp, Evgenij Thorstensen,
and Arild Waaler. “Reasonable Ontology Templates: APIs for OWL.” in: International Semantic
Web Conference (Posters, Demos & Industry Tracks). Vol. 1963. CEUR Workshop Proceedings.
CEUR-WS.org, 2017

Martin G. Skjæveland, Leif Harald Karlsen, and Daniel P. Lupp. “Practical Ontology Pattern
Instantiation, Discovery, and Maintanence with Reasonable Ontology Templates - Demo pa-
per.” In: International Semantic Web Conference (P&D/Industry/BlueSky). Vol. 2180. CEUR
Workshop Proceedings. CEUR-WS.org, 2018
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Chapter 3

Conclusion and Future Work

The work presented in this thesis aims to address difficulties that arise during the creation
and maintenance of ontologies and OBDI systems. The main focus lies in providing logical
frameworks that simplify the specification of ontologies while simultaneously enabling robust,
semi-automatic handling of maintenance tasks. To this end, we define a new mapping framework
that supports proper handling of incomplete data and exceptions within the mappings, allowing
the ontology to be data-agnostic. Furthermore, we propose a new framework for ontology
specification, OTTR, which supports the definition, instantiation, and analyzing of ontology
patterns. This provides a high-level view of the ontology: rather than solely being able to inspect
an ontology on the level of axioms, this additionally enables viewing what is being modeled
as opposed to how. This provides a separation of concerns: designing and modeling within
an ontology as opposed to populating an ontology with the desired concepts and relationships.
Finally, we define an extension of Datalog designed to operate on ontologies. Rather than use
rules to enrich an ontology’s expressivity, they are designed in order to formally specify certain
design choices made during ontology creation. As such, they describe the relationships between
patterns within an ontology. In addition to OTTR this serves to provide an even more abstract
view of the ontology and what design choices were made.

In the following we describe possible directions of future work.

Mapping programs and query rewritability The complexity of mapping programs is, in gen-
eral, very high (NPO-complete data complexity for an ontology with a reasoning oracle
O such that entailment is |O|-complete). This is not feasible for large amounts of data,
hence determining fragments with more manageable complexity would be very useful.
Furthermore, it is not clear how query rewriting akin to classical OBDA would work in this
context. A possible approach could be to restrict mapping programs to positive programs
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only, and define a suitable notion of stratification on a program’s queries. This and other
approaches should be investigated in order to ensure practical usability of the framework.

Template relations In [P4] and [P5] we show that defining simple relations such as dependency
between templates provides tools for ontology and template maintenance. Interesting
questions for further research are (1) to find more sophisticated methods for the detection
and removal of various forms of redundancy, such as those discussed in [P5]; (2) what
other tasks, such as ontology and template exploration, can benefit from knowledge about
the relations between templates; and (3) which more complex relations are of interest, e.g.,
relations taking types and cardinalities of parameters into account.

OTTR extensions The current implementation of OTTR is entirely syntactic. In particular,
running a template as a query over an ontology returns only exact syntactic matches to
its pattern. However, a template instance can be entailed by the ontology, but not be
syntactically contained. A natural extension to OTTR would be support semantic querying
for templates. This would allow for (1) an implementation of GBoxes in the OTTR
framework, and (2) more fine-grained analysis of (in particular semantic) relationships
between templates.

Existence of a finite GBox expansion As discussed in Section 2.3, the expansion of a GBox
is not guaranteed to be finite. In [P6] we avoid this issue by suitably restricting the
substitutions of parameters. However, even for simple (e.g., DL-Lite) ontologies it appears
to be undecidable to determine whether a finite expansion exists for a given GBox. Thus,
it would be useful to (1) develop sophisticated methods to analyze the decidability of a
finite expansion given an ontology and a GBox and (2) provide sufficient conditions that
guarantee the existence of a finite GBox expansion.

GBox query answering Currently, query answering over an ontology and GBox requires the
construction of the expansion. As this can be a very expensive (even undecidable) task, it
is worth investigating how and when query answers can be determined without the need
for computing the entire expansion.

Nonmonotonic GBoxes In [P6] we define a semantics for negation-as-fallure in generators’
bodies. The focus was specifically placed on maintaining the uniqueness of an expansion.
A major difference between Datalog and Gboxes is that generators fire if the body is
entailed by as opposed to contained in an ontology. As a consequence, there is more
potential interaction between generators in a GBox than between standard Datalog rules
(cf. the definition of activation in [P6]). Therefore, in order to capture multiple possible
expansions it would be interesting from a theoretical perspective to investigate whether
GBoxes can be imbued with variations of the well-founded and stable model semantics.
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Mapping Data to Ontologies With Exceptions Using
Answer Set Programming

Daniel P. Lupp and Evgenij Thorstensen

Abstract
In ontology-based data access (OBDA), databases are connected to
an ontology via mappings from queries over the database to queries
over the ontology. In this paper, we define an ASP-based semantics for
mappings from relational databases to first-order ontologies, augmented
with queries over the ontology in the mapping rule bodies. The resulting
formalism can be described as ”ASP modulo theories”, and can be used
to express constraints and exceptions in OBDA systems, as well as being
a powerful mechanism for succinctly representing OBDA mappings.
Furthermore, we show that brave reasoning in this setting has either
the same data complexity as ASP, or is at least as hard as the complexity
of checking entailment for the ontology queries. Moreover, despite the
interaction of ASP rules and the ontology, most properties of ASP are
preserved. Finally, we show that for ontologies with UCQ-rewritable
queries there exists a natural reduction from our framework to ASP
with existential variables.

1 Introduction

Ontology-based data access (OBDA) [25] is a method for data integration, utilizing
a semantic layer consisting of an ontology and a set of mappings on top of a
database. An ontology is a machine-readable model designed to faithfully represent
knowledge of a domain independently of the structure of the database; it is
comprised of concepts and relationships between these concepts. These ontologies
are often formulated using description logics (DLs), a class of decidable logics, due
to their desirable computational properties [6].

With the help of mappings, users’ queries over the ontology are rewritten into a
query over the database language, such as SQL, which can then be run on the source
data. To ensure that this rewriting is always possible, one requires the ontology
to be first-order rewritable (FOL-rewritable); that is, that every allowed query is
equivalent to a first-order formula. However, not all description logics have this
property. A common class of ontology languages used in OBDA is the DL-lite
family. These description logics have been tailored towards FOL-rewritability and
tractable query answering, making them ideally suited for OBDA [6].

Unfortunately, the rewriting step can cause a worst-case exponential blow-up in
query size [6]. While this blow-up is necessary to ensure complete query answering,
it can lead to highly redundant database queries. Robust pruning of redundant

This paper was presented at the NIK-2019 conference; see http://www.nik.no/.
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queries without nonmonotonic features such as extensional constraints [27] or
closed predicates [23] is practically infeasible. Furthermore, mapping design and
maintenance is usually manual work [2]. This can be a very laborious task, and
recent work on mapping evolution and repair [19] attempts to alleviate some of
the difficulties involved. However, currently OBDA mappings are interpreted as
first-order implications. As a consequence, they lack the expressivity to succinctly
handle these issues: for instance, exceptions must be stated explicitly, possibly in
multiple mapping assertions.

Example 1 Let TABLE1(<ID>,<DATA>,<CONF>) be a table whose third column indicates
a measure of confidentiality of the given entry, ranging from 1 (highly confidential) to 5
(not confidential). Furthermore, let AC v A be an axiom in the ontology T , where AC
represents the confidential individuals in A. The mapping assertions

∀X, Y∃Z :TABLE1(X,Y,Z)∧Y = “a” ∧ (Z 6= “1” ∧ Z 6= “2” ∧ Z 6= “3”) A(X)

∀X, Y∃Z :TABLE1(X,Y,Z)∧Y = “a” ∧ (Z = “1” ∨ Z = “2” ∨ Z = “3”) AC(X)

express that any entry whose DATA column contains “a” is a member of the concept A or
AC depending on the confidentiality level. Changing what constistutes “confidential” to
for instance “any data with confidentiality level 2 or above” can represent a major challenge
for mapping maintenance: exceptions are listed explicitly and therefore must be changed in
every relevant mapping assertion. Such code lists (exceptions depending on the value of
a given column) are a common practice in database applications, yet are very prone to
error since (1) changes must be made to potentially many mapping assertions and (2) it is
entirely manual work, without robust consistency checking.

Allowing for negation-as-failure as well as ontology queries in the mapping bodies
alleviates these issues:the following mapping rules map the data in the same manner, yet
have a more succicnt and robust manner of handling exceptions.

∀X, Y∃Z :TABLE1(X,Y,Z)∧Y = “a”, not AC(X)→ A(X)

∀X, Y∃Z :TABLE1(X,Y,Z)∧Y = “a” ∧ (Z = “1” ∨ Z = “2” ∨ Z = “3”)→ AC(X).

In this paper, we propose a new framework for OBDA mappings called mapping
programs where mappings are not interpreted as first-order implications. Instead,
they are rules containing a database query as well as (positive and negative)
ontology queries in their bodies, allowing for existential quantification in both the
body and the head of a rule. The ontology queries in rule bodies are evaluated
with respect to both the answer sets of the mapping program and the ontology.

This integration of ontology queries into rules allows our formalism to express
ontological epistemic constraints, for example extensional constraints [27] and
thus a method of pruning redundant queries. Furthermore, by being able to
express default rules, mapping programs serve as a powerful abbreviation tool for
mapping maintenance (cf. Example 1). This enables the addition of nonmonotonic
features to OBDA while retaining the desirable complexity of ontology reasoning.
Furthermore, the semantics for OBDA with mapping programs is capable of
capturing both the open-world reasoning of the ontology as well as the closed-
world reasoning of the database. This was previously not possible with classical
mappings, as they are interpreted as first-order theories and thus are inherently
open-world.
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Related work

Current research on extending OBDA with nonmonontonic capabilities has focused
on the ontology side, e.g., through modal description logics or by inclusion of
closed predicates [8, 23]. However, the modal semantics can be quite unintuitive.
In this setting, modal ontology axioms do not behave well in the presence of
nonmodal axioms. Furthermore, extending ontologies with closed predicates
quickly results in intractability, cf. [23].

Using a rule-based framework for mappings in OBDA is no new notion; indeed,
[3] considers mappings as Datalog programs (possibly with stratified negation)
rather than first-order implications. However, this and to our knowledge all
previously proposed mapping frameworks are monotonic and thus suffer from the
issues illustrated in Example 1.

Since our goal is to connect data to an ontology, we require that each mapping
rule contains a database query acting as a guard on the rule. Thus, existential
witnesses generated by rules are not further propagated by the mapping program.
This is in contrast to the more general existential rules frameworks of tuple-
generating dependencies, where existentials in heads of rules may propagate
[5, 4]. The decidability of mapping program reasoning therefore reduces entirely to
decidability of ontology reasoning.

There have been several approaches to combining rule-based formalisms and
description logic ontologies in contexts other than data transformation, be it by
constructing a hybrid framework integrating both rules and ontology axioms
into the same semantics [24] or by adding rules “on top” [10] of ontologies in the
form of DL-programs. Here, rules can interact with an existing knowledge base by
including special ontology queries in the rule bodies.

Both DL-programs and mapping programs are special cases of a more general
framework called HEX programs [11]. These contain, in addition to regular atoms,
queries to external sources in rule bodies which are evaluated with the help of
oracles. While extending HEX programs with existential variables in the heads and
negative bodies of rules, mapping programs restrict external source queries to
database queries (in the positive body of rules, at least one such query must be
present in each rule) and ontology queries (in the positive and negative body of
rules). These restrictions guarantee that mapping programs are very well-behaved
as opposed to general HEX-programs [9]: Despite existential quantification in rules,
the presence of database queries ensures very limited and nonrecursive value
invention (introduction of new constants), guaranteeing a finite grounding of every
mapping program. This provides a solid foundation for query answering and data
transformation, as it guarantees termination.

Paper overview

In the following, we define and analyze the general mapping program framework.
We discuss the complexity of reasoning in our framework (NPO-complete, if there
exists an ontology reasoning oracle O). Thus, despite the seemingly self-referential
definition of satisfiability in mapping programs,1 mapping program reasoning
separates entirely, i.e., mapping programs can be described as “ASP modulo
theories” [17] where for most reasoning tasks the ontology is treated as an external

1Entailment of rule bodies depends on both the ontology and the answer sets of the mapping
program.
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black box. As a result, many results from classical ASP, e.g., properties of stratified
programs, are directly applicable to this setting. Finally, we consider a special
case where the body ontology queries are UCQ-rewritable with respect to the
ontology. Using this property, mapping programs can be reduced to classical ASP
in a straightforward manner.

2 Preliminaries

OBDA Mappings

Let ΣT and ΣS be disjoint signatures containing ontology predicate symbols, and
source predicate symbols respectively. Furthermore, let C be a set of constants. A
source schema S is a relational schema containing relational predicates in ΣS as well
as integrity constraints. A legal database instance D over S is a set of ground atoms
from ΣS and C that satisfies all integrity constraints in S . A first-order formula
with free variables is called a query, if it has no free variables it is called a boolean
query. An ontology T is a set of first-order formulas over ΣT . In practice, description
logics are often used to express ontologies. Thus, though the results in this paper
focus on the general case of FOL ontologies, we will use common DL notation
throughout the examples in this paper for notational convenience [6].

Example 2 The axiom Boss v ∃hasSup− is equivalent to the first-order formula
∀x(Boss(x)→ ∃y.hasSup(y, x)). Here, hasSup− refers to the inverse role of hasSup.

Following [18], an OBDA specification is a tuple (D,M, T ) consisting of a
database instance D legal over a schema S , a FOL-rewritable ontology T and a
setM consisting of mapping assertions of the form m :ϕ ψ, whereϕ and ψ are
queries over the data source and ontology, respectively. Then a model I of an
OBDA specification (D,M, T ) is a first-order model over ΣT ∪ΣS ∪C that satisfies
both T andM. Here we say that a first-order model I satisfies a mappingM if
I � ψ(t) for every mapping assertion m :ϕ ψ and every tuple t ∈ eval(ϕ,D).

Example 3 Consider a database consisting of precisely one two-column table
JOBS DB(<NAME>,<JOB>). Furthermore, consider the ontology T = {Empl v
Person, Boss v Person}. In the rewriting process, the query Person(x) would be rewrit-
ten to Person(x) t Empl(x) t Boss(x) while in the unfolding step, each of the above
disjuncts would be expanded to a database query using the mapping assertions. For
example, if there exist two mapping assertions JOBS DB(x, “Accountant”) Empl(x)
and JOBS DB(x, “IT”)  Empl(x), then the disjunct Empl(x) would be unfolded as
JOBS DB(x, “IT”) ∨ JOBS DB(x, “Accountant”).

Example 3 demonstrates some of the current shortcomings of classical OBDA
mappings: due to its inherent, first-order nature, it is impossible to distinguish
between inferred knowledge and knowledge that is explicit in the database. In the
above example, in the presence of a mapping assertion JOBS DB(x, y) Person(x)
the query Person(x) would have sufficed without any ontology rewriting, since
all desired information was contained in one table. However, while some OBDA
implementations [16] support manual query pruning, i.e., the user is able to decide
which concepts should not be rewritten, this can potentially lead to incomplete
query answering, and there is currently no way of formally checking whether it
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does. Thus, to ensure complete query answering we have a (potentially redundant)
worst-case exponential blow-up in query size.

Another issue with the current aproach is how exceptions and a lack of
information are dealt with. Currently, one must keep track of exceptions manually
by explicitly listing all exceptions to a rule. Furthermore, due to the closed-world
assumption (CWA) in the database, a lack of knowledge is interpreted as knowledge
itself, e.g., if something is not contained in the JOBS DB table, it is not a Person.

Answer Set Programming

Answer set programming (ASP) is a declarative programming paradigm based
on the stable model semantics first defined in [14] as a means of handling default
negation in a straightforward manner. It has become one of the more popular logic
programming paradigms, due to, e.g., computational benefits such as guaranteed
termination as compared to resolution in Prolog [20].

An ASP-program P s a set of rules of the form H ← B1, . . . , Bm, not C1, . . . , not Cn.
with ground atoms H, Bi, and C j. The head of a rule r is Head(r) = H and the body
consists of a two parts, the negative body body−(r) = {C1, . . . Cn} and the positive
body body+(r) = {B1, . . . , Bm}. The Herbrand base HBP of a program P is the
set of all possible ground atoms using predicate symbols, function symbols and
constants occuring in P. Then for a subset I ⊆ HBP, the Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct
PI of P is the set of rules in P after applying the following changes: (1) If Ci ∈ I for
some i, remove the rule (this corresponds to rules that cannot be applied); (2) in all
remaining rules, remove the negative clauses not Ci (this corresponds to removing
all negative clauses that will evaluate to true).

This reduct is a program without any occurence of negation-as-failure. An
interpretation I ⊆ HBP is called a stable model or an answer set of P if it is a
⊆-minimal model of PI , i.e., it is ⊆-minimal and satisfies all rules in PI .

Though the above semantics require ground atoms, i.e., are essentially
propositional, ASP programs might also contains variables or function symbols.
In this general case where function symbols are allowed, reasoning becomes
undecidable [1]. In the function-free case, the first-order ASP programs are usually
first grounded to reduce it to the propositional case. The grounded programs can
then either be solved directly [13] or, e.g., translated to an instance of the Boolean
satisfiability problem (SAT) before being passed on to efficient SAT solvers [22, 15].

3 OBDA Mapping Programs

In this section we introduce the syntax and semantics for a new framework for
OBDA mappings called mapping programs. These programs consist of rules that,
intuitively, map database queries QS to ontology queries HT provided that certain
conditions J+ and J− are met. Thus, mapping programs extend classical OBDA
mappings with default reasoning.

A mapping rule is a rule of the form

HT (x, z)← J+1 (y′1), . . . , J+l (y′l), not J−1 (y1), . . . , not J−k (yk), QS(x).

where yi, y′j ⊆ x for all i, j. Here, the head HT (x, z) is a first-order formula over ΣT
where z denotes possible existential variables. The body of a mapping rule consists
of J−i , J+j , respectively called the negative and positive justifications and the source
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query QS . Here, J−i and J+j are first-order formulas over the language of T , and

the source query QS is a first-order formula over ΣS . A setM of mapping rules is
called a mapping program.

Example 4 Consider a database consisting of one table Jobs DB(<NAME>,<JOB>). Let
ΣT = {Empl, hasSup, depHeadO f } with a unary relation Empl of employees and
two binary relations hasSup and depHeadO f , describing a supervising relation and a
department head relation, respectively. The default rule “employees, of whom we do not
know that they are the head of a department, have a supervisor” can be expressed through
the following mapping:

m1 : ∃Z.hasSup(X, Z)← Empl(X), not ∃Y.depHeadO f (X, Y), Jobs DB(X, P).

Then a generalized OBDA specification is a triple (D,M, T ), where D is a legal
database instance over a schema S ,M is a mapping program, and T is an ontology.

Definition 1 (Skolem program, following [12]) LetM be a mapping program. The
Skolem rule sk(m) associated to a rule m ∈ M is obtained by replacing each existential
variable v in Head(m) by a new Skolem function symbol skv(s), where s is an ordered
sequence of universal variables in Head(m) . Then the Skolem program of M is
sk(M) = {sk(m) | m ∈ M}.

A mapping interpretation A is a consistent subset of HBsk(M), the Herbrand base
over the Skolem program sk(M). Such an interpretation is said to satisfy or model a
positive Skolemized mapping rule

m : HT (x, skz(x))← J+1 (y′1), . . . , J+l (y′l), QS(x).

written A � m, if it satisfies the head or does not satisfy the body. It satisfies
the body of a rule m if the following holds: for every tuple t ∈ eval(QS ,D), every
interpretation I with I � T ∪ A satisfies J+j [t] for all j ≤ l. Here, eval(QS ,D)
denotes the set of tuples t that are answers to the query QS over D.

Remark 1 In this framework, the database query QS acts as a guard on the mapping rule
m. It is in general a first-order query. Since QS is interpreted solely over D, mapping rules
are not applicable to existential witnesses generated by mapping rule heads. In particular,
the database query >(x) is a shorthand for every tuple x occuring in the database.

For brevity, we writeM instead of sk(M) by abuse of notation. Indeed, in the
following we only consider the Skolemized mapping program.

An interpretation A is said to satisfy or model a positive mapping programM,
written A �M, if it satisfies all mapping rules contained inM.

Example 5 Consider the mapping from Example 4. By Skolemizing, we get the mapping
program:

hasSup(X, skz(X))← Empl(X), not ∃Y.depHeadO f (X, Y), Jobs DB(X, P).

Definition 2 (Partial ground program, following [12]) The partial grounding
PG(m) of a mapping rule m is the set of all partial ground instances of m over constants
in ΣD for those variables that are not existential variables in the negative justifications. The
partial ground program of a mapping programM is the set PG(M) =

⋃
m∈M PG(m).
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Example 6 Consider the database and mapping from Examples 4 and 5. If the set of
constants occuring in the database is {a, b}, then PG(sk(m1)) consists of the four mapping
rules for u, v ∈ {a, b}:

hasSup(u, skz(u))← Empl(u), not ∃Y.depHeadO f (u, Y), Jobs DB(u, v).

Remark 2 (Finite partial grounding) Though the above definition is seemingly
identical to that given in [12], the partial ground program of a mapping program is
guaranteed to be finite due to the presence of the database guard QS in every mapping rule.
This guard is evaluated solely over the domain of the database. In contrast, ∃-programs are
partially ground using Skolem symbols as well, causing the partial ground program to be
infinite as soon as any rule contains an existential head variable.

Definition 3 (T -reduct) Given an ontology T , define the T -reduct PG(M)A of a
partial ground mapping program PG(M) with respect to an interpretation A as the
mapping program obtained from PG(M) after applying the following:

1. Remove all mapping rules m where there exists some i ≤ k such that T ∪A � J−i .

2. Remove negative justifications from the remaining rules.

Example 7 Continuing with our running example, let T = {Boss v ∃depHeadO f ,
Boss v ∃hasSup−}. Add the mapping rules m2 : Boss(X)← Jobs DB(X, b) and
m3 : Empl(X) ← Jobs DB(X, P). Then for A = {Jobs DB(a, b), Empl(a), Boss(a)},
the rules

hasSup(a, skz(a))← Empl(a), not ∃Y.depHeadO f (a, Y), Jobs DB(a, v).

for v ∈ {a, b} are removed in the T -reduct PG(M)A construction, since T ∪ A �
∃Y.depHeadO f (a, Y). Then the T -reduct w.r.t. A consists of all groundings of the
following rules:

hasSup(b, skz(b))← Empl(b), Jobs DB(b, Y).
Boss(X)← Jobs DB(X, b).

Empl(X)← Jobs DB(X, P).

A mapping interpretation A is called a T -answer set ofM if it is a ⊆-minimal
model of the T -reduct PG(M)A. Then a tuple (I ,A) consisting of a first-order
model I and a mapping interpretationA is a model of a generalized OBDA specification
(D,M, T ) if I � T ∪A and A is a T -answer set ofM. For a given ontology T ,
a mapping programM is said to entail a formulaϕ, writtenM �T ϕ, if every T -
answer set ofM entailsϕ. Similarly, a generalized OBDA specification (D,M, T )
entails a formulaϕ, written (D,M, T ) �ϕ, if every model of (D,M, T ) entailsϕ.

Example 8 It is easily verifiable that the set A given in Example 7 is in fact a T -answer
set. It does not, however, entail T , as the ontology axiom Boss v ∃hasSup− is not satisfied.
Thus, to obtain a model of the generalized OBDA specification, any model I must satisfy
this axiom, in addition to the assertions in A.
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Remark 3 (Extensional constraints) Mapping programs are capable of expressing
extensional constraints over the OBDA specification, i.e., constraints over the ontology
language on the database and mappings [27]. For instance, the extensional constraint
C ve D, which can be intuitively read as “if C(a) is contained in the ABox, then D(a)
is contained in the ABox as well.” Such a constraint is expressible with the mapping
⊥ ← not D(X), C(X),>(X), where ⊥ is bottom and > is the query top of appropriate
arity. This guarantees that any T -answer set ofM must satisfy this constraint. Thus,
queries containing the disjunction C t D can be pruned, as querying for C in addition to
D yields no new information. It is worth noting that, while this is similar to integrity
constraints over the database, it is not entirely the same: the database schema might differ
greatly from the structure of the ontology, thus allowing the possibility of describing
database constraints on an ontology level.

Complexity Analysis

In the general case, where the heads and bodies of mapping rules are allowed
to contain arbitrary first-order formulas, reasoning over mapping programs is
obviously undecidable. Indeed, consider an empty T and the mapping program
M = {R(a) ← >, H(x) ← ϕ, R(x)} for some arbitrary first-order formula ϕ.
ThenM � H(a) if and only ifϕ is a tautology, which is known to be undecidable
for arbitrary first-orderϕ. This is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The problem of checkingM � A for a given mapping programM and a
ground atom A is undecidable.

Corollary 1 Let (D,M, T ) be a generalized OBDA specification and A be a ground
atom. Then the problem of checking (D,M, T ) � A is undecidable.

Now consider the case where T = ∅ and L is the set of all ground atoms over
the language of T . In this case, the oracle O(T ,L) must only check membership
in A, hence it is linear in the size of A. In this case, a partially ground Skolem
mapping program is simply a classical ASP program. Therefore, brave reasoning
over partially ground Skolemized mapping programs is at least as hard as classical
ground ASP, i.e., is NP-hard [20].

More generally, let (T ,L) be a pair consisting of an ontology T and a set L of
formulas over the signature ΣT such that T -entailment of anyϕ ∈ L is decided by
an oracle O(T ,L). In the following we consider mapping programsM where the
queries in rules are formulas from L. Then to construct a T -answer set, we can
employ a variant of the guess-and-check algorithm for ASP: By definition, a set A
is a T -answer set ofM if and only if it is a ⊆-minimal model of the T -reductMA.
Both the construction ofMA and the satisfiability-checking are done following
their respective definitions. For ⊆-minimality, it suffices to check co-satisfiability of
A \ {a} for every a ∈ A, sinceMA is a positive program and hence monotonic.

The complexity of the guess-and-check method is dominated by the oracle
O(T ,L): indeed, the oraclesO(T ,L) and co-O(T ,L) (the oracle that checks if a formula
in L is not entailed by T ) are called a number of times polynomial in the size ofM.

More specifically, for a given oracle O(T ,L) brave reasoning over mapping
programs is NPO(T ,L)-complete.

Theorem 2 Let (T ,L) be a pair consisting of a first-order ontology T and a set of
formulas L over the language of T such that T -entailment is |O(T ,L)|-hard for an oracle
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O(T ,L). Then for a partially ground Skolemized mapping programM where the head and
all justifications are formulas from L, T -answer set existence is NPO(T ,L)-complete.

Note that, by the preceding theorem, a partially ground Skolemized mapping
program satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 can be rewritten into an ASP
program with oracle calls in the rule bodies. Therefore, mapping programs can
be considered as “ASP modulo theories.” The resulting ASP program, however,
bears little resemblance to the original program, as it is the encoding of an NPO(T ,L)

Turing machine.

Properties of Mapping Programs

In the previous section, we have seen that reasoning with mapping programs
separates in the sense that a candidate T -answer set A can be checked rule by
rule using an ontology reasoning oracle. Therefore, many properties obtainable
by syntactic restrictions on ASP transfer automatically to mapping programs. As
an example, we show that the proof of answer set uniqueness of stratified ASP
programs can be directly transferred to the mapping program setting.

Definition 4 A mapping programM is said to be stratified if there exists a number
l (called the length of M) such that each query Q contained in a rule M can be
associated to a natural number v(Q) ≤ l where for any rule r in M v(Head(r)) ≥
maxQ∈Body+(r) v(Q), and v(Head(r)) > maxQ∈Body−(r) v(Q) hold.

Then the proof of the following theorem is entirely analogous to its classical/DL-
program counterparts [26, 10]. Indeed, using the iterative model sematics [26], a
stratification gives rise to a perfect model AM ofM. It is then easily shown that
this model must be a T -answer set, and conversely that any T -answer set is in
turn a perfect model ofM.

Theorem 3 Let (D,M, T ) be a generalized OBDA specification with a stratified
mapping programM. ThenM has a unique T -answer set iffM is satisfiable.

UCQ-Rewritable Justifications

We now analyze a restriction of mapping programs that admits a natural reduction
to classical ASP for query answering and reasoning. To this end, let T be an
ontology over a decidable fragment of first-order logic. We say a formulaϕ over
ΣT is UCQ-rewritable with respect to T if the T -rewriting ofϕ is equivalent to a
union of conjunctive queries [7].

Then for a mapping programM where all justifications are UCQ-rewritable
with respect to T , let M, called the T -rewritten program, denote the mapping
program obtained fromM by replacing every justification with its rewriting with
respect to T . The T -rewritten programM is equivalent to a program containing
only atoms as positive justifications and CQs as negative justifications, by well-
known logic program equivalence transformations [21]. By abuse of notation,M
will in the following denote this equivalent program.

Let us first establish the connection between mapping programs and ∃-ASP.
Recall that a mapping rule can be applied to every tuple t ∈ eval(QS ,D) where
T ∪A � J+i [t] for all positive justifications J+j and T ∪A 6� J−j [t] for all negative
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justifications J−j . If the TBox T is empty, this reduces to checking whether the
justifications are certain answers w.r.t.A and hence simply checking containment in
A. This is, however, precisely the semantics of ASP with existential variables. Hence,
mapping programs can be seen as an extension of ∃-ASP [12], both semantically
and syntactically. This result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 4 LetM be a partially ground Skolem program where all justifications are
conjunctive queries. Then a set A is a ∅-answer set ofM iff it is a ∃-answer set ofM.

The following lemma describes the relationship between T -rewritten programs
and reducts w.r.t. A, which is particularly useful when analyzing the connection
between ∃-ASP and mapping programs, as discussed in Theorem 5.

Lemma 1 For any A ⊆ HBsk(M) we have MA
= MA, where MA denotes the T -

rewritten program ofMA.

Theorem 5 LetM be a partially ground Skolem program where all justifications are
UCQ-rewritable with respect to an ontology T . A set A is a T -answer set ofM iff it is an
∅-answer set ofM.

As a direct consequence of the preceding theorem, the following corollary
describes how query answering over an OBDA specification using a UCQ-
rewritable mapping program can be reduced to query answering over an equivalent
OBDA specification with an empty ontology.

Corollary 2 Let (D,M, T ) be an OBDA specification,M the T -rewritten program
ofM, q a query over ΣT , and q its rewriting with respect to T . Then (D,M, T ) �
q[t] ⇐⇒ (D,M, ∅) � q[t].

Therefore, by Corollary 2 and Theorem 4 we find that every UCQ-rewritable
mapping program M is equivalent (w.r.t. answer sets) to an ∃-ASP program.
Then, by results in [12], this can be reduced to a classical ASP program. This is
summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 6 For an OBDA specification (D,M, T ), where the justifications inM are
UCQ-rewritable with respect to T , there exists an ASP programM′ such that for a query
q over T (D,M, T ) � q[t] ⇐⇒ M′ � q[t], i.e., query answering over (D,M, T )
reduces to cautious reasoning overM′.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a new mapping framework for ontology-based data
access (and data transformation in general) that is both very expressive and
controllable with respect to computational complexity. Our framework allows
for default reasoning as well as the expression of epistemic properties over the
database and ontology. We show that mapping programs can be described as
“ASP modulo theories,” treating the ontology as an external black box. The loose
coupling of ASP and ontological reasoning allows us to transfer existing results
about ASP to this setting.

While various highly optimized ASP solvers do exist, the data complexity
involved is rather undesirable in the context of real-world OBDA and big data.
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Therefore, one of the greatest priorities regarding future work is to determine how
and when the complexity can be reduced; the mapping program should not be
run on the entire data set. Furthermore, there appears to be a strong connection
between mapping programs and satisfiability modulo theories (SMT). We believe
that mapping programs with ontologies supported by SMT solvers should be
translatable into SMT instances in the same manner as ASP programs can be
translated into SAT instances. If true, this could allow for very efficient query
answering in certain OBDA settings. As such, investigating this connection is a
clear goal for future work.
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Appendix

In this appendix we include the proofs omitted from [P1].

Theorem 2. Let (T ,L) be a pair consisting of a first-order ontology T and a set of formulas L
over the language of T such that T -entailment is |O(T ,L)|-hard for an oracle O(T ,L). Then for
a partially ground Skolemized mapping programM where the head and all justifications are
formulas from L, T -answer set existence is NPO(T ,L)-complete.

Proof. Membership in NPOT ,L can be seen via a guess-and-check method. Verifying that a
certificate A is a T -answer set ofM requires (1) constructing the reductMA and (2) checking
that A is the ⊆-minimal model ofMA. Constructing the reduct requires a number of calls to
OT ,L bounded by the number of negative justifications inM. SinceMA is a positive program its
minimal model can be constructed using an iterated fixpoint construction analogous to classical
Datalog [1] and compared to A, thus requiring a number of calls to OT ,L polynomial in the size
ofMA.

For hardness, consider an NPOT ,L oracle machine S with transition function δ. We can encode
δ as a mapping program in the same way an NP Turing machine can be encoded as a propositional
ASP program (which must exist since propositional ASP is NP-complete): the Turing machine
halts in an accepting configuration iff the corresponding program has an answer set. For all
transitions that do not result in an oracle call are translated analogously to classical ASP. Let
C1, C2, C3 be encodings of configurations of S such that δ(C1) = C2 if OT ,L(C1) = TRUE and
δ(C1) = C3 if OT ,L(C1) = FALSE. This transition is captured by the mapping rules

>, C1 → C2

>,notC1 → C3.
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Theorem 3. Let (D,M, T ) be a generalized OBDA specification with a stratified mapping
programM. ThenM has a unique T -answer set iffM is satisfiable.

Proof. The stratification ofM gives rise to a partitioningM1, . . . ,Mk ofM, where eachMi

contains all mapping rules m with v(Head(m)) = i. Then the proof of the existence of a perfect
model is entirely analogous to the stratified Datalog case:M1 is a positive program and hence
has as a unique minimal model. M2 is semi-positive with respect to M1, i.e., the negative
justifications within rules inM2 cannot occur in a head inM2. HenceM2 has a unique minimal
model. Iterating this argument gives the perfect model AM ofM.

By a similar argument, it is easily shown that any T -answer set ofM must contain AM.
However, T -answer sets cannot properly contain a model of M (this would contradict the
minimality condition of T -answer sets), proving uniqueness.

Theorem 4. LetM be a partially ground Skolem program where all justifications are conjunctive
queries. Then a set A is a ∅-answer set ofM iff it is a ∃-answer set ofM.

Proof. If T is empty, checking satisfaction of a justification J− reduces to checking whether it
is a certain answer w.r.t. A, i.e., checking containment in A. This corresponds precisely to the
semantics of ∃-ASP.

Lemma 1. For any A ⊆ HBsk(M) we haveMA
= MA, whereMA denotes the T -rewritten

program ofMA.

Proof. Let m be a mapping rule removed fromM in the construction of the T -reductMA, i.e.,
there exists some i ≤ k such that T ∪ A � J−i . This is equivalent to ∅, A � J−i where J−i is the
T -rewriting of J−i . Thus m is removed fromM in the construction of the T -reductMA

. Hence
m ∈MA

iff m ∈MA iff m ∈MA.

Theorem 5. LetM be a partially ground Skolem program where all justifications are UCQ-
rewritable with respect to an ontology T . A set A is a T -answer set ofM iff it is an ∅-answer
set ofM.

Proof. Let A ⊆ HBsk(M) and let

r : HT [t, skz(t)]← J+
1 [t], . . . , J+

k [t]

be any rule inMA. We shall prove the statement by separately showing (1) the equivalence of
rule satisfaction inMA andMA

and (2) that A �MA is minimal iff A �MA
is minimal.
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1. Satisfaction:

A � r
⇔ if A � QS [t] and A, T � J+

i [t] for all i ≤ k

then A � HT [t, skz(t)].

⇔ if A � QS [t] and A, ∅ � J+
i [t] for all i ≤ k

then A � HT [t, skz(t)].

⇔A � r

2. Minimality: Assume A′ ( A is a model of MA. By 1, this is the case if and only if
A′ �MA. Finally, Lemma 1 yields the desired result that A′ �MA

.

Corollary 2. Let (D,M, T ) be an OBDA specification,M the T -rewritten program ofM, q a
query over ΣT , and q its rewriting with respect to T . Then (D,M, T ) � q[t] ⇐⇒ (D,M, ∅) �
q[t].

Proof. Direct consequence of Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. For an OBDA specification (D,M, T ), where the justifications inM are UCQ-
rewritable with respect to T , there exists an ASP programM′ such that for a query q over T
(D,M, T ) � q[t] ⇐⇒ M′ � q[t], i.e., query answering over (D,M, T ) reduces to cautious
reasoning overM′.

Proof. By Theorem 4 and Corollary 2,M is equivalent to an ∃-ASP program P . By Proposi-
tion 8 in Garreau et al 1 this can further be reduced to a classical ASP program.

1Fabien Garreau, Laurent Garcia, Claire Lefèvre, and Igor Stéphan. “∃-ASP.” in: Proceedings of the Joint
Ontology Workshops 2015 Episode 1: The Argentine Winter of Ontology co-located with the 24th International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI 2015), Buenos Aires, Argentina, July 25-27, 2015. 2015
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Abstract. Creating and maintaining ontology knowledge bases are
difficult processes that can be improved by using macro or templating
languages that help structure the ontology engineering task and reduce
unnecessary repetitions of ontology patterns. However, since the templates
themselves need to be created and maintained, suitable tool support for
their maintenance is vital in order to ensure the quality of the resulting
knowledge base, and to lower the cost of its construction and maintenance.
In this paper, we show that a simple and powerful macro or templating
language for description logic (DL) knowledge bases can be defined in
description logic itself. In other words, DL allows for macros that are
themselves DL knowledge bases; maintenance and debugging for such
macros can therefore be done using existing DL reasoners, and does not
require extra tool support. We define such macros for the DL SROIQ,
which underlies the W3C standard OWL 2. We then show that notions
of containment and other problems of interest for such macros become
standard reasoning problems supported by existing reasoners. We explore
the uses of such macros, showcase how they can be used as restricted
higher-order queries, and apply our insights to the setting of data exchange.

1 Introduction

Like any knowledge representation task, creating ontologies is a
difficult and time-consuming process that requires the utmost diligence
of the ontology engineer. Ontology design patterns (ODPs) are a
proposed solution to improve the ontology engineering process by,
in part, providing reusable favourable ontology building blocks to
recurrent ontology modelling problems, thus avoiding common pitfalls
and introducing best modelling practices [9, 14]. Many tools and
languages exist for building ontologies using patterns, macros or
templates, e.g., [17, 18, 22, 24, 30]. However, they in turn incur the
cost of needing tool support to manage and debug the macros or
templates as well as the ontologies themselves. The latter is easier,
since OWL is a standard with a lot of tool support available. In fact,
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to our knowledge, existing ontology construction tools rely completely
on the resulting OWL ontology for checking the ontological quality of
the templating mechanism, if this is addressed at all.

The goal of our paper is to show that a powerful macro language
for ontologies expressed in common description logics (DLs) can be
defined using the description logics themselves. In other words, we
present the simple, but novel idea of using ontologies to represent
macros for description logics, and call such macros ontology templates
or just templates. A template is itself an ontology in the given DL
language. Templates may have parameters, may be defined from
other templates, and are instantiated by substituting parameters with
suitable concept expressions, role expressions, and constants in the
ontology. A template defined from other templates may be expanded
by recursively replacing template expressions with the ontology they
represent. Thus, an expanded template represents the semantics of
the pattern in the form of a prototypical ontology.

A set of templates can actively be used in the ontology engineering
process as an abstraction interface for representing ontological state-
ments at a suitable level of granularity, i.e., using its unexpanded form.
The templates themselves may be constructed and maintained, both in
isolation and as an expanded ontology, using available ontology editors
and reasoners. One can imagine the design of an ontology relying
completely on a (relatively small) set of well-organised templates
managed by ontology experts, while the bulk content of the ontology
is represented as a (large) set of template instances, typically managed
by domain experts.

The construction, maintenance and debugging of templates require
little additional tool support, as templates may be built using existing
ontology editors, and problems related to redundancy and correctness
become standard reasoning problems that are supported by existing
ontology reasoners. What does require additional tool support, is the
process of instantiating templates. A prototype implementation is
available which specifies an OWL vocabulary for expressing templates
and instances, and software to interpret the vocabulary and produce
expansions, queries, transformations and data input formats from the
templates [1].

Example 1. To build some intuitions, we give an informal example
before formally defining templates and operations on templates. The
following expression P(x, y) 7→ {x v ∃R.y} represents a template
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P with parameters x and y. We may instantiate P with concepts
C,D, written P(C,D), to obtain the instance {C v ∃R.D}. Using
the template P, we can now define the complex template Q as
Q(x, y, z) 7→ {P(x, y),P(y, z), x v ∀S.z}. Expanding Q(x, y, z) gives the
ontology {x v ∃R.y, y v ∃R.z, x v ∀S.z}.

Any macro or templating language can also be viewed as a query
language, where a macro producing an object given values becomes a
query asking for values that would produce a given object. In our case,
a template is a knowledge base that takes individual names as well as
concept and role expressions as input. Using it as a query over another
knowledge base is then a way of extracting from this knowledge base
concept and role expressions and individuals of interest. This is both
a tool for exploring large ontologies and for ontology transformation
and maintenance. Due to the fact that templates are also ontologies,
problems such as query containment become standard DL reasoning
problems.

By exploiting the duality between templates as macros and tem-
plates as queries, we show that templates find natural use in data
exchange and ontology approximation. Pairs of templates can be seen
as specifying fairly rich mappings between different ontologies. Since
templates are themselves ontologies, existing reasoners can be used
to good effect in computing properties of interest. We want to further
exploit this fact to explore the different relationships between patterns
represented as templates which are useful for their maintenance and
use, cf. [11].

1.1 Related work

A predecessor and inspiration to the current form of templates was
presented in [19]. To our knowledge, the idea of representing macros
for description logics as ontologies is not previously discussed in the
literature. However, it is related both to various macro approaches in
use, as well as to notions from the field of data exchange.

In a paper from 2005 [29], Vrandec̆ić introduces the concept of
macros for OWL ontologies and discusses advantages and disadvan-
tages of macros, and their possible applications and implementations.
Here, a macro is defined as a symbol, possibly with parameters, and
is expanded according to a set of rules. Our papers share many ideas,
but Vrandec̆ić’s exposition is less detailed; for instance the format
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of the rules is left unspecified. Also, it is not clear if macros can be
composed from other macros, which is a core feature of our templates.

Mappings in the field of data exchange are also related, where
queries over source data or knowledge bases are mapped to queries
over a target schema or ontology [2, 4, 21]. In a sense, the target
queries are used as macros to produce an (incomplete) database
or ABox from data retrieved by the source queries. Our approach
differs in that templates, when viewed as queries, are a restricted case
of higher-order queries, as concept and role expressions are part of
the answers. In data exchange, queries are furthermore supposed to
produce, as far as possible, a ground database or ABox, as opposed
to a full theory in some logical language.

Viewed as queries, templates are a very restricted kind of higher-
order queries; they return concept and role expressions in addition to
individual names. Higher-order queries for DL knowledge bases have
been investigated for OWL [23], but usually with very expressive
semantics based on entailment [7]. We recognise the merits of such an
approach, but the drawback is that very careful and strong restrictions
are required to control decidability and complexity. In our case, the
reliance on substitution allows us to bypass these problems.

Many practical tools and languages for constructing knowledge
bases using template or macro mechanisms exist; a few of these are the
following: R2RML [6], OPPL [17] M2 [24], XDP [10,12] Ontorat [30],
Populous [18], XLWrap [20], RDF123 [13], Tawny-OWL [22], Thea [28]
and InfixOWL [25].

2 Preliminaries

We take as our starting point the expressive description logic language
SROIQ that underlies the W3C standard OWL 2 [16]. Many other
well-studied and used DL languages (e.g. DL-LiteR [5] and EL⊥ [3],
which underlie OWL 2 profiles) can be defined in terms of syntactic
restrictions on SROIQ. Our definitions of SROIQ templates will
therefore carry over to these languages in a straightforward manner.
SROIQ uses a vocabulary N = NC ∪NR ∪NI with countable

sets of concept names NC , role names NR, and individual names NI .
Complex concepts and complex roles are defined as the smallest sets
containing all concepts and roles that can be inductively constructed
using the concept and role constructors in Fig. 1, where C,D are
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concepts, P,R are atomic or inverse roles, S,Q are any roles including
role chains, a, b are individual names, and n a positive integer. A
SROIQ knowledge base (KB) is a finite set of axioms of the form
shown in Fig. 1. Further restrictions apply, so that not every finite set
of axioms of this form is a SROIQ knowledge base1. For instance,
S ·Q v R and Dis(P,R) is an illegal combination of axioms. See [16]
for further details.

Expression Syntax Semantics Subst. app.

Complement ¬C ∆I \ CI ¬(Cσ)
Intersection C uD CI ∩DI Cσ uDσ
Union C tD CI ∪DI Cσ tDσ
Exist. restr. ∃R.C {x | ∃y〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI} ∃(Rσ).(Cσ)
Univ. restr. ∀R.C {x | ∀y〈x, y〉 ∈ RI → y ∈ CI} ∀(Rσ).(Cσ)
Card. restr. ≥nR.C {x | #{y | 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ CI} ≥ n} ≥n(Rσ).(Cσ)
Self restr. ∃R.Self {x | 〈x, x〉 ∈ RI} ∃(Rσ).Self
Nominal {a} {aI} {aσ}
Inv. role R− {〈y, x〉 | 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI} (Rσ)−

Univ. role, conc. U,> ∆I ×∆I ,∆I U,> (invar.)
Empty conc. ⊥ ∅ ⊥ (invar.)
Chain (w) S ·Q SI ◦QI Sσ ·Qσ
Axiom Syntax Semantics Subst. app.

Conc. incl. C v D CI ⊆ DI Cσ v Dσ
Role incl. w v R wI ⊆ RI wσ v Rσ
Reflexivity assert. Ref(R) RI is reflexive Ref(Rσ)
Role disjointness Dis(P,R) P I ∩RI = ∅ Dis(Pσ,Rσ)

Concept assert. C(a) aI ∈ CI Cσ(aσ)
Role assert. R(a, b) 〈aI , bI〉 ∈ RI Rσ(aσ, bσ)
Neg. role assert. ¬R(a, b) 〈aI , bI〉 6∈ RI ¬Rσ(aσ, bσ)

Fig. 1. Syntax, semantics, and substitution application for SROIQ

A DL interpretation is a pair 〈∆I , ·I〉 where ∆I 6= ∅ and ·I is a
function such that aI ∈ ∆I for all a ∈ N I , AI ⊆ ∆I for all A ∈ NC ,
and RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I for all R ∈ NR. Interpretation of concept and role
expressions is inductively defined as given in Fig. 1. An axiom φ is
satisfied by I if I satisfies the respective constraint in Fig. 1, and a
knowledge base K is satisfied by I if I satisfies every axiom in K.

Substitutions. Let L be a description logic language. An L-substitution
σ is a function from the sets of concept, role, and individual names
1 Since we do not distinguish between terminological axioms and assertions in this
paper, we also use “knowledge base” and “ontology” interchangeably.
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to, respectively, the sets of concept expressions, role expressions, and
individual names allowed in L. Given a set of concept, role, and
individual names S, the restriction of a substitution σ to the elements
of S is denoted σ|S, given by σ|S(x) = σ(x) if x ∈ S, and σ(x) = x
otherwise.

Let σ be an L-substitution. We recursively define the result of
applying an L-substitution σ to the concepts, roles, and axioms in
the DL SROIQ according to Fig. 1. The result of applying σ to an
L-knowledge base K is the set of axioms Kσ obtained by applying σ
to every axiom in K.

Closure under substitutions. Let L, K, and σ be as above. Since there
may be restrictions on what set of (L-)axioms form L-knowledge
bases,Kσ may not be an L-knowledge base, even though K is. We say
that Kσ is a legal instance for L if Kσ is an L-knowledge base. When
L is understood from context, we will simply say that Kσ is legal. We
say that L is closed under substitutions if applying an L-substitution
to an L-knowledge base always produces a legal instance.

Working with substitutions and notions based on substitutions in a
description logic which is not closed under substitutions is necessarily
somewhat more intricate. In particular, the notions of containment
presented in Sec. 4 can behave counterintuitively in this case. In this
paper we therefore restrict ourselves to fragments of SROIQ that
are closed under substitutions. The general case will be presented in
future work.
SROIQ itself is not closed under substitutions. However, any set

of SROIQ axioms that do not mention role chains is a legal SROIQ
knowledge base (see [16]). Accordingly, ALCHOIQ, the fragment of
SROIQ that does not allow role chains, is closed under substitutions.
SHIQ [15] and EL++ [3] are not closed under substitutions, while
ALC [27] is.

3 Ontology Templates

Let L be a DL language. An L-template is an L-knowledge base
T together with a set param(T ) of distinguished concept names,
role names, and constants from T called the parameters. Given an
L-substitution σ, we define the instance Tσ of T to be Tσ|param(T ).
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Example 2. We write PartOf(part,whole) 7→ {whole v ∃hasPart .part}
to designate the template PartOf which has a single axiom knowledge
base {whole v ∃hasPart.part} where hasPart is a role name and
the concept names part and whole are parameters. Let σ be the
substitution {part 7→ SteeringWheel ,whole 7→ Car}, then PartOfσ =
PartOf(SteeringWheel ,Car) is the following instance of PartOf: {Car v
∃hasPart .SteeringWheel}. Note that also PartOf(part,whole) is an
instance of PartOf with the identity function as substitution; this
instance is {whole v ∃hasPart .part}.

If several templates have been defined, it would be convenient
to re-use existing templates to create new ones. To that end, we
define a complex template as a template that, in addition to axioms,
contains one or more (complex) template instance statements. To
avoid circular templates that cannot meaningfully be expanded, we
demand that the digraph given by one complex template containing
an instance statement of another template be acyclic. In addition,
to ensure unique expansions we pose requirements essentially to the
effect that parameters in a complex template do not occur as non-
parameters in its descendants. Instantiating a complex template T
using a substitution σ is then defined as before, with the application
of σ to an instance statement Tτ being Tτσ. It is clear that a
complex template can be re-written into an equivalent non-complex
template, by recursively replacing each template instance statement
with the corresponding instance. Doing so is called expanding a
complex template. For the remainder of the paper, we assume that
all templates are expanded, i.e., non-complex, unless noted otherwise.

Example 3. Let QualityValue be the template

QualityValue(x, hasQuality, uom, val) 7→
{x v ∃hasQuality.(∀hasDatum.(∃hasUOM .{uom} u ∃hasValue.{val}))}

which intuitively expresses that x has a quality with a given value
val with a given unit of measure uom. Using this template and the
PartOf template from Ex. 2, we can define the complex template
PartLength as

PartLength(whole, part, length) 7→ {PartOf(part,whole),
QualityValue(part, hasLength,meter , length)}
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which expresses that the whole has a part with a given length measured
in meters. An example instance of the template is

PartLength(Porsche123 , SoftTop, 3 .40 )

stating that (the car) Porsche123 has a softtop (roof) of length 3.40
meters. The expansion of PartLength(whole, part, length) is

{whole v ∃hasPart .part,
part v ∃hasLength.(∀hasDatum.(∃hasUOM.{meter}

u ∃hasValue.{length}))}.

A clear motivation for using templates as ontology macros is as a
practical implementation for applying and composing ontology pat-
terns when engineering ontologies, as mentioned in Sec. 1. Currently,
ODPs offer little framework for actually using the patterns in the
construction of an ontology other than importing and/or copying and
extending the ontology representation of the pattern manually. There
is no prescribed way of representing if and how a pattern has been
used.

By regarding an ODP as a template where the relevant concepts,
roles and individuals are marked as parameters, we can simply instan-
tiate the pattern to get a customised copy of it fit for the ontology
engineering task at hand. The template instance expression serves as
documentation of how the template pattern is used. Creating new
patterns using the techniques in [12,26], e.g., specialising, cloning, com-
posing and templating, is made simple with templates, as illustrated
by the examples above. A set of ODPs represented as templates can
actively be used in the ontology engineering process as an abstraction
interface for representing ontological statements at a suitable level of
granularity, i.e., possibly in their unexpanded form. The templates
themselves may be constructed and maintained, both in isolation
and as an expanded ontology, using available ontology editors and
reasoners.

3.1 Templates as Queries

A template T can also be viewed as a query, retrieving from some
knowledge base O all concept and role expressions as well as individuals
that, when used as input to T , would produce a subset of O — a
notion dual to that of a template instance.
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Formally, the result of evaluating T on O is the set of substitutions
eval(T,O) = {σ|param(T ) | Tσ a satisfiable instance such that Tσ ⊆
O}. We require satisfiability to make templates as queries well-
behaved even in the case of an unsatisfiable KB O. This becomes
particularly useful when O is unsatisfiable due to axioms that have
nothing to do with T .

Example 4. Let PartLength be the template as defined in Ex. 3. To
get all lengths of the parts of a Porsche123, we can use the following
template as query: PartLength(Porsche123 , part, length). Evaluating
this template over an ontology containing the example instance
in Ex. 3 will give an answer set containing the single substitution
{part 7→ SoftTop, length 7→ 3 .40}.

Using templates as queries for extracting pattern instances may
be useful in many cases; for instance, representing an ontology as a
set of template instances, rather than its DL axioms, should convey
a better picture of the contents of the ontology to a human user.
Also, there is a case to made for using templates both as macros
and as queries in data exchange settings and for translating between
different ontology languages. This is discussed further in Sec. 5. When
querying an ontology O with a template T one might be interested
in answers which are, e.g., semantically entailed by O, rather than
syntactically stated in O. We point to this issue again in Sec. 6.
For our current, expository, purposes, however, the simpler syntactic
definition of eval(T,O) is sufficient.

Complexity. Deciding whether there exists a substitution such that
Tσ ⊆ O is NP-complete. Membership is obvious, while for hardness,
we reduce from 3-colourability by using axioms of the form AuB v >
to simulate the edges of the input graph, where A,B are vertices.
Let this KB be the template T , with every vertex a parameter. We
likewise encode K3, the complete graph on three vertices, and call it
O. It is clear that the input graph is 3-colourable if and only if there
exists a substitution σ such that Tσ ⊆ O.

Therefore, the complexity of deciding whether eval(T,O) is empty
is the greater of NP and the complexity of checking whether a
candidate substitution σ is such that Tσ is a satisfiable instance. The
complexity of checking satisfiability depends on the language of T ,
and is a well-studied topic; see [8] for an overview.
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4 Reasoning about Templates

Whether viewing templates as macros or queries, it would be useful to
be able to discuss and decide various relationships between them. For
templates, a natural idea is to consider notions of containment between
the instances produced by two templates. Below, we define two such
notions, one based on set inclusion and corresponding to containment
of templates as queries, and one based on logical consequence. For
the latter, we will show in Sec. 5 how it can be applied to the setting
of data exchange.

Furthermore, we consider the question of whether a template T
can be used to describe a given knowledge base. Being able to decide
this is important when considering the practical usability of a set of
templates, and show a simple characterisation for it.

In the following, we assume that T1 and T2 are L-templates such
that param(T1) ⊆ param(T2). We say that T1 is syntactically contained
in T2, written T1 ⊆s T2, if T1σ ⊆ T2σ for every substitution σ. It is
worth noting that the the requirement param(T1) ⊆ param(T2) is only
seemingly restrictive to this definition: in fact, syntactic containment
implies parameter containment.

The following theorem characterises the relationship between
syntactic containment and the template parameters.

Theorem 1. Let T1 and T2 be L-templates. Then the following are
equivalent:

1. T1 ⊆s T2;
2. T1 ⊆ T2 and no axiom or assertion in T1 contains a parameter

from param(T2) \ param(T1)
3. T1σ′ ⊆ T2σ

′, where σ′ maps each concept, role, or individual name
to a new, previously unused name.

Proof. 1→ 2 : Choosing σ as the identity shows that T1 ⊆ T2. Let
ϕ(P2) be an axiom or assertion in T1 such that P2 ∈ param(T2) \
param(T1). Then ϕσ|T1(P2) ∈ T1σ for every σ. Choose σ′ such that
σ′(P2) = P ′

2 for a new and previously unused symbols P ′
2 and the

identity otherwise. Applying σ′|T1 to ϕ(P2) yields ϕσ′|T1(P2), while
σ′
T2

yields ϕσ′|T2(P
′
2). In particular, ϕσ′|T1(P2) 6∈ T2σ′ and therefore

T1σ
′ 6⊆ T2σ

′.
2→ 3 : Let σ′ be as described in the theorem and let ϕ ∈ T1 be an

axiom or assertion. Applying σ′|T1 to ϕ yields the same as applying
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σ′|T2 to ϕ: if ϕ does not contain parameters, then ϕσ′ = ϕ in both
templates; if it contain parameters they must come from param(T1),
and hence ϕσ′|T1 = ϕσ′|T2 . Hence T1σ′ ⊆ T2σ

′.
3→ 1 : Proof by contraposition: Assume σ is a substitution such

that ϕσ|T1 is not in T2σ for some axiom or assertion ϕ ∈ T1. If ϕ 6∈ T2
then T1σ

′ 6⊆ T2σ
′ for σ′ as defined in the theorem. If ϕ ∈ T2 then

ϕ must contain a parameter P from param(T2) \ param(T1), since
ϕσ|T1 6∈ T2σ. Thus ϕσ′|T1 still contains P , since σ′|T1 acts as the
identity on names not in param(T1). P is not in the image of σ′|T2

and therefore ϕσ′|T1 6∈ T2σ′, i.e., T1σ′ 6⊆ T2σ
′.

Similarly to above, we say that a template T1 is entailment con-
tained in T2, written T1 ⊆e T2, if T2σ |= T1σ for every substitution
σ.

Theorem 2. Let T1 and T2 be L-templates where param(T1) ⊆
param(T2). Then T1 ⊆e T2 if and only if T2σ′ |= T1σ

′, where σ′ is a
substitution that maps each concept, role, and individual name to a
fresh, previously unused name.

Proof. We need only prove the “if” direction, which we show by
contradiction. Assume there exists a substitution σ and a model M
such that M |= T2σ and M 6|= T1σ. We expand this model to M ′ by
taking into account the fresh names from σ′: defineM ′(Pσ′) =M(Pσ)
for parameters P ∈ param(T2). Then by the standard inductive
constructions, we get M ′(ϕσ′|param(T2)) =M(ϕσ|param(T2)) and hence
M ′ |= T2σ

′ and M ′ 6|= T1σ
′.

Since templates as macros and templates as queries are dual to
each other, the fundamental notion of feeding the answers of one
query into another (used in many applications for first-order queries)
becomes more powerful. In the following, we define this operation
formally and give examples of its use.

First, we will need a convenient bit of notation. Given a set of
substitutions S, define instsat(T, S) =

⋃{Tσ | Tσ satisfiable, σ ∈ S}.
Then a template T is said to produce a knowledge base O if there
exists a set of substitutions S such that O = instsat(T, S). Now,
we define the move or materialise operator as follows: Let T1 and
T2 be two L-templates with param(T1) ⊆ param(T2), and let O be
a knowledge base. We define M(O, T1, T2) = instsat(T2, eval(T1, O)).
This operator can be used to decide whether a knowledge base O is
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comprised entirely of instances of a given template T1, by checking
whether M(O, T1, T1) = O. The axioms in O \M(O, T1, T1), if not
empty, are the ones that do not match any axioms in the template.
This is summarised in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let T be a template and O a knowledge base. T can
produce O if and only if M(O, T, T ) = O.

5 Using Templates for Data Exchange

Templates can be used for data exchange. In particular, observe that
two L-templates TS and TT with param(TT ) = param(TS) define an
implicit mapping from any satisfiable instance TSσ to the instance
TTσ. This observation can be exploited for data exchange.

Let OS be a source knowledge base, and TS a template describing
the concepts, roles, and individuals from OS that we wish to transfer
to a different setting (e.g., into some other knowledge base). To do so,
we use a target template TT , potentially by renaming parameters in
an existing template that we have used to build other parts of our
target KB. We can now use TS and TT as the body and head of a
data exchange mapping. The result of applying such a mapping is
precisely captured by the operator M defined in Sec. 4.

Example 5. Assume that the knowledge base OC models partonomy
relationships (between car components) using the role isComponentOf ,
and suppose we want to translate these relations into using the
hasPart role used by the PartOf template as defined in Ex. 2. This
can be achieved by the following data exchange setting using the
PartOf template as query and the following template as macro:
CMPT(part,whole) 7→ {part v ∃isComponentOf .whole}. The materi-
alisation of the exchange is

M(OC ,PartOf,CMPT) = instsat(CMPT, eval(PartOf, OC)).

Let OT =M(OS, TS, TT ). It is possible that TT is more restrictive
than TS when it comes to satisfiable instances. If so, then some of the
substitutions retrieved by TS create unsatisfiable instances of TT , which
are then discarded. We can check whether this occurs by reversing
the materialisation, and considering the KB O′

S = M(OT , TT , TS).
Since OS may have a lot of statements not retrieved by TS in the first
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place, the two are not comparable. However, consider the subset of
OS that TS does retrieve, that is, M(OS, TS, TS) ⊆ OS.

It is always the case that M(OT , TT , TS) ⊆M(OS, TS, TS), since
for every axiom φ in M(OT , TT , TS) we have that there exists a
substitution σ such that φ ∈ TSσ. Then, we have that TTσ ⊆
OT = M(OS, TS, TT ), and hence that TSσ ⊆ OS. Therefore, σ ∈
eval(OS, TS), and hence φ ∈M(OS, TS, TS).

If this inclusion is an equality, then in terms of concepts retrieved
and inserted, we have lost no information. In fact, we have kept the
syntactic form of the axioms as they appear in the templates. When
is this always the case, i.e., M(OT , TT , TS) =M(OS, TS, TS) for every
OS? Recall that we assumed that L is closed under substitutions —
it follows that this becomes a question of conditional satisfiability.
We want the following property: For every σ, if TSσ is satisfiable,
then so is TTσ. If the DL language we are working in allows un-
restricted equivalence axioms, then this problem is equivalent to
checking whether there exists a set of equivalence axioms S = {A ≡
φ | A ∈ param(TS), φ a concept/role expression or individual name}
such that TS ∪ S is satisfiable but TT ∪ S is not. This is a difficult
problem, but as a preliminary result, we can show that entailment
containment is sufficient, and hence that syntactic containment is
also.

Theorem 4. Let L be a DL language, and TS, TT be L-templates with
param(TS) = param(TT ). We have thatM(OT , TT , TS) =M(OS, TS, TS)
for every L-KB OS if TT ⊆e TS. The converse is false.

Proof. Let TS(A) = {A v B} and TT (A) = {A v C}. It is clear that
for any OS, all substitutions for A create satisfiable instances of both
TS and TT . Equally, it is clear that there is no containment between TS
and TT . On the other hand, let OS be arbitrary. If TT ⊆e TS, then for
every σ ∈ eval(OS, TS), TTσ is satisfiable, and hence TTσ ⊆ OT . Then,
we have that σ ∈ eval(TT , OT ), and thus that TSσ ⊆M(OS, TS, TS).

The above notion of not losing information is rather restric-
tive. More natural is the semantic notion, whether M(OT , TT , TS) |=
M(OS, TS, TS). Since equality implies entailment, the above result ap-
plies also to this case. However, we do not yet have a characterisation
for the general case.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented ontology templates, a notion of ontology macros
for the DL SROIQ. We have shown how such macros can be used
to assist knowledge base creation and maintenance, in particular
by treating templates as queries as needed. We have also presented
preliminary results on relationships between templates, and argued
that they have a use within data exchange. In addition to extending
our preliminary results, we plan to investigate the areas below.

Closure under substitution. As specified in Sec. 2, we have restricted
ourselves to description logics that are closed under substitutions.
Several notable description logics, including SROIQ itself, do not
have this property. Thus extending our scope to such DLs is an
important current and future consideration. In particular, we are
investigating suitable conditions on substitutions that guarantee that
an instance of an L-template is always an L-ontology for relevant
descriptions logics L. We hope that such conditions will allow us to
compare templates across DL languages. For the rest of this section
we continue to assume that L is closed under substitution, that all
substitutions are L-substitutions, and that all templates T and KBs
O are in L. However, the research questions below have natural
extensions to description logics that are not closed under substitution.

Queries and entailment relations. Recall from Sec. 3.1 that a template
T can be used as a query on a KB O. Intuitively, such a query searches
O for instances of the pattern expressed by T . According to the
definition in Sec. 3.1, the query returns the parameter substitutions
σ such that Tσ ⊆ O and Tσ is satisfiable.

Since this is formulated in terms of set inclusion, evaluating T over
O returns only the instances of T that are explicitly in O. However,
one might also be interested in instances that are entailed by O,
for whatever notion of entailment one finds relevant. For semantic
entailment, for instance, the results of the query would be parameter
substitutions σ such that Tσ is satisfiable and O � Tσ.

Example 6. Let T be the template P(x, y) 7→ {x v y} and O the
KB {A v B, B v C}. The result of querying O with T with
respect to set inclusion and semantic entailment, respectively, are
eval(T,O) = {{x 7→ A, y 7→ B}, {x 7→ B, y 7→ C}} and eval�(T,O) =
{{x 7→ φ, y 7→ ψ} | φ, ψ L-concept expressions, and O � φ v ψ}.
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In particular, {x 7→ A, y 7→ C} is not in eval(T,O), but it is in
eval�(T,O).

In general, eval�(T,O) is an infinite set, containing “redundant”
concept and role expressions such as A uA, as well as concept names
that do not occur in O. Thus on the one hand, eval(T,O) is too
restrictive. On the other hand, eval�(T,O) is too permissive, resulting
in an infinite set on the trivial ontology of Ex. 6, and allowing clearly
redundant answers. We plan to investigate notions of evaluation of a
template over an ontology that lie between these two extremes.

Knowledge base translations and templates. Let ` be an entailment
relation between L-ontologies, such as set inclusion or semantic
entailment. Together with the notion of L-substitution, this induces a
mapping, or translation, between ontologies. A translation f : O → O′

is a substitution σ with the properties that 1) for any name x, if
σ(x) 6= x then x occurs in O and f(x) is an expression constructed
from names occurring in O′, and 2) O′ ` Oσ. Such translations
compose, and so form a category, i.e. a formal system of morphisms.
Although well-known, such translations do not seem to have been
studied in the DL context.

Templates lend themselves well to be studied in the setting of
formal systems of ontologies and translations. First, they can be
defined there, as simply a special kind of translation between two
ontologies. Second, the operations involving templates, e.g. extending
an ontology by a template instance and querying an ontology with a
template, can be represented using basic categorical operations.

In general, the study of templates in the system of ontology
translations provides a flexible and formal language and framework
for the representation of templates and the formulation and study of
their relations. Further operations that naturally suggest themselves in
this setting are, in particular, allowing for the parameters themselves
to form an ontology, different from the template ontology. This allows
for conditional extensions of ontologies by template instances; the
template first queries the ontology for an instance of the parameter
pattern, and if one is found, it extends this pattern with an instance
of the template pattern. It also becomes possible to use templates
as a form of constraint, expressing that whenever an instance of the
parameter pattern is present in an ontology, the ontology must also
witness the corresponding instance of the template pattern.
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Abstract. Reasonable Ontology Templates, OTTRs for short, are OWL ontology
macros capable of representing ontology design patterns (ODPs) and closely
integrating their use into ontology engineering. An OTTR is itself an OWL ontology
or RDF graph, annotated with a special purpose OWL vocabulary. This allows
OTTRs to be edited, debugged, published, identified, instantiated, combined, used
as queries and bulk transformations, and maintained—all leveraging existing W3C
standards, best practices and tools. We show how such templates can drive a
technical framework and tools for a practical, efficient and transparent use of ODPs
in ontology design and instantiation. The framework allows for a clear separation
of the design of an ontology, typically managed by ontology experts, and its bulk
content, provided by domain experts. We illustrate the approach by reconstructing
the published Chess Game ODP and producing linked chess data.

1 Introduction
Ontology-based methods have matured to where they offer knowledge
workers practical solutions for data management. In particular, tools that
support W3C recommendations, such as reasoning tools for OWL ontolo-
gies, are sufficiently stable and efficient to allow wide-scale industrial
use. However, from the perspective of product vendors and consultancy
companies in the IT industry, ontologies are still viewed as a fringe tech-
nology. Hence ontology-based solutions are rarely proposed to enterprise
customers, and support from the software industry is quite limited. One
factor that impedes uptake is the high cost of establishing and maintaining
a high-quality ontology. In part this is due to the scarcity of ontology
experts, with availability in most cases below critical mass.

Ontology design patterns (ODPs) [9] serve the purpose of alleviating
some of the difficulties involved with creating ontologies by offering
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reusable, best-practice building blocks and structures for ontology con-
struction, commonly implemented and published as small OWL ontolo-
gies. Methods for combining and instantiating ODPs are described [20,8],
and a methodology for building ontologies using patterns exists [1].
However, while ODPs are often presented as “practical building blocks”
[20], we argue that ODPs in their current form, i.e., as found on http:

//ontologydesignpatterns.org/ featuring a graphical representation, a
description and a “reusable OWL building block”, are not practical enough,
especially for the development of large ontologies—as using and adapting
ODPs to a particular modelling task currently often require considerable
manual work. What is needed are better tool supported methods for apply-
ing ODPs in ontology engineering. Efficient tool support is imperative to
industrial scale deployment of ontology-based methods.

The work reported on in this paper has the potential to remedy the situ-
ation; Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTRs) are simple, but powerful,
templates or macros for ontologies, cf. [21], represented in OWL using a
dedicated OWL vocabulary. An OTTR can be viewed as a parameterised
ontology which can be nested, i.e., defined using other OTTRs, and instan-
tiated by providing arguments to fit the parameters of the template. By
recursively expanding an OTTR by replacing any containing OTTR with
the pattern it represents, we obtain a regular OWL ontology. Using this
feature, we can reason both on the OTTR specification and its expansion,
and additionally leverage existing W3C languages and tools for different
ontology engineering tasks—all driven by OTTRs. Specifically, the implicit
mapping between an OTTR’s parameters and its pattern may be exploited
to generate various format descriptions and transformation specifications,
e.g., queries for extracting pattern instances and transformations between
tabular input formats and OTTR pattern instances that may be processed
by readily available desktop tools. The only additional tool support that
is needed to make use of OTTRs, are tools that can perform the relatively
simple operation of template expansion and instantiation.

In addition to supporting the work of the ontology engineer, we believe
OTTRs can provide a framework whereby a few ontology experts can serve
a large number of domain experts and put these in position to actively
contribute to the development and maintenance of ontologies. This is
achieved by clearly separating the design of an ontology and its bulk
content: The ontology expert designs and combines patterns represented as
OTTRs to provide user-facing patterns on a level of abstraction suitable for
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the domain experts. From the user-facing OTTRs a simple input format is
generated together with a transformation specification of the input format
to ontology format. The task of the domain expert is then “only” to provide
instance arguments to the input format.

Sec. 2 defines OTTR templates and introduces the OTTR OWL vocabulary
for expressing them for use on the semantic web. Furthermore, we explain
how OTTRs may be used for driving a technical framework for different
ontology engineering tasks, and also give a prototype implementation that
can serve the various specifications for such a framework. Sec. 3 discusses
the particular application of OTTRs for using ODPs for ontology design
and instantiation, illustrated on the Chess Game ODP, and for linked data
publication. In Sec. 4 we discuss the benefits and shortcomings for OTTRs
and compare with related work. We conclude with Sec. 5.

2 Reasonable Ontology Templates

In the following we introduce the core concepts template, template instance
and expansion through examples and by alluding to basic description logic
concepts; see [6] for a more formal and thorough description.

A template T is a knowledge base OT and a list of parameters
param(T ) = (p1, . . . , pn) of distinguished concept, role, or individual
names from OT . We write a template as

T (p1, . . . , pn) :: OT .

and refer to the left side as the head and the right side as the body. For a
list of parameters (q1, . . . , qn) we call T (q1, . . . , qn) a template instance.
Intuitively, a template instance is shorthand for representing a specific
occurrence or instance of a pattern. More precisely, the expansion of
T (q1, . . . , qn) is the ontology OT (q1, . . . , qn) obtained by replacing each
parameter occurrence of pi in OT with the argument qi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Example 1. PartOf(part,whole) :: {whole v ∃hasPart.part} is the tem-
plate PartOf which has a single axiom knowledge base {whole v
∃hasPart.part} where hasPart is a role name and part and whole are
parameters. PartOf(SteeringWheel,Car) is an instance of PartOf rep-
resenting the ontology {Car v ∃hasPart.SteeringWheel}. Note that also
PartOf(part,whole) is an instance of PartOf, where the parameter names
are substituted for themselves; its ontology is {whole v ∃hasPart.part}.
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In addition to ontology axioms, a template may also contain template
instances in its body. The notion of template instance expansion is then
extended to a recursive operation where any template instances in the
template body are expanded tail-recursively. Cyclic template definitions
are not allowed.

Example 2. Let QualityValue be the template

QualityValue(x, hasQuality, uom, val) ::

{x v ∃hasQuality.(∀hasDatum.(∃hasUOM.{uom} u ∃hasValue.{val}))}

which intuitively expresses that x has a quality with a given value val with
a given unit of measurement uom. Using this template and the PartOf
template from Ex. 1, and fixing some of the parameters, the template
PartLength is defined as

PartLength(whole, part, length) :: {PartOf(part,whole),
QualityValue(part, hasLength,meter, length)}

which expresses that the whole has a part with a given length measured in
meters. An example instance of the template is PartLength(2CV,SoftTop,
1.40) stating that (the car) 2CV has a softtop (roof) of length 1.40 meters.
The expansion of the instance PartLength(whole, part, length) is

{2CV v ∃hasPart.SoftTop,
SoftTop v ∃hasLength.(∀hasDatum.

(∃hasUOM.{meter} u ∃hasValue.{1.40}))}.

2.1 The OTTR OWL vocabulary

We adapt ontology templates to the semantic web by serialising them using
RDF with the OTTR3 OWL vocabulary defined specifically for this task. A
template is associated with an RDF graph [3] (document) available at the
IRI of the template.4 The RDF graph contains both the head, identifying the
template and its parameters, and the body of the template. The template
body may contain template instances and other ontology axioms, which

3 We use OTTR to designate the vocabulary. All other unprefixed, inline typewriter font words
refer to OTTR vocabulary elements.

4 Similarly as for OWL ontologies [17, section 3.2 Ontology Documents]
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Fig. 1: High-level overview of the OTTR OWL vocabulary.

are expressed using regular RDF/OWL serialisation [19]. (Note that the
RDF graph need not represent an OWL ontology. In fact, templates may
be used in a more generic way as “RDF macros”. However, we prefer to
call them OWL macros in order to clearly indicate their applicability to
ontology engineering, reasoning and ontology design patterns.) Parameters
and arguments are represented as named variables and named values,
respectively, where the name is represented in RDF as an IRI, and variables
and values may be any RDF resource, i.e., any IRI or literal [3].

The most prominent elements of the OTTR vocabulary are the following,
see also Fig. 1 for a graphical overview. A Template has zero or more
Parameters. Each Parameter is consecutively numbered by an integer
valued index, starting at 1, and has a variable which represents the pa-
rameter in the template body. The existence of a Template in an RDF graph
declares the graph as a template, and an RDF graph specifying a template
must contain only one Template object. A TemplateInstance must refer
to a single Template via a templateReference, and have Arguments to
match the Parameters of the Template. An Argument must have a value

and refer a Parameter by using the same index value as the Parameter’s.
The range of the variable and value properties is any RDF resource. These
conditions and more are represented in OWL using the OTTR vocabulary
available from http://ns.ottr.xyz/.

We differentiate between the head and the body of a template repre-
sented in RDF using the concept of graph neighbourhood, which informally
are all the outgoing triples from the template and parameter individuals.

Definition 1. Let G be an RDF graph (represented as a set of triples), and
r an IRI. We define the out-neighbourhood of r in G, denoted out(r,G) as
the set of triples 〈r, x, y〉 ∈ G. Let G be the RDF graph associated with a
template with IRI t and parameter IRIs p1, . . . , pn. We define the head of
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the template in G as head(t) =
⋃

x∈{t,p1,...,pn} out(x,G), and the body of
t in G as body(t) = G \ head(t).

A template instance is expanded by copying the template RDF graph5 to
which the instance refers and for each template parameter substituting all
occurrences of the parameter variable in the RDF graph with its matching
argument value. The expansion is applied recursively.

Example 3. The PartOf template from Ex. 1 is represented is the OTTR

vocabulary as follows:6

@prefix ottr: <http://ns.ottr.xyz/templates#> .

@prefix partOf: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/cp/owl/partof.owl#> .

@prefix : <http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/partof#> .

### head:

<http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/partof> a owl:Ontology , ottr:Template ;

owl:imports <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/cp/owl/partof.owl> ;

ottr:hasParameter [ ottr:index 1; ottr:variable :Whole ] ,

[ ottr:index 2; ottr:variable :Part ] .

### body:

:Part a owl:Class .

:Whole a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf [ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty partOf:hasPart ; owl:someValuesFrom :Part ] .

Observe that the RDF graph is a regular OWL ontology using the OTTR

vocabulary to identify the template and its parameters: The template
contains a head and body as indicated by the comments, and specifies
two parameters with respectively the variables :Whole and :Part. These
variables are used in the template body as regular RDF resources. An
instance of this template, reflecting the instance in Ex. 1, is represented as
follows.

[] ottr:templateRef <http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/partof> ;

ottr:hasArgument [ ottr:index 1 ; ottr:value ex:Car ] ,

[ ottr:index 2 ; ottr:value ex:SteeringWheel ] .

The instance refers to the template with templateRef, and each argument
refers to a parameter of the template using indices. The expansion of the
instance is created by replacing, in a copy of the template RDF graph, all
occurrences of :Whole with ex:Car, and :Part with ex:SteeringWheel.

5 Also useful is the expansion procedure that only copies the template body.
6 Note that all example templates are published at their IRI address.
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In order to support a more terse specification of templates and instances,
the OTTR vocabulary allows for the use of RDF lists [3] to specify template
parameters and instance arguments. Since the RDF list structure is reserved
for the serialisation of OWL and therefore not permissible for use in
valid OWL2 DL ontologies, the OTTR vocabulary also defines a linked list
structure [4], called List. Lists may be serialised using either RDF lists or
OTTR’s Lists. The list feature may be used for directly giving the parameter
variables of a template, using withVariables; and the argument values of
an instance, using withValues.

Example 4. Using the RDF list format, the template PartLength given in
Ex. 2 can be compactly represented:
<http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/partLength> a owl:Ontology , ottr:Template ;

ottr:withVariables ( :Whole :Part 99 )

[] ottr:templateRef <http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/partof> ;

ottr:withValues ( :Whole :Part ) .

[] ottr:templateRef <http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/qualityvalue> ;

ottr:withValues ( :Part ex:hasLength ex:meter 99 ).

Lists may also be used as argument values, supporting patterns which
naturally permit variable sized input. Expanding an instance of a template
allowing list input, will for each list valued argument replace all occur-
rences of lists in the template with the same contents as the matching
parameter value list.

Example 5. The EquivObjectUnionOf template takes two arguments, a
class U and a list of classes, and defines the union of the list of classes as
equivalent to U .
<http://candidate.ottr.xyz/owl/axiom/EquivObjectUnionOf> a ottr:Template ;

ottr:withVariables ( :U ( :A :B ) ).

:U rdf:type owl:Class ;

owl:equivalentClass [ rdf:type owl:Class ; owl:unionOf ( :A :B ) ] .

Notice that we here use the list format both to specify the template’s two
variables, and the second parameter’s list variable. An example instance of
this template is the following.
[] ottr:templateRef <http://candidate.ottr.xyz/owl/axiom/EquivObjectUnionOf> ;

ottr:withValues ( ex:Fruit ( ex:Apple ex:Orange ex:Melon ) ).

When expanding the instance, all occurrences of lists with the contents
:A :B in the template will be replaced with a list (copy) containing the
elements ex:Apple ex:Orange ex:Melon.
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In addition to providing a vocabulary for expressing templates, the
OTTR ontology includes axioms that allows regular ontology reasoners
to check the consistency of OTTR templates, such as domain and range
axioms, and functional and key constraints of properties. Also, each
parameter variable may be assigned a type using different “variable”
properties, such as classVariable, which informally are subproperties of
the variable property.7 The available types reflect the generic classes from
the RDF(S) [2] and OWL [19] vocabularies and are arranged in a taxonomy
accordingly, where many types are made incompatible using disjoint
property ranges; consult the OTTR vocabulary for details. This simple
type checking feature is very useful when constructing templates which
typically pass on parameters as arguments to other templates, allowing
a parameter to be assigned multiple, and possibly incompatible, types.
An ontology reasoner will reveal such an inconsistency by reasoning on
the OTTR vocabulary of the expanded template. An implementation of the
template mechanism should also exploit the type information to check
whether instance arguments respect the type of their matching parameter.

Example 6. Assume the PartOf template from Ex. 3 types both parameter
variables as classes, using the classVariable property, here showing only
the head:

<http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/partof> a owl:Ontology , ottr:Template ;

ottr:hasParameter [ ottr:index 1; ottr:classVariable :Whole ] ,

[ ottr:index 2; ottr:classVariable :Part ] .

Now assume the variable of the first parameter of the PartLength template
in Ex. 4 is (wrongly) typed as an annotation property using annotationPro-

pertyVariable. Then PartLength is inconsistent, since its :Whole variable
is classified as the disjoint classes Class and AnnotationProperty.

The OTTR ontology is defined by two ontology documents: templates-
lite and templates-core. The former declares only the vocabulary with
domain and range axioms and is useful when the task is primarily to
instantiate templates, hence reasoning over template specifications is
usually not required. The latter ontology imports the first and enables the
reasoning capabilities presented above.

7 We say “informal” since, in order to support reasoning, the specialisations of the OWL annotation
property variable are either object properties or datatype properties, and these OWL property
types are mutually disjoint.
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2. Input data
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4. Input data

format
ShEX

7. Ontology
prototype

OWL

3. lifting
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5. expansion
SPARQL

6. lowering
SPARQL/+XSLT

8. Data
XLS

9. Data
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10. Template
instance

OWL

11. Ontology
OWL

Fig. 2: OTTR-driven ontology construction. The nodes in the diagram
each represent a document used in the process. All data format and
transformation W3C specifications (2–7) are generated from a template
specification, as indicated by the dotted edges. The dashed edges indicate
an “instance of” relation, and the solid edges show the flow of the ontology
bulk data, highlighting the main routes. The XSD document (2) specifies a
“tabular” template instance data input format for XML data (9) that is also
supported by some spreadsheet applications (8). The XML data is lifted [5]
using XSLT transformations (3) to either the RDF/OWL template instance
format (10) which may be validated by a ShEx shape expression (4), or
directly to a regular OWL ontology (11). Instances (10) may also be expanded
with generated SPARQL queries (5), and be extracted and lowered [5] with
SPARQL and XSLT (6) to OWL/RDF and XML format, respectively. The lifting
(3) and lowering (6) scripts are identified using SAWSDL in (2).

2.2 Ontology Construction Framework

A core feature of OTTR templates is the ability to relate a simple tabular
input format, the template head, to a rich ontological structure in the
template body, possibly specified via compositions of other templates.
The fact that a template specifies both a tabular input format, an output
ontology, and a mapping between the two formats may be exploited by
leveraging the capabilities of existing W3C standards and implementations:
In addition to specifying an ontology representing a prototypical ontology
of the template (the expanded template) in OWL, a template can specify
tabular and graph input format specifications using, e.g., XSD and ShEx,
and transformations to and from (liftings and lowerings [5]) the ontology
output format using, e.g., XSLT and SPARQL. This means that data can be
captured in bulk using XML- or XSD-aware client tools, and efficiently
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processed using XSLT and/or SPARQL processors, all of which are driven
by specifications generated from a template. The process is illustrated and
explained in Fig. 2.

Using this framework the ontology engineering task can be split in
two more or less distinct responsibilities: one managed by the ontology
engineer and the other by the domain matter expert. The main task of the
ontology engineer is to design and maintain a library of interconnected
templates capable of capturing the knowledge of the domain matter expert
at the correct abstraction level and using a vocabulary and format recognis-
able by the expert. The specificity needed for the ontology engineering
task at hand is achieved by iteratively combining and composing basic and
more complex templates to result in user-facing templates. From such
templates, tabular input format specification and transformations may be
generated from the template specification, presenting a simple tabular
format for the user to fill in which can be transformed directly to OWL
ontology format using readily available desktop tools.

This process ensures uniformity and completeness of the captured
domain knowledge: completeness, as the template specifies all the at-
tributes that are necessary and variable; and uniformity as the template
instances are guaranteed to expand to the desired patterns. The correctness
of templates may be secured by consistency checking the prototype on-
tology resulting from expanding the template, as well as for each of the
comprising templates in isolation. Additional syntactic constraints on the
input data may be specified for the input formats which also can be used
to check completeness of the input data, provided the format specification
works under closed-world semantics.

2.3 Implementation

A prototype implementation that interprets the OTTR vocabulary and pro-
vides parts of the technical framework presented in Sec. 2.2 is available
as an online web application and as a feature-limited standalone Java
application from http://www.ottr.xyz.

Provided an OTTR template, specified with the IRI query parameter
?tpl, the web implementation serves a variety of specifications and in-
stances over HTTP: the template specification, the expansion, lifting and
lowering queries as different types of SPARQL queries, and a simple XSD
format and XML sample. Some services allow template instances to be
created by providing argument values as IRI query parameters. With these
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services, the template and its different format specifications may be di-
rectly identified and used by other specifications, e.g., in OWL ontology
owl:import statements.

Example 7. We encourage the reader to visit http://osl.ottr.xyz/info/
?tpl=http://draft.ottr.xyz/i17/partlength for a display of the
PartLength template of Ex. 4. The service lists the template’s parameters
with type information and containing template instances, together with
links to all the other available services of the web application.

3 Ontology Design Patterns vs. Ontology Templates

As argued in the introduction, we believe that ODPs in their current form
are not practical ontology building blocks, in the sense of being actively
and directly applicable in the engineering of OWL ontologies. Rather they
are conceptual building blocks that (only8) represent best practices of
common modelling challenges—which of course is extremely useful.
The practical ways of using an ODP in OWL ontology development are
however limited: the natural possibilities are either to import its OWL
implementation, which includes the whole pattern as-is, or by cloning
(parts of) it. The included pattern may be further engineered with different
techniques such as specialisation and generalisation [20]. The XDP [7] tool
offers the possibility to instantiate ODPs using so called template-based
and specialisation-based techniques [8]. However, in all these cases the
process is largely manual and does not scale.

Reasonable Ontology Templates offer a technical framework that
allows patterns, as represented by ODPs, to be applied to OWL ontology
engineering in an efficient and transparent manner, avoiding unnecessary
manual intervention. Comparing ODPs and OTTRs to software engineer-
ing, we believe that ODPs play the role of software engineering patterns,
“representing general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem
within a given context[, but] not a finished design that can be transformed
directly into source or machine code” [22]. In contrast, we think of a set of
OTTRs as representing an application programming interface (API) for OWL
ontology engineering, like the OpenGL API9 does for graphics rendering,

8 In the literature ODPs are often represented as both best practice modelling patterns and practical
building blocks.

9 URL: https://www.opengl.org/
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providing precise and transparent abstractions over the underlying OWL
syntax that are directly applicable in the construction of OWL ontologies.

The idea of an API for OWL patterns has been implemented by repre-
senting the structural specification of OWL 2 to RDF graphs [19] as a set of
OTTR templates. The purpose is to demonstrate that OWL ontologies may
be represented completely by a set of OTTR instances, which, in its terse
list input format, are arguably more readable than the RDF serialisation of
OWL axioms. The EquivObjectUnionOf of Ex. 5 is an example of an OTTR
template of an OWL axiom. Other examples are found in Fig. 3a. These
templates, including other templates of different maturity, are published
in an online library of OTTRs available at http://library.ottr.xyz and
backed by open git repositories at http://www.gitlab.com/ottr.

3.1 Building Ontologies and Linked Datasets with OTTRs

To illustrate how OTTRs can be applied for ontology modelling and pub-
lication of linked data, we now demonstrate how OTTRs can be used to
construct the Chess Game ODP [15] and to produce linked data representa-
tions of chess games, cf. [14].

The Chess Game ODP [15] is presented as a worked example for
modelling with ODPs, using them to construct a chess game ontology
intended to be used for describing chess games, i.e., who the players
were, the end result, the list of moves, the chess opening, and where the
game took place. To this end, the authors use adapted versions of the
Agent Role and Event ODP, where the Event ODP extends the Agent Role
ODP. They also make use of implicit OWL axiom macros for expressing
scoped domains and ranges, and regular axioms like cardinality restrictions.
Although the exposition and the graphical depictions of the chess game
pattern are clear, its axiomatisation, and hence its OWL implementation,10

reveals shortcomings of the presentation. These problems stem mainly
from the fact that no abstraction mechanism that can encapsulate patterns
and present clear interfaces for use is available: The agent role and event
patterns are not clearly identified and encapsulated, and it is not clear
which axioms belong to which patterns. (This is only made clear by
the document formatting.) These patterns are also specialised, but it is
difficult to identify exactly how, e.g., for which parts of the pattern are

10 See http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:ChessGame
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specialisations introduced. The scoped domain and range axioms are often
used, and usually in pairs, but this is not easy to spot.

A sample of the OTTR templates used to reconstruct the Chess Game
pattern is found in Fig. 3. The ScopedDomainRange template in Fig. 3b
illustrates the how to basic OWL axiom templates (found in Fig. 3a) can
be combined. The Event10 template succinctly presents that its defini-
tion relies on the AgentRole5 template and other templates, some which
represent regular OWL axioms like existential restrictions (Tv,∃(·, ·, ·)).
Note that all of these OTTR templates represent template-based instanti-
atations [8], which can be seen by the fact that all vocabulary elements
are parameterised; the user can (and must) introduce the vocabulary,
the only fixed vocabulary is the logical vocabulary. Fig. 3c contains
two specialisation-based [8] OTTR templates, where (some) fixed non-
logical vocabulary elements are specialised by template arguments. In
our modelling of the chess game pattern we use template-based OTTRs
to introduce the basic vocabulary of the pattern. This vocabulary is
then used in specialisation-based OTTRs to provide the user with pat-
terns which do not necessarily represent any “self-contained semantic
unit”, but merely represents a combination of often used axioms pack-
aged in a template to avoid tedious repetitions. From this observation
it follows that template-based OTTRs arguably better fit the idea of a
publicly available API, while specialisation-based OTTR templates are
naturally closer tied to specific ontology models. The complete Chess
Game OTTR can be found at http://osl.ottr.xyz/info/?tpl=http:

//draft.ottr.xyz/chess/ChessGame.ttl.
Krisnadhi et al. [14] demonstrate how linked data representations can

be supported by ODPs with the central operations of pattern flattening and
view expansion (in Sec. 2.2 we call these operations lowering and lifting)
implemented using SPARQL UPDATE queries to transform compact linked
data formats (views) to pattern representations, and vice versa. They also
show how graph pattern conformance can be checked using SHACL [13].

This resembles the framework described in Sec. 2.2. However, a ben-
efit of our approach is that, while all queries and format descriptions
in the referenced work appears to be hand-crafted, similar lifting and
lowering format descriptions and transformation can be automatically
generated given an appropriate template specification. To demonstrate
the abilities of OTTR templates for linked data publication, we have built
the user-facing iChessGameReport template with which individual chess
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games may be expressed. (This template, and its nested templates, are
equal in form to the Chess Game pattern templates, but are designed to
take individuals and data values as input, rather then classes and proper-
ties.) The template may be found at http://osl.ottr.xyz/info/?tpl=
http://draft.ottr.xyz/chess/iChessGameReport. From this page dif-
ferent lifting and lowering queries and formats are available, as de-
scribed in Sec. 2.3. Using the template instance format we can now
compactly represent chess game instances which may be expanded to a
full OWL pattern. Fig. 3d contains an instance of the iChessGameReport
template, available at http://osl.ottr.xyz/info/?tpl=http://draft.
ottr.xyz/chess/iChessGameReportExample. Note that template instances
can be regarded as “standardised” pattern views, representing patterns
in a compact format using a specific vocabulary. We do recognise that
this format may not be fit for linked data publication and that user-defined
template views are necessary; see also the future work section in Sec. 5.

Finally, we note that OTTR templates can also be used to identify pattern
instantiations or template instances. For instance, using the generated
SPARQL query from the ScopedDomainRange we can successfully extract
all the macro applications from the published version of the Chess Game
ODP [14].

4 Discussion and Related Work
We now highlight the main benefits and shortcomings that are inherent to
the template mechanism and the representation language of OTTRs, and
compare them with related work. As for benefits:

– OTTRs provide a simple, but powerful abstraction mechanism based on
the well-known concept of nested non-cyclic macros and syntactic sub-
stitutions. This allows complex ontology expressions to be compactly
represented by a naturally compositional structure which we believe
supports more efficient construction and maintenance of ontologies
following “don’t repeat yourself” (DRY) principles.

– OTTR templates lets patterns to be explicitly identified as such and
clearly encapsulated. This improves provenience and interoperability
between ontologies using the same or related templates, as patterns
need not be discovered.

– The implicit mapping between the template head and the body provides
the basics for an extensible framework for handling semantic data that
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can represent and transform data on and between different formats and
abstractions.

– Templates are formally defined as parameterised ontologies. This
allows the semantics of the pattern to be verified using regular ontology
reasoners. Furthermore, it makes the organisation of templates and the
study of relations between them essentially an extension of the same
well-studied issues regarding ontologies, and familiar terminology and
theoretical machinery can be reused.

– OTTRs can be compactly represented in RDF as OWL ontologies using
the OTTR vocabulary. This allows us to leverage the stack of existing
W3C languages and tools, such as ontology editors and reasoners.

– As the expansion mechanism is based on syntactic substitutions, tem-
plates can take any RDF resource as input, i.e., classes, properties,
individuals and data values, including even the resources from the
“logical” OWL and RDF(S) vocabularies.

As for shortcomings, some of the benefits have a negative dual side:

– The simple nature of syntactic macros leaves our templates mecha-
nism with limited expressivity: for instance, they do not contain loop
structures or conditionals and they do not return values. For a specific
example, we cannot currently apply a template to all the subclasses of
a given class. Current and future work is directed at allowing for more
complex expressions, and at precisely delimiting the expressive power
of OTTRs.

– The compact representation of OTTR templates as RDF graphs using
the notion of graph neighbourhood, results in a somewhat implicitly
defined head and body of the template. This again requires that an RDF
document can only contain a single template. It would be convenient to
be able to collect multiple templates in one document, and to package
templates which only are used by one ontology together with that
ontology.

– In the RDF representation of OTTRs regular RDF resources play the
role of variables. This means that special care must be taken when
minting parameter variables, since upon instantiating the template
all occurrences of the parameter variable will be replaced with the
argument value. Elements from established vocabularies, such as the
OWL vocabulary [19], should be avoided as variables or used with
extreme care. Less obvious potential problem variable values are
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literals, where the same value may unintentionally be used in different
contexts, e.g., as cardinality restrictions on properties.

A predecessor and inspiration to the current form of templates dates
back to 2008 [12]. A recent paper by authors of the current paper presents
a formal definition of templates and investigates their formal properties:
using templates as macros, queries, and for data exchange; and reasoning
over templates [6]. The paper at hand is the first account of the practical
aspects of OTTR templates.

The Ontology Pre-Processor Language (OPPL) [11] is similar in func-
tion, but different in form to OTTRs. Like OTTRs, OPPL patterns are param-
eterised ontology expressions which can be nested and can specify pattern
instances and patterns directly in OWL ontologies. OPPL is a more powerful
language than the template mechanism allowing OPPL patterns to return
values, which supports a more elegant composition of patterns. On the
other side, as OPPL was originally designed as an ontology manipulation
language for adding and removing ontology axioms, OPPL patterns are
expressed as a series of OWL axiom insertions. This, and the fact that
the OPPL pattern is represented “in verbatim” as an OPPL script in OWL
annotation properties, places the pattern out of reach for ontology reasoners
and requires the correctness of the pattern to be checked by reasoning on
the effects of applying the pattern, rather that the pattern itself. Also, it
is not clear if formal semantics for OPPL patterns are developed. The ap-
plication focus of OPPL is somewhat different from OTTRs: OPPL patterns
are intended to be fully expanded once they are used in the ontology. In
contrast, we believe that OTTR template instances can appear in ontologies
as instances lifted or lowered to the abstraction level suited for the given
user. For instance, an ontology expert may prefer to examine an ontology
formatted as a set of OWL axiom OTTR templates, while the domain experts
might prefer to see only the user-facing template instances. Additionally,
OPPL patterns are limited to OWL expressions in Manchester syntax [10],
while OTTRs supports RDF macros and is designed to be applicable in a
larger framework, cf. Sec. 2.2.

XDP [7], built on top of WebProtégé, provides a convenient graphical
tool for selecting and instantiating templates using a template-based or
specialisation-based approach, but does not offer additional capabilities
for ODP instantiation at scale.

The M2 mapping language [18] extends the OWL Manchester syn-
tax [10] with ontology pattern descriptions to include direct references into
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spreadsheets for translating spreadsheet data into ontologies. It has hence
a more narrow focus than OTTRs, but makes direct use of the underlying
representation language in a similar manner as OTTRs.

Taking a broader approach, Tawny-OWL [16] provides an environment
for building OWL ontologies using Clojure, with all the advantages of
using a fully fledged programming language.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the simple, but novel technique of using RDF(S) and
OWL for representing Reasonable Ontologies Templates (OTTRs). OTTRs
are ontology macros or templates that provide an extensible and transparent
framework for creating and using ontology design patterns in the design
and construction of ontologies. Templates are in essence n-ary relations
that relate a simple tabular input format, defined by its template head, to
a rich ontological structure in the template body, possibly via composi-
tions of other templates. From the template head, different tabular data
input formats may be generated. This allows ontology experts to design
“user-facing” templates for the purpose of collecting domain knowledge
from expert users on tabular format. The ontological definition of the
template is produced by expanding the template to a regular ontology. Bulk
transformation specifications of the input data to ontology format may also
be generated from the template. Templates are formulated in OWL using a
special purpose OTTR OWL vocabulary. By virtue of being OWL ontologies,
templates may be shared, reused, and debugged using existing semantic
web technologies and tools. Additionally, the OTTR vocabulary supports
simple type checking and terse formats for template specifications. A pro-
totype implementation for expanding and generating various specifications
from templates is available online at http://www.ottr.xyz.

Future work. The present proposal for templates has been developed
in close interaction with industrial user communities, and we intend to
apply it to various existing enterprise ontologies in the immediate future.
This will serve to evaluate, verify and refine the concept, and will help us
develop an efficient and reliable set of tools and web services. We believe
that templates can be important for development and use of open, validated
modelling patterns, as is required for shared models, and for enabling
ontology-based collaboration. In order to develop templates that cover
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typical needs of industrial users, we will work with standardisation bodies
and make these templates available through a public repository. This
should lower the cost of translating existing data into ontology, opening
up the benefits of ontology-based methods to new users.

To support this work, tools and methods for constructing, structuring
and managing templates are necessary. To this end, we intend to further
develop the prototype implementation to support more input representa-
tion and validation formats, such as spreadsheets and RDF graph shape
validations, and to develop a Protégé plugin for developing and applying
OTTR templates to ontology development.

We also intend to continue the initial efforts on the logical properties
of templates as is found in [6]. A template can dually be regarded as a
macro or as a (higher-order) query; whether one is asking for a pattern to
be added to an ontology or asking for occurrences of the pattern in the
ontology is a difference of use of the template, and not of the template itself.
Furthermore, this duality makes it easy to extend the use of templates to
adding a pattern conditionally on another pattern occurring in the ontology,
or to use templates as constraints on ontologies. The latter observation
can for instance be used to implement pattern views, allowing template
instances to be specified using a custom vocabulary. A different problem
is if this possible to (elegantly) represent in OWL.
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Tv,∃(A,R,B) :: { A v ∃R.B } Tw,∃(A,R,B) :: { ∃R.B v A }
Tv,∀(A,R,B) :: { A v ∀R.B } Tw,∀(A,R,B) :: { ∀R.B v A }

Tv,=(A, i,R,B) :: { A v=i R.B } Tw,=(A, i,R,B) :: { =i R.B v A }
DisjointClasses(〈C1,C2, . . .〉) :: { DisjointClasses(C1,C2, . . .) }

(a) Basic OWL axioms represented as OTTR templates.

ScopedDomainRange(R,A,B) :: { Tw,∃(A,R,B), Tv,∀(A,R,B) }

AgentRole5(AgentRole,RoleProvider, providesRole,Agent, performedBy) :: {
Range(providesRole,AgentRole),

ScopedDomainRange(performedBy,AgentRole,Agent),

Tv,∃(AgentRole, providesRole
−,RoleProvider)

Tv,∃(AgentRole, performedBy,Agent),

DisjointClasses(〈AgentRole,Agent〉)}

Event10(Event, subEventOf,AgentRole, providesRole,Agent, performedBy,

Place, atPlace,TemporalExtent, atTime) :: {
AgentRole5(AgentRole,Event, providesRole,Agent, performedBy)

Tv,∃(Event, atPlace,Place),

Tv,∃(Event, atTime,TempExt),

ScopedDomainRange(atPlace,Event,Place),

ScopedDomainRange(atTime,Event,Time),

ScopedDomainRange(subEventOf,Event,Event),

DisjointClasses(〈Event,Place,TempExt,AgentRole,Agent〉)}
(b) Template-based OTTR templates: ScopedDomainRange, AgentRole and Event.

AgentRole2(xAgentRole, xRoleProvider) :: {
xAgentRole v AgentRole,

Tv,∃(xRoleProvider, providesAgentRole, xAgentRole),

Tv,=(xAgentRole, 1, providesAgentRole−, xRoleProvider)}

Event2(xEvent, xAgentRole) :: {
xEvent v Event,

AgentRole2(xAgentRole, xEvent)}
(c) Specialisation-based OTTR templates for AgentRole and Event patterns.

[] ottr:templateRef <http://draft.ottr.xyz/chess/iChessGameReport> ;

ottr:withValues ( "WCh 2013" "Chennai IND" "2013.11.09" "Carlsen, Magnus"

"Anand, Viswanathan" "1/2-1/2" "2870" "2775" "A07" ( "Nf3" "d5" [...] ))) .

(d) OTTR template instance of the ChessGameReport template, including only two chess moves.

Fig. 3: OTTR templates used for the Chess Game pattern and for linked
data publication.
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Abstract. Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR) is a language for representing
ontology modelling patterns in the form of parameterised ontologies. Ontology
templates are simple and powerful abstractions useful for constructing, interacting
with, and maintaining ontologies. With ontology templates, modelling patterns
can be uniquely identified and encapsulated, broken down into convenient and
manageable pieces, instantiated, and used as queries. Formal relations defined
over templates support sophisticated maintenance tasks for sets of templates, such
as revealing redundancies and suggesting new templates for representing implicit
patterns. Ontology templates are designed for practical use; an OWL vocabulary,
convenient serialisation formats for the semantic web and for terse specification
of template definitions and bulk instances are available, including an open source
implementation for using templates. Our approach is successfully tested on a
real-world large-scale ontology in the engineering domain.

1 Introduction

Constructing sustainable large-scale ontologies of high quality is hard.
Part of the problem is the lack of established tool-supported best-practices
for ontology construction and maintenance. From a high-level perspec-
tive [12], an ontology is built through three iterative phases:

1. Understanding the target domain, e.g., the domain of pizzas
2. Identifying relevant abstractions over the domain, e.g., “Margherita is

a particular Italian pizza with only mozzarella and tomato”
3. Formulating the abstractions in a formal language like description

logics; here an adapted excerpt taken from the well-known Pizza
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ontology tutorial:1

Margherita v NamedPizza u ∃ hasCountryOfOrigin.{Italy} (1)
Margherita v ∃ hasTopping.Mozzerella u ∃ hasTopping.Tomato (2)
Margherita v ∀ hasTopping.(Mozzerella t Tomato) (3)

This paper concerns the third task and targets particularly the large gap
that exists between how domain knowledge facts are naturally expressed,
e.g., in natural language, and how the same information must be recorded
in OWL. The cause of the gap is the fact that OWL at its core supports only
unary and binary predicates (classes and properties), and offers no real
mechanism for user-defined abstractions with which recurring modelling
patterns can be captured, encapsulated, and instantiated. The effect is that
every single modelled statement no longer remains a coherent unit but
must be broken down into the small building blocks of OWL. And as there
is no trace from the original domain statement to the ontology axioms, the
resulting ontology is hard to comprehend and difficult and error-prone to
manage and maintain.

As a case in point, the Pizza ontology contains 22 different types of
pizzas, all of which follow the same pattern of axioms as the encoding of
the Margherita pizza seen above. For both the user of the ontology and
the ontology engineer this information is opaque. The axioms that make
out the instances of the pattern are all kept in a single set of OWL axioms
or RDF triples in the same ontology document. Since the pizza pattern is
not represented as a pattern anywhere, tasks that are important for the
efficient use and management of the ontology, such as finding pattern
instances and verifying consistent use of the pattern, i.e., understanding
the ontology and updating the pattern, may require considerable repetitive
and laborious effort.

In this paper we present Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR), a
language for representing ontology modelling patterns as parameterised
ontologies, implemented using a recursive non-cyclic macro mechanism
for RDF. A pattern is instantiated using the macro’s succinct interface.
Instances may be expanded by recursively replacing instances with the
pattern they represent, resulting in an ordinary RDF graph. Section 2
presents the fundamentals of the OTTR language and exemplifies its use
on the pizza pattern. Ontology templates are designed to be practical and

1 https://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl
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versatile for constructing, using and maintaining ontologies; the practical
aspects of using templates are covered in Section 3. Section 4 concerns the
maintenance of ontology template libraries. It presents methods and tools
that exploit the underlying theoretical framework to give sophisticated
techniques for maintaining template libraries and ultimately the ontologies
built from those templates. We define different relations over templates
and show how these can be used to define and identify imperfections in
a template library, such as redundancy, and to suggest improvements of
the library. We believe ontology templates can be an important instrument
for improving the efficiency and quality of ontology construction and
maintenance. OTTR templates allow the design of the ontology, represented
by a relatively small library of templates, to be clearly separated from the
bulk content of the ontology, specified by a large set of template instances.
This, we believe, supports better delegation of responsibility in ontology
engineering projects, allowing ontology experts to build and manage a
library of templates and domain experts to provide content in the form of
structurally simple template instances. To support this claim we report in
Section 5 from successful experiments on the use of ontology templates
to build and analyse Aibel’s large-scale Material Master Data (MMD)
ontology. We compare our work with existing approaches in Section 6
and present ideas for future work in Section 7.

2 Reasonable Ontology Templates Fundamentals

In this section we develop the fundamentals for OTTR templates as a
generic macro mechanism adapted for RDF.

An OTTR template T consists of a head, head(T), and a body, body(T).
The body represents a parameterised ontology pattern, and the head speci-
fies the template’s name and its parameters, param(T). A template instance
consists of a template name and a list of arguments that matches the tem-
plate’s specified parameters and represents a replica of the template’s
body pattern where parameters are replaced by the instance’s arguments.
The template body comprises only template instances, i.e., the template
pattern is recursively built up from other templates, under the constraint
that cyclic template dependencies are not allowed. There is one special
base template, the TRIPLE template, which takes three arguments. This
template has no body but represents a single RDF triple in the obvious way.
Expanding an instance is the process of recursively replacing instances
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with the pattern they represent. This process terminates with an expres-
sion containing only TRIPLE template instances, hence representing an
RDF graph.

Example 1. The SUBCLASSOF template is a simple representation of the
rdfs:subClassOf relationship. It has two parameters, ?sub and ?super, and
a body containing a single instance of the TRIPLE template.

head

SUBCLASSOF

name

(?sub, ?super

parameters

) ::
body

TRIPLE(?sub, rdfs:subClassOf, ?super)
instance

.

An example instance of this template is SUBCLASSOF(:Margherita,
:NamedPizza); it expands, in one step, to a single TRIPLE instance which
represents the (single triple) RDF graph 〈:Margherita, rdfs:subClassOf,
:NamedPizza〉.

Each template parameter has a type and a cardinality. (If these are not
specified, as in Ex. 1, default values apply.) The type of the parameter
specifies the permissible type of its arguments. The available types are
limited to a specified set of classes and datatypes defined in the XSD, RDF,
RDFS, and OWL specifications, e.g,. xsd:integer, rdf:Property, rdfs:Resource
and owl:ObjectProperty. The OWL ontology at ns.ottr.xyz/templates-
-term-types.owl declares all permissible types and organises them in a
hierarchy of subtypes and incompatible types, e.g., owl:ObjectProperty is a
subtype of rdf:Property, and xsd:integer and rdf:Property are incompatible.
The most general and default type is rdfs:Resource. This information
is used to type check template instantiations; a parameter may not be
instantiated by an argument with an incompatible type.

The cardinality of a parameter specifies the number of required argu-
ments to the parameter. There are four cardinalities: mandatory (written
1), optional (?), multiple (+), and optional multiple (∗), which is shorthand
for ? and + combined. Mandatory is the default cardinality. Mandatory
parameters require an argument. Optional parameters permit a missing
value; none designates this value. If none is an argument to a mandatory
parameter of an instance, the instance is ignored and will not be included
in the expansion. A parameter with cardinality multiple requires a list as
its argument. Instances of templates that accept list arguments may be
used together with an expansion mode. The mode indicates that the list
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OBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?X : 1 nonLiteral, ?P : 1 property, ?R : 1 nonLiteral)

:: (?X, rdf:type, owl:Restriction), (?X, owl:onProperty, ?P), (?X, owl:allValuesFrom, ?R) .

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?X : 1 class, ?P : 1 objectProperty, ?R : 1 class)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?X, _:b1), OBJECTALLVALUESFROM(_:b1, ?P, ?R) . (4)

OBJECTUNIONOF(?X : 1 nonLiteral, ?union : + class)

:: (?X, rdf:type, owl:Class), (?X, owl:unionOf, ?union) .

Fig. 1: Basic OWL OTTR templates

arguments will in the expansion be used to generate multiple instances
of the template. There are two modes: cross (written x) and zip (z). The
instances to be generated are calculated by temporarily considering all
arguments to the instance as lists, where single value arguments become
singular lists. In cross mode, one instance per element in the cross product
of the temporary lists is generated, while in zip mode, one instance per
element in the zip of the lists is generated. List arguments used without
an expansion mode behave just like regular arguments. Parameters with
cardinality optional multiple also accept none as a value.

Example 2. Fig. 1 contains three examples of OTTR templates that capture
basic OWL axioms or restrictions, and exemplify the use of types and car-
dinalities. The template SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM represents the pattern
?X v ∀?P.?R and is defined using the SUBCLASSOF and OBJECTALLVALUES-
FROM templates. Note that we allow a TRIPLE instance to be written with-
out its template name. The parameters of SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM are
all mandatory, and have respectively the types class, objectProperty and
class. The OBJECTUNIONOF template represents a union of classes. Here
the parameter types are nonLiteral and class, where the latter has cardinality
multiple in order to accept a list of classes. The type of the first parameter,
nonLiteral, prevents an argument of type literal.

Example 3. The pizza pattern presented in the introduction is represented
as an OTTR template in Fig. 2(a) together with two example instances.
The template takes three arguments: the pizza, its optional country of
origin, and its list of toppings. The cross expansion mode (×) on the
SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM instance causes it to expand to one instance
per topping in the list of toppings, e.g., for the first example instance:
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– SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(:Margherita, :hasTopping, :Mozzarella) and
– SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(:Margherita, :hasTopping, :Tomato),

creating an existential value restriction axiom for each topping, which
results in the set of axioms seen in (2) of the pizza pattern in Section 1. By
joining SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM and OBJECTUNIONOF with a blank node
(_:b1), we get the universal restriction to the union of toppings (3). Note
that the list of toppings is used both to create a set of existential axioms
and to create a union class. The optional ?Country parameter behaves so
that the SUBOBJECTHASVALUE instance is not expanded but removed in the
case that ?Country is none. The first NAMEDPIZZA instance in the figure
represents exactly the same set of axioms as the listing in Section 1.

We conclude this section with the remark that it is in principle pos-
sible to choose a “base” other than RDF for OTTR templates, with suit-
able changes to typing and to which templates are designated as base
templates. For instance, we could let templates such as SUBCLASSOF,
SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM, etc. be our base templates, to form a foun-
dation based on OWL. These templates could then be directly translated
into corresponding OWL axioms in some serialisation format. (An OTTR
template can also be defined as a parameterised Description Logic knowl-
edge base [2].) We have chosen here to base OTTR templates on RDF as
this makes a simpler base, and broadens the application areas of OTTR
templates, while still supporting OWL.

3 Using Ontology Templates

In this section we present the resources available to enable efficient and
practical use of ontology templates: serialisation formats for templates and
template instances, tools, formats and specifications that can be generated
from templates, and online resources.

Languages. There are currently three serialisation formats for represent-
ing templates and template instances: stOTTR, wOTTR, and tabOTTR.

stOTTR2 is the format used in the examples of Section 2 and is devel-
oped to offer a compact way of representing templates and instances that
is also easy to read and write.

2 URL: https://gitlab.com/ottr/language/stOTTR/
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NamedPizza(

?Name : 1 class,

?Country : ? individual,

?Toppings : + class)

::

SubClassOf(?Name, :NamedPizza),

SubObjectHasValue(?Name, :hasCountryOfOrigin, ?Country),

SubObjectAllValuesFrom(?Name, :hasTopping,_:b1),

ObjectUnionOf(_:b1, ?Toppings),

x | SubObjectSomeValuesFrom(?Name, :hasTopping, ?Toppings) .

NamedPizza(:Margherita, :Italy, 〈:Tomato, :Mozzerella〉)
NamedPizza(:Grandiosa, none, 〈:Tomato, :Jarlsberg, :Ham, :SweetPepper〉)

(a) stOTTR serialisation and instances

<http://draft.ottr.xyz/pizza/NamedPizza> a ottr:Template ;

ottr:hasParameter

[ ottr:index 1 ; ottr:classVariable :pizza ] ,

[ ottr:index 2 ; ottr:individualVariable :country;

ottr:optional true ] ,

[ ottr:index 3 ; ottr:listVariable (:toppings) ] .

### body:

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubClassOf ;

ottr:withValues ( :pizza p:NamedPizza ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubObjectHasValue ;

ottr:withValues ( :pizza p:hasCountryOfOrigin :country ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubObjectAllValuesFrom ;

ottr:withValues ( :pizza p:hasTopping _:alltoppings ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-rstr:ObjectUnionOf ;

ottr:withValues ( _:alltoppings (:toppings) ) .

[] ottr:templateRef t-owl-axiom:SubObjectSomeValuesFrom ;

ottr:hasArgument [ ottr:index 1; ottr:value :pizza ] ,

[ ottr:index 2; ottr:value p:hasTopping ] ,

[ ottr:index 3; ottr:eachValue (:toppings) ] .

(b) wOTTR serialisation

:pizza rdfs:subClassOf p:NamedPizza ,

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty p:hasTopping ;

owl:someValuesFrom :toppings ] ,

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty p:hasTopping

owl:allValuesFrom [

a owl:Class ;

owl:unionOf ( :toppings ) ] ] ,

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty p:hasCountryOfOrigin ;

owl:hasValue :country ] .

p:hasTopping a owl:ObjectProperty .

p:hasCountryOfOrigin a owl:ObjectProperty .

:toppings a owl:Class .

(c) Expanded RDF graph

SELECT *

{ ?param1 rdfs:subClassOf p:NamedPizza ,

[ owl:onProperty p:hasTopping ;

owl:someValuesFrom param3item ;

rdf:type owl:Restriction ] ,

[ owl:allValuesFrom [ owl:unionOf ?param3 ;

rdf:type owl:Class ] ;

owl:onProperty p:hasTopping ;

rdf:type owl:Restriction ]

OPTIONAL {

?param1 rdfs:subClassOf [

owl:hasValue ?param2 ;

owl:onProperty p:hasCountryOfOrigin ;

rdf:type owl:Restriction ]

}

?param3 (rdf:rest)*/rdf:first ?param3item

}

(d) SPARQL SELECT query

?param1 ?param3item ?param2
p:Margherita p:MozzarellaTopping
p:Margherita p:TomatoTopping
p:Mushroom p:MozzarellaTopping
p:Mushroom p:MushroomTopping
p:Mushroom p:TomatoTopping
p:Napoletana p:AnchoviesTopping p:Italy
p:Napoletana p:CaperTopping p:Italy
p:Napoletana p:MozzarellaTopping p:Italy
p:Napoletana p:OliveTopping p:Italy
p:Napoletana p:TomatoTopping p:Italy

(e) Excerpt query results

#OTTR prefix

p http://www.co-ode.org/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl#

#OTTR end

#OTTR template http://draft.ottr.xyz/pizza/NamedPizza

pizza country toppings

1 2 3

iri iri iri+

p:Margherita p:Italy p:Tomato|p:Cheese

p:Grandiosa p:Tomato|p:Jarlsberg|p:Ham|p:Pepper

#OTTR end

(f) tabOTTR instance serialisation

Fig. 2: NAMEDPIZZA template and example instances in different serialisa-
tions

However, to enable truly practical use of OTTR for OWL ontology engi-
neering, we have developed a special-purpose RDF/OWL vocabulary, called
wOTTR, with which OTTR templates and instances can be formulated. This
has the benefit that we can leverage the existing stack of W3C languages
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and tools for developing, publishing, and maintaining templates. The
wOTTR format supports writing TRIPLE instances as regular RDF triples.
This means that a pattern represented by an RDF graph or RDF/OWL on-
tology can easily be turned into an OTTR template by simply specifying
the name of the template and its parameters with the wOTTR vocabulary.
Furthermore, this means that we can make use of existing ontology editors
and reasoners to construct and verify the soundness of templates. The
wOTTR representation has been developed to closely resemble stOTTR.
It uses RDF resources to represent parameters and arguments, and RDF
lists (which have a convenient formatting in Turtle syntax) for lists of
parameters and arguments. The vocabulary is published at ns.ottr.xyz.
A more thorough presentation of the vocabulary is found in [13].

tabOTTR3 is developed particularly for representing large sets of tem-
plate instances in tabular formats such as spreadsheets, and is intended
for domain expert use.

Generated queries and format specifications. A template may not only be
used as a macro, but also, inversely, as a query that retrieves all instances
of the pattern and outputs the result in the tabular format of the template
head. From a template we can generate queries from both its expanded
and unexpanded body. The expanded version allows us to find instances
of a pattern in “vanilla” RDF data, while the unexpanded version can be
used to collect and transform (in the opposite direction than of expansion)
a set of template instances into an instance of a larger template. The latter
form is convenient for validating the proper usage of templates within a
library, which we present in Section 4.

We are also experimenting with generating other specifications from
a template, for instance XSD descriptions of template heads, and trans-
formations of these formats, e.g., XSLT transformations. The purpose of
supporting other formats is to allow for different data input formats and
leverage existing tools for input verification and bulk transformation of
instance data to expanded RDF, such as XSD validators and XSLT transfor-
mation engines.

Tools and Online Resources. Lutra, our Java implementation of the OTTR
template macro expander, is available as open source with an LGPL licence
at gitlab.com/ottr. It can read and write templates and instances of the

3 URL: https://gitlab.com/ottr/language/tabOTTR/
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formats described above and expand them into RDF graphs and OWL
ontologies, while performing various quality checks such as parameter
type checking and checking the resulting output for semantic consistency.
Lutra is also deployed as a web application that will parse and display
any OTTR template available online. The template may be expanded and
converted into all the formats mentioned above, including SPARQL SELECT,
CONSTRUCT and UPDATE queries, XSD format, and variants of expansions
which include or exclude the head or body.

Also available, at library.ottr.xyz, is a “standard” set of ontology
templates for expressing common RDF, RDFS, and OWL patterns as well
as other example templates. These templates are conveniently presented
in an online library that is linked to the online web application.

Example 4. Fig. 2 contains different representations of the NAMEDPIZZA

template. Fig. 2(b) contains the published version of the template, avail-
able at its IRI address: http://draft.ottr.xyz/pizza/NamedPizza.
Fig. 2(c) contains the expansion of the template body. Fig. 2(d) displays
the generated SPARQL query that retrieves instances of the pizza pattern;
an excerpt of the results applying the query to the Pizza ontology is given
in Fig. 2(e). Fig. 2(f) contains a tabOTTR representation of the two in-
stances seen in Fig. 2(a). We encourage the reader to visit the rendering
of the template by the web application at

osl.ottr.xyz/info/?tpl=http://draft.ottr.xyz/pizza/NamedPizza

and explore the various presentations and formats displayed. An example-
driven walk-through of the features of Lutra can be found at
ottr.xyz/event/2018-10-08-iswc/.

4 Maintenance and Optimisation of OTTR Template
Libraries

In this section, we present an initial list and analysis of some of the
more central relations between OTTR templates, and discuss their use
in template library optimisation. We focus in particular on removing
redundancy within a library, where we distinguish two different types of
redundancy: a lack of reuse of existing templates, as well as recurring
patterns not captured by templates within the library. We present an
efficient and automated technique for detecting such redundancies within
an OTTR template library.
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4.1 OTTR template relations

Optimisation and maintenance of OTTR template libraries is made pos-
sible by its solid formal foundation. OTTR syntax makes it possible to
formally define relations between OTTR templates which can tangibly
benefit the optimisation of a template library. Naturally, there are any
number of ways templates can be “related” to one another, and the “opti-
mal” size and shape of a template library is likely to be highly domain and
ontology-specific. As such, we do not aspire to a best-practice approach to
optimising a template library. Instead, we illustrate the point by defining
a few central template relations and demonstrating their usefulness for
library optimisation and maintenance, independently of the heuristics
used. Here, we limit ourselves to template relations defined syntactically
in terms of instances, and do not consider, e.g., those defined in terms of
semantic relationships between full expansions of templates. We consider
the following template relations:

directly depends (DD) S directly depends on T if S’s body has an in-
stance of T.

depends (D) depends is the transitive closure of directly depends.
dependency-overlaps (DO) S dependency-overlaps T if there exists a

template upon which both S and T directly depend.
overlaps (O) S overlaps T if there exist template instances iS, iT in body(S)

and body(T) and substitutions ρ and η of the parameters of S and T
resp. such that ρ(iS) = iT and η(iT) = iS.

contains (C) S contains T if there exists a substitution ρ of the parameters
of T such that ρ(body(T)) ⊆ body(S).

equals (E) S is equal to T if S contains T and vice versa.

Each of the listed relations is, in a sense, a specialisation of the pre-
vious one (except for DO, which is a specialisation of DD as opposed to
D). For instance, DO imposes no restrictions on the instance arguments,
whereas O intuitively requires parameters to occur in compatible positions
of iS and iT.

Example 5. Consider the template library given in Fig. 3(a). All but
the BURGERMEAL template contain an instance of SUBCLASSOF, hence
all pairs of templates except for (ANNOTATEDPIZZA, BURGERMEAL) have
a dependency-overlap. Closer inspection reveals that BURGER contains
SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM (4, Fig. 1), due to the instances
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NAMEDPIZZA(?Name : 1 class, ?Country : ? individual, ?Toppings : + class) (cf. Fig. 2(a)) .

ANNOTATEDPIZZA(?Name : 1 class, ?Label : + literal, ?PrefLabel : ? literal, ?Definition : ? literal)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, :Pizza),

× | (?Name, rdfs:label, ?Label), (?Name, skos:prefLabel, ?PrefLabel), (?Name, skos:definition, ?Definition) . (5)

BURGER(?Name : 1 class, ?Condiments : + class, ?Label : + literal, ?PrefLabel : ? literal, ?Definition : ? literal)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, :Burger),

× | SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasCondiment, ?Condiments),

SUBCLASSOF(?Name, _:b2), OBJECTALLVALUESFROM(_:b2, :hasCondiment, _:b3), (6)

OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b3, ?Condiments), (7)

× | (?Name, rdfs:label, ?Label), (?Name, skos:prefLabel, ?PrefLabel), (?Name, skos:definition, ?Definition) . (8)

BURGERMEAL(?Name : 1 class, ?Sides : + class)

:: SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasMain, :Burger),

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasSide, _:b4), OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b4, ?Sides) . (9)

(a) OTTR template library with redundancies and lack of re-use

NAMEDPIZZA(?Name : 1 class, ?Country : ? individual, ?Toppings : + class)

:: SUBOBJECTHASVALUE(?Name, :hasCountryOfOrigin, ?Country),

NAMEDFOOD(?Name, :NamedPizza, ?Toppings, :hasTopping) . (?)

ANNOTATEDPIZZA(?Name : 1 class, ?Label : + literal, ?PrefLabel : ? literal, ?Definition : ? literal)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, :Pizza),

ANNOTATION(?Name, ?Label, ?PrefLabel, ?Definition) . (?)

BURGER(?Name : 1 class, ?Condiments : + class, ?Label : + literal, ?PrefLabel : ? literal, ?Definition : ? literal)

:: NAMEDFOOD(?Name, :Burger, ?Condiments, :hasCondiment), (?)

ANNOTATION(?Name, ?Label, ?PrefLabel, ?Definition) . (?)

BURGERMEAL(?Name : 1 class, ?Sides : + class)

:: SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasMain, :Burger),

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROMUNION(?Name, :hasSide, ?Sides) . (?)

New OTTR templates representing previously uncaptured patterns:

NAMEDFOOD(?Name : 1 class, ?Category : 1 class, ?Extras : + class, ?hasExtra : 1 objectProperty) (10)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, ?Category),

× | SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(?Name, ?hasExtra, ?Extras),

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROMUNION(?Name, ?hasExtra, ?Extras)

ANNOTATION(?Name : 1 class, ?Label : + literal, ?PrefLabel : ? literal, ?Definition : ? literal) (11)

:: × | (?Name, rdfs:label, ?Label), (?Name, skos:prefLabel, ?PrefLabel), (?Name, skos:definition, ?Definition) .

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROMUNION(?x : 1 class, ?Property : 1 objectProperty.?RangeList : + class) (12)

:: SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?x, ?Property, _:b1), OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b1, ?RangeList) .

(b) A refactored version of the templates in Fig. 3(a). The refactored templates from Fig. 3(a) are
listed first, where a star (?) indicates a dependency to a new template, found at the bottom.

Fig. 3: OTTR template library before and after redundancy removal
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– SUBCLASSOF(?Name, _:b2)
– OBJECTALLVALUESFROM(_:b2, :hasCondiment, _:b3)

in BURGER (6). (Numbers refer to numbered lines in the figures.) Finally,
ANNOTATEDPIZZA and BURGER overlap, since they both directly depend
on the same TRIPLE templates (5)(8). These relationships are depicted
in the graph below (dependency relationships omitted for the sake of
legibility). Directed/undirected edges depict nonsymmetric/symmetric
relations, respectively.

NAMEDPIZZA

ANNOTATEDPIZZA

BURGERMEAL

BURGER SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM

DO DO

DO

O

DO

C

We wish to discuss these relations in the context of redundancy re-
moval within an OTTR template library. More specifically, we discuss two
types of redundancy:

Lack of reuse is a redundancy where a template S has a contains rela-
tionship to another template T, instead of a dependency relationship to
T. That is, S duplicates the pattern represented by T, rather than instan-
tiating T. This can be removed by replacing the offending portion of
body(S) with a suitable instance of T. A first approach to determining
such a lack of reuse makes use of the fact that templates can be used as
queries: template S contains T iff T as a query over S yields answers.

Uncaptured pattern is a redundancy where a pattern of template in-
stances is used by multiple templates, but this pattern is not repre-
sented by a template. In order to find uncaptured patterns one must
analyse in what manner multiple templates depend on the same set
of templates. If multiple templates overlap as defined above, this is a
good candidate for an uncaptured pattern. However, an overlap does
not necessarily need to occur for an uncaptured pattern to be present:
as demonstrated in the following example, a dependency-overlap can
describe an uncaptured pattern that is relevant for the template library.

Example 6. Continuing with our previous example of the library in
Fig. 3(a), we find that it contains both an instance of lack of reuse and mul-
tiple instances of uncaptured patterns. The containment of SUBOBJECTALL-
VALUESFROM in BURGER indicates a lack of reuse, and the overlap of
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BURGER and ANNOTATEDPIZZA is an uncaptured pattern which we refac-
tor into the template ANNOTATION (11). By repairing the lack of reuse in
BURGER (6) with an instance of SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM, there are two
dependency-overlaps that represent uncaptured patterns: the instances
(6,7)(9), which are refactored into a new template SUBOBJECTALLVALUES-
FROMUNION (12), and the dependency-overlap between BURGER and
NAMEDPIZZA, which is described by the NAMEDFOOD template (10). These
new templates as well as the updated template definitions for the pre-
existing ones are given in Fig. 3(b).

4.2 Efficient redundancy detection

Naive methods for improving a template library using the relations as
described in the previous section quickly become infeasible for large
knowledge bases, as they require expensive testing of unification of all
template bodies. We have developed an efficient method for finding lack
of reuse and uncaptured patterns, which over-approximates the results of
unification. The method uses the notion of a dependency pair, which intu-
itively captures repeated use of templates without considering parameters:
a dependency pair 〈I,T〉 is a pair of a multiset of templates I and a set of
templates T , such that T is the set of all templates that directly depend on
all templates in I, and have at least as many directly depends relationships
to each template in I as they occur in I. The idea is that I represents a
pattern used by all the templates in T . In order to also detect patterns
containing different TRIPLE instances, we will in this section treat a TRIPLE

instance (s, p, o) as a template instance of the form p(s, o) and thus treat
p as a template. Note that for a set of dependency pairs generated from a
template library, the first element in the pair, i.e., the I, is unique for the
set, while the T is generally not unique.

Example 7. Three examples of dependency pairs from the library in
Fig. 3(a) are

1. 〈{SUBCLASSOF, SUBCLASSOF, rdfs:label}, {BURGER}〉
2. 〈{SUBCLASSOF, OBJECTALLVALUESFROM},
{SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM, BURGER}〉

3. 〈{skos:definition, rdfs:label, skos:prefLabel}, {ANNOTATEDPIZZA, BURGER}〉
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The first pair indicates that BURGER is the only template that directly de-
pends on two occurrences of SUBCLASSOF and one occurrence of rdfs:label.
Note that BURGER directly depends on other templates too, and these will
give rise to other dependency pairs. However there is no other template
than BURGER that directly depends on this multiset of templates. The sec-
ond example shows that SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM and BURGER directly
depend on the templates SUBCLASSOF and OBJECTALLVALUESFROM.

One can compute all dependency pairs by starting with the set of
dependency pairs of the form 〈{i : n},T〉 where all templates in T have at
least n instances of i, and then compute all possible merges, where a merge
between two clusters 〈I1,T1〉 and 〈I2,T2〉 is 〈I1 ∪ I2,T1 ∩ T2〉. We have
implemented this algorithm with optimisations that ensure we compute
each dependency pair only once.

The set of dependency pairs for a library contains all potential lack
of reuse and uncaptured patterns in a library. However, note that in the
dependency pairs where either I or T has only one element, the depen-
dency pair does not represent a commonly used pattern: If I has only one
element then it does not represent a redundant pattern. If T has only one
element then the pattern occurs only once. If on the other hand both sets
contain two or more elements then the dependency pair might represent a
useful pattern to be represented as a template, and we call these candidate
pairs.

For a candidate pair, there are three cases to consider: 1. the set of
instances does not form a pattern that can be captured by a template, as
the usage of the set of instances does not unify; 2. the pattern is already
captured by a template, in which case we have found an instance of lack
of reuse; otherwise 3. we have found one or more candidates (one for each
non-unifiable usage of the instances of I) for new templates. The two first
cases can be identified automatically, but the third needs user interaction
to assess. First, a user should verify for each of the new templates that it
is a meaningful pattern with respect to the domain; second, if the template
is meaningful, a user must give the new template an appropriate name.

To remove the redundancy a candidate pair 〈I,T〉 represents, we can
perform the following procedure for each template t ∈ T and T ′ = T \ {t}.
First we check for lack of reuse of t: this may only be the case if t’s
body has the same number of instances as there are templates in I. We
verify the lack of reuse by checking if t′ ∈ T ′ contains t; this is done
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by verifying that t used as a query over t′’s body yields an answer. If
there is no lack of reuse, we can represent the instances of I as they are
instantiated in t, as the body of a new template where all arguments are
made into parameters. Again, we need to verify that the new template is
contained in other templates in T ′ before we can refactor, and before any
refactoring is carried out, a user should always assess the results.

Example 8. Applying the method for finding candidates to the library
in Fig. 3(a), gives 19 candidate pairs, two of which are the 2nd and 3rd
candidate pair of Ex. 7. The 1st dependency pair of Ex. 7 is not a candidate
pair since the size of one of its elements ({BURGER}) is one.

By using the process of removing redundancies as described above,
we will find that for the 2nd candidate pair of Ex. 7 we have a lack of
reuse of SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM in BURGER, as discussed in previous
examples. The two instances of SUBCLASSOF and OBJECTALLVALUESFROM

in BURGER (see Ex. 5) can be therefore be replaced with the single instance:
SUBOBJECTSOMEVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasCondiment, _:b3).

From the 3rd candidate pair in Ex. 7 there is no lack of reuse, but we
can represent the pattern as the following template:

<NAME>(?x1, ?x2, ?x3, ?x4)
:: (?x1, rdfs:label, ?x2), (?x1, skos:prefLabel, ?x3),

(?x1, skos:definition, ?x4) .

The template and parameters should be given suitable names and parame-
ters given a type, as exemplified by the ANNOTATION template (11) found
in Fig. 3(b). The procedure of identifying dependency pairs and lack of
reuse is implemented and demonstrated in the online walk-through at
ottr.xyz/event/2018-10-08-iswc/.

For large knowledge bases, the set of candidate pairs might be very
large, as it grows exponentially in the number of template instances in
the worst case. This means that manually assessing all candidate pairs
is not feasible, and smaller subsets of candidates must be automatically
suggested. We have yet to develop proper heuristics for suggesting good
candidates, but the cases with the the most common patterns (the candi-
dates with largest T-sets), the largest patterns (the candidates with the
largest I-sets), or large patterns that occur often could be likely sources for
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patterns to refactor. The latter of the three can be determined by maximis-
ing a weight-function, for instance of the form f (〈I,T〉) = w1 |I | + w2 |T |.
However, these weights might differ from use-case to use-case. Another
approach for reducing the total number of candidates to a manageable size,
is to let a user group some or all of the templates according to subdomain,
and then only present candidates with instances fully contained in a single
group. The idea behind such a restriction is that it seems likely that a
pattern is contained within a subdomain. We give an example of these
techniques in the following section.

5 Use Case Evaluation

In this section we outline an evaluation of OTTR templates in a real-world
setting at the engineering company Aibel, and demonstrate in particular
our process of finding and removing redundancies over a large, generated
template library.

Aibel is a global engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC)
service company based in Norway best known for its contracts for building
and maintaining large offshore platforms for the oil and gas industry.
When designing an offshore platform, the tasks of matching customer
needs with partly overlapping standards and requirements as well as
finding suitable products to match design specifications are highly non-
trivial and laborious. This is made difficult by the fact that the source
data is usually available only as semi-structured documents that require
experience and detailed competence to interpret and assess. Aibel has
taken significant steps to automate these tasks by leveraging reasoning
and queries over their Material Master Data (MMD) ontology. It integrates
this information in a modular large-scale ontology of ∼200 modules and
∼80,000 classes and allows Aibel to perform requirements analysis and
matching with greater detail and precision and less effort than with their
legacy systems. Since the MMD ontology is considered by Aibel as a
highly valuable resource that gives them a competitive advantage, it is not
publicly available.

The MMD ontology is produced from 705 spreadsheets prepared by
ontology experts and populated by subject matter experts with limited
knowledge of modelling and semantic technologies. The column head-
ers of the spreadsheets specify how the data is to be converted into an
ontology, and the translation is performed by a custom-built pipeline of
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Fig. 4: A scatter plot of the sizes of the two sets for all candidate pairs from
Aibel use case. The colour shade denotes the logarithm of the number of
candidates at each point.

custom transformations, relational databases, and SPARQL CONSTRUCT
transformations. The growing size and complexity of the system, the
simple structure of the spreadsheets and lack of common modelling pat-
terns make it hard to keep an overview of the information content of the
spreadsheets and enforce consistent modelling across spreadsheets. The
absence of overarching patterns also represents a barrier for Aibel’s wish
to extend the ontology to cover new engineering disciplines, as there are
no patterns that are readily available for reuse.

The aim of our evaluation is to test whether OTTR templates and the
tools presented in this paper can replace Aibel’s current in-house built sys-
tem and improve the construction and maintenance of the MMD ontology.
By exploiting the simple structure of the spreadsheets we automatically
generated OTTR templates: one for each spreadsheet (705 templates), one
for each unique column header across spreadsheets (476 templates), and
one for each axiom pattern used, e.g., existential restriction axiom (4
templates).

To analyse the large template library, we applied the algorithm for
finding candidate pairs described in Sec. 4.2, giving a total of 54,795,593
candidate pairs. The scatter plot in Fig. 4 shows the distribution of sizes for
the two sets; the largest number of instances and templates for a given can-
didate is 24 and 474, respectively. The large number of candidates makes
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it impossible to manually find potential templates, thus we employed
the semi-automatic method described in the previous section to suggest
possible improvements to the library. In order to demonstrate the process,
we selected the candidates that contain a specific template, the template
modelling a particular type of pipe elbows from the AMSE B16.9 standard,
which is an often-used example from the MMD ontology. This template
occurs in a total of 12,273 candidates. To reduce the number of candidates
further, we removed candidates with instances of a generic character, such
as rdfs:label, to end up with candidates with domain-specific templates.
By using a weight function, we selected the candidate with the largest
set of templates and at least 6 instances. From this candidate, with 33
templates and 7 instances, we obtained a template suggestion that we were
able to verify is contained by all of the 33 templates in T , by using the
template as a query over the templates in T . We added this new template
to the library and refactored it into all the 33 templates using its pattern.

Fixing this single redundancy reduced the total number of candidates
by over 1.8 million. This great reduction in candidates comes from the
fact that fixing a redundancy represented by a candidate C can also fix the
redundancies of candidates having a pattern that is contained in, contains,
or overlaps C’s pattern. This indicates that, despite a very large number
of candidates, small fixes can dramatically reduce the overall redundancy.
Furthermore, by automatically refactoring all lack of reuse in the entire
library, the number of candidates decreases to under 3 million. The average
number of instances per template went from 5.6 down to 2.7 after this
refactoring. In addition to the redundancies fixed above, we were also able
to detect equal templates (pairs of templates both having a lack of reuse of
the other). Out of the 931 templates we analysed, only 564 were unique.
Thus, we could remove a total of 367 redundant templates from the library.
Note that all of the improvements made above should be reviewed by a
user, as discussed in Sec. 4.2, to ensure that the new template hierarchy
properly represents the domain.

The use case evaluation indicates that OTTR templates and tools can re-
place Aibel’s custom built approach for transforming spreadsheets into on-
tologies. Indeed, OTTR greatly exceeds the expressivity of Aibel’s spread-
sheet structure and provides additional formal structure that can be used
to analyse and improve the modelling patterns used to capture domain
knowledge. As future evaluation, we want to work with Aibel’s domain
experts in order to identify promising heuristics for finding the best shared
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patterns. We believe that these new patterns and user requirements from
Aibel may foster new ideas for added expressivity and functionality of
OTTR languages and tools. Furthermore, we want to evaluate whether
we can replace Aibel’s hand-crafted queries with queries generated from
templates. This would avoid the additional cost of maintaining a large
query library, while benefiting from already existing templates and OTTR’s
compositional nature and tools for building and analysing the generated
queries.

6 Related Work

Modularised ontologies, as well as the use and description of ontology
design patterns, have attracted significant interest in recent years, as
demonstrated by the multitude of languages and frameworks that have
emerged. However, a hurdle for the practical large-scale use of ontology
design patterns is the lack of a tool supported methodology; see [4] for
a discussion of some of the challenges facing ontology design patterns.
In this section we present selected work related to our approach that we
believe represents the current state of the art.

An early account of the features, benefits and possible use-cases for a
macro language for OWL can be found in [14].

The practical and theoretical aspects of OTTR templates were first
introduced in [13] and [2]. This paper presents a more mature and usable
framework, including formalisation and use of template relations, real-
world evaluation, added expressivity in the form of optional parameters
and expansion modes, and new serialisation formats.

GDOL [9] is an extension of the Distributed Ontology, Modelling, and
Specification Language (DOL) that supports a parametrisation mechanism
for ontologies. It is a metalanguage for combining theories from a wide
range of logics under one formalism while supporting pattern definition,
instantiation, and nesting. Thus it provides a broad formalism for defining
ontology templates along similar lines as OTTR. To our knowledge, GDOL
has yet to investigate issues such as dependencies and relationships be-
tween patterns, optional parameters, and pattern-as-query (the latter being
listed as future work). A protege plugin for GDOL is in the works and DOL
is supported by Ontohub (an online ontology and specification repository)
and Hets (parsing and inference backend of DOL).
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Ontology templates as defined in [1] are parameterised ontologies in
ALC description logic. Only classes are parameterised, and parameter
substitutions are restricted to class names. This is quite similar to our ap-
proach, yet it is not adapted to the semantic web, and nested templates and
patterns-as-queries are not considered. Furthermore, it appears this project
has been abandoned, as the developed software is no longer available.

OPPL [6] was originally developed as a language for manipulating OWL
ontologies. Thus it supports functions for adding and removing patterns
of OWL axioms to/from an ontology. It relies heavily on its foundations in
OWL-DL and as such can only be used in the context of OWL ontologies.
Despite this, the syntax of OPPL is distinct from that of RDF, thus requiring
separate tools for viewing and editing such patterns, though a Protégé
plugin does exist, in addition to a tool called Populous [7] which allows
OPPL patterns to be instantiated via spreadsheets. By allowing patterns
to return a single element (e.g., a class) OPPL supports a rather restricted
form of pattern nesting as compared to OTTR.

Tawny OWL [10] introduces a Manchester-like syntax for writing ontol-
ogy axioms from within the programming language Clojure, and allows
abstractions and extensions to be written as normal Clojure code alongside
the ontology. Thus the process of constructing an ontology is transformed
into a form of programming, where existing tools for program develop-
ment, such as versioning, testing frameworks, etc. can be used. The main
difference from our approach is that Tawny OWL targets programmers and
therefore tries to reuse as much of the standards and tools used in nor-
mal Clojure development, whereas we aim to reuse semantic technology
standards and tools.

OPLa [5] is a proposal for a language to represent the relationships
between ontologies, modules, patterns, and their respective parts. They
introduce the OPLa ontology which describes these relationships with
the help of OWL annotation properties. This approach does not, however,
attempt to mitigate issues arising with the use of patterns, but focuses
more on the description of patterns, than on practical use.

There are other tools and languages such as XDP [3], built on top of
WebProtégé as a convenient tool for instantiating ODPs, the M2 mapping
language [11] that allows spreadsheet references to be used in ontology
axiom patterns, and RDF shape languages, such as SHACL [8], that may be
used to describe and validate patterns. Although these have similarities
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with OTTR, we consider these more specialised tools and languages, where
for example analysis of patterns is beyond their scope.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents OTTR, a language with supporting tools for represent-
ing, using and analysing ontology modelling patterns. OTTR has a firm
theoretical and technological base that allows existing methods, languages
and tools to be leveraged to obtain a powerful, yet practical instrument
for ontology construction, use and maintenance.

For future work, the natural next step with respect to template library
optimisation is to continue and expand the analysis of Section 4, both for
existing and new template relations. In particular, it is natural to compare
templates both syntactically using their full expansion and in terms of their
semantic relationship. The latter would allow us, e.g., to answer questions
about consistency and whether a given library is capable of describing a
certain knowledge pattern. We also want to develop specialised editors
for OTTR templates, such as a plugin for Protégé, and extend support for
more input formats, such as accessing data from relational databases.
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Abstract. There have recently been multiple frameworks proposed to formalize
the definition and instantiation of recurring patterns for ontology construction and
maintenance. Such formal frameworks can also provide the means necessary for
discussing how such patterns can be related to one another, both syntactically and
semantically. This has the potential for organizing pattern libraries, robust handling
of maintenance tasks, such as redundancy removal, and defining heuristics for
what constitutes a “good” pattern. This short paper aims to provide a common
ground for discussions on formal relations between ontology patterns. We discuss
interesting relations with motivating examples as well as state open questions
concerning relations for optimizing the creation, instantiation, and maintenance of
ontology patterns.

1 Templating Framework for Ontology Patterns

Recently, multiple frameworks have been proposed for the creation and use
of ontology patterns [3,2]. This more formal approach enables the study of
how patterns are related to one another in ways that permit automatic analy-
sis and repair. In order to adequately discuss formally defined relationships
between patterns, we employ the notion of a templating mechanism for
patterns using the following generic definitions: An (ontology) pattern
is a set of OWL axioms or RDF triples; a templating framework has the
following characteristics, where we consider the first three mandatory and
the remaining optional:

1. identifiable patterns, called templates;
2. declaration of fixed and variable template parameters;
3. precise instantiation of templates;
4. support for nested template definitions, i.e., templates defined using

other templates;
5. typed parameters;
6. cardinality for parameters, e.g,. optional and mandatory;
7. inherited semantics of the underlying language.
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head, identifying template and parameters

SUBCLASSOF

name

(?sub : 1 class, ?super : 1 class

parameters with type and cardinality

) ::

body, representing the pattern

{TRIPLE(?sub, rdfs:subClassOf, ?super)

instance with fixed and variable arguments

} .

Fig. 1: Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR) exemplified.

The discussion is motivated by our work with Reasonable Ontology
Templates (OTTR) [3,1] which implements these features. Figure 1 gives
a schematic example of an OTTR template, for more details we refer
to [3]. The OTTR template framework has been successfully verified for
construction and maintenance tasks on Aibel’s large-scale Material Master
Data (MMD) ontology. There approximately 1000 templates were used to
represent the spreadsheet formats created and populated by the project to
capture the domain knowledge for generating an ontology of ca. 80,000
classes. Experimental analysis of these templates based on simple relations
has revealed a considerable potential for optimization of their design. We
believe that a richer set of template relations is both possible and required
in order to gain a more fine-grained and effective characterization of
templates and template libraries.

In this paper we discuss the benefit and challenges of defining formal
relations between ontology templates and identify future directions of
research in this area, with an agnostic perspective as to which templating
formalism is used. As such, the intention is for the reader to quickly be able
to translate the discussion and examples given into the formalism of their
choosing. Section 2 shows how simple relations may be used to identify
redundancies in a template library. Section 3 presents the possibilities and
potential for defining new relations over ontology templates.

2 Simple and Useful Template Relations

Using only the first four characteristics of a template framework given in
Section 1, we can define some basic relationships between templates:

directly depends S is said to directly depend on T if S contains an instance
of T in its definition.

depends depends is the transitive closure of directly depends.
dependency-overlaps S dependency-overlaps T if there exists a template

upon which both S and T directly depend.
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BURGER1(?Name : 1 class, ?Condiments : + class)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, :Burger), OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b3, ?Condiments),

SUBCLASSOF(?Name, _:b2), OBJECTALLVALUESFROM(_:b2, :hasCondiment, _:b3). (1)

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?x : 1 class, ?Property : 1 objectProperty, ?Range : 1 class)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?x, _:b1), OBJECTALLVALUESFROM(_:b1, ?Property, ?Range) . (2)

(a) Example of lack of reuse.

BURGER2(?Name : 1 class, ?Condiments : + class)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, :Burger), OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b1, ?Condiments), (3)

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasCondiment, _:b1). (4)

PIZZA(?Name : 1 class, ?Toppings : + class, ?Country : ? individual)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, :NamedPizza), OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b1, ?Toppings), (5)

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?Name, :hasTopping, _:b1), (6)

SUBOBJECTHASVALUE(?Name, :hasCountryOfOrigin, ?Country).

(b) Example of uncaptured pattern.

FOOD1(?Name : 1 class, ?Type : 1 class, ?Ex : + class, ?hasEx : 1 objProp)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, ?:Type), OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b1, ?Ex),

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?Name, ?:hasEx, _:b1).

(c) Captured pattern.

FOOD2(?Name : 1 class, ?Type : 1 class, ?Ex : + class, ?hasEx : 1 objProp, ?Country : ? individual)

:: SUBCLASSOF(?Name, ?:Type), OBJECTUNIONOF(_:b1, ?Ex),

SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM(?Name, ?:hasEx, _:b1),

SUBOBJECTHASVALUE(?Name, :hasCountryOfOrigin, ?Country).

(d) Captured pattern with optionals.

Fig. 2: Templates demonstrating different redundancies and suggested
solutions.

overlaps S overlaps T if there exist template instances iS, iT in the defini-
tion of S and T and substitutions ρ and η of the parameters of S and T
resp. such that ρ(iS) = iT and η(iT) = iS.

contains S contains T if there exists a substitution ρ of the parameters of
T such that ρ applied to the pattern of T is a subset of the pattern of S.

These relations can be used to identify redundancies in a set of tem-
plates. In [3], two types of redundancies are considered: lack of reuse
and uncaptured pattern. Lack of reuse occurs when a template dupli-
cates the pattern of another template rather than instantiating it. This
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is exemplified by the two templates in Figure 2(a); BURGER1 contains
SUBOBJECTALLVALUESFROM (see (1) and (2)). The template BURGER2 in
Figure 2(b) is the result of fixing this redundancy (replacing (1) with (4)).
Uncaptured pattern is the case when multiple templates make use of a
pattern which is not represented by a template. This is illustrated by the
two templates of Figure 2(b); these templates dependency-overlap, as seen
in (3)–(4) and (5)–(6). This is not an occurrence of lack of reuse, as PIZZA

cannot instantiate BURGER2 given they both use different fixed parameter
resources (e.g., hasCondiments (4) and hasTopping (6)). The uncaptured
pattern may be refactored out as a separate template; this is implemented
by FOOD1 in Figure 2(c).

In the analysis of the ∼1000 templates used for Aibel’s MMD ontology,
ca. 55 million potential redundancies were identified and 367 possibly
superfluous templates found. When deciding how to refactor the template
library we used a manual approach, targeting large templates that model
specific domain facts. Fixing a single redundancy reduced the total number
of potential redundancies by more than 1.8 million. Although the analysis
is clearly useful and shows promising results, we believe these large figures
show that one has yet to find precise, effective means to characterize and
repair template libraries.

3 Defining New Ontology Template Relations

The relations defined in the previous section use only a few of the ba-
sic characteristics for a templating mechanism given in Section 1. The
following is a non-exhaustive list of building blocks for defining formal
relations between templates using both the characteristics of a templating
framework and of the underlying language. The list is presented along
with a brief summary of what kind of functionality each provides and
typical examples of possible relations defined using these characteristics:

Syntax and semantics of framework These allow syntactic and seman-
tic relations such as containment, entailment, and consistency, e.g., two
templates could be said to be inconsistent if for any substitutions of
their parameters the use of both in conjunction yields an inconsistent
ontology.

Parameters This allows for relations that take into consideration the
number of parameters, their types, and whether they are optional or
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not. For instance, one could say that T strengthens the typing of S if T
directly depends on S and additionally requires a more specific type
for at least one of its parameters.

Expansion This allows for relations over both unexpanded and expanded
templates. For example, expanded containment could be defined to
hold between T and S if the expansion of T contains the expansion of
S.

Metrics Characteristics such as the template’s arity (the number of pa-
rameters), width (the size of its pattern) and depth (the height of its
expansion tree).

Syntax and semantics of used vocabulary It is useful to distinguish be-
tween templates that are completely generic (all parameters are vari-
able) and those that use a specific vocabulary, be it a “logical” vocab-
ulary like RDF or OWL or a more special purpose vocabulary. As for
semantic relations such as consistency, these can be set to consider or
ignore the semantics of “external” ontologies.

These building blocks give many possibilities for characterizing tem-
plates and template libraries. We are particularly interested in identifying
relations that are useful for structuring template libraries for maintenance
tasks, such as redundancy removal, and that make it easier for the user to
find the relevant template for the modeling task at hand. In addition, finding
heuristics with which libraries can be optimized according to specific
metrics, which may vary from case to case, could be a valuable asset.
Ideally, the relations and heuristics should be efficiently computable and
be easily understood by the user. Finding these requires more theoretical
and empirical study. We conclude this section by demonstrating some of
the challenges of such studies.

When defining relations using the above building blocks, one should
proceed with caution as some of them are incredibly powerful. For in-
stance, allowing parameters to be optional provides more possibilities
for discovering candidates for uncaptured patterns, as demonstrated in
Figure 2: Consider the PIZZA and BURGER2 templates from Figure 2(b).
Without allowing optional parameters, a suitable template that describes
the uncaptured pattern can be seen in Figure 2(c). With optionals, however,
the BURGER2 and PIZZA templates can be generalized into a single template
by declaring ?Country as an optional parameter, seen in Figure 2(d). Op-
tionals thus provide a lot of useful functionality; however, in general they
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T1 X2

T2 T3

T4
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T1 X2
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Fig. 3: A complex case of lack of reuse. Templates are schematically
represented by trees where an edge represents a direct dependency. On
the left, there is a lack of reuse between the templates X2 and Y, which, if
fixed (by replacing T2 and T3 in Y with X2), introduces a new lack of reuse
between Y and X1. Fixing also this redundancy (replacing T1 and X2 in X1

with Y ) results in the configuration of templates seen on the right.

allow for any set of templates to be summarized into a single template.
As this is likely counter-productive in most circumstances, it would be
important to identify heuristics for when optionals should or should not be
used when defining templates for uncaptured patterns.

Other complex relationships can occur during the fixing of lack of reuse
or uncaptured pattern. An example that illustrates this is shown in Figure 3,
where fixing one instance of lack of reuse in Y introduces a new lack of
reuse in X1. This indicates a more complex form of lack of reuse between
X1 and Y in the original library, but also, more generally, that repairing
redundancies is an iterative process. This type of composition of relations
opens the door to new types of complex relationships. Furthermore, if
the template definitions have type and cardinality restrictions set on the
parameters, finding possible optimizations or redundancies becomes even
more involved: for instance, if parameter types are too strict then the
possible reuse of these templates is reduced.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce an abstract templating framework and the
building blocks with which formal relations over ontology patterns and
templates may be defined. We give examples of formal relations that have
a demonstrable benefit to template library maintenance (by removing
redundancy) as well as provide useful functionality for tools geared towards
template creation, documentation, and discovery.
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The framework, relations and building blocks described in this paper
serve primarily as a basis for discussion. We believe it important to identify
(1) what functionality we desire for improved usability and in maintenance
and creation tools, (2) what relations these require, and (3) what properties
aside from the aforementioned building blocks a templating framework
should support.
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Abstract

We present a second-order language that can be used to succinctly
specify ontologies in a consistent and transparent manner. This language
is based on ontology templates (OTTR), a framework for capturing re-
curring patterns of axioms in ontological modelling. The language, and
our results are independent of any specific DL.

We define the language and its semantics, including the case of negation-
as-failure, investigate reasoning over ontologies specified using our lan-
guage, and show results about the decidability of useful reasoning tasks
about the language itself. We also state and discuss some open problems
that we believe to be of interest.

1 Introduction

The phenomenon of frequently occurring structures in ontologies engineering
(OE) has received attention from a variety of angles. One of the first accounts
is given in [6], where repeated versions of general conceptual models are iden-
tified. Similar observations gave rise to the notion of Ontology Design Patterns
(ODP) as abstract descriptions of best practices in OE [15, 4, 22]. Another
view, emphasizing common ontological distinctions, led to the emergence of
Upper Ontologies which aim to categorize general ideas shareable across dif-
ferent domains [16]. Orthogonal to such conceptual patterns, the existence of
syntactic regularities in ontologies has been noted and some aspects of their
nature have been analyzed [30, 29, 31].

In this paper, we propose a new language that allows expressing patterns
of repeated structures in ontologies. This language is rule-based and has both
a model-theoretic and a fixpoint semantics, for which we show that they co-
incide. In contrast to other rule languages “on top of” DLs, in this language,
firing a rule results in the addition of TBox and/or ABox axioms, with the
goal to succinctly describe ontologies, thereby making them more readable
and maintainable.

Given that DL ontologies are sets of axioms, an ontology provides no means
to arrange its axioms in a convenient manner for ontology engineers. In partic-
ular, it is not possible to group conceptually related axioms or indicate interde-
pendencies between axioms. While ontology editors such as Protégé1 display
an ontology through a hierarchy of its entities, conceptual interdependencies
between axioms are hidden and the underlying structural design of an ontology
remains obfuscated.

1https://protege.stanford.edu/
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Example 1.1 Consider the ontology

𝒪1 = {Jaguar v Animal, Jaguar v ∀hasChild.Jaguar, (1)

Tiger v Animal, Tiger v ∀hasChild.Tiger, (2)

Lionv Animal, Lionv ∀hasChild.Lion} (3)

Then, an ontology editor will group the entities Jaguar,Tiger and Lion under
Animal according to their class hierarchy.

However, 𝒪1 contains no indication that every subclass X of Animal can
have only children of the same class X . Assume this regularity is no coinci-
dence but a desired pattern that should hold for any subclass of Animal. Cur-
rently, ontology engineers have no means of expressing or enforcing such a
pattern other than dealing with the ontology as a whole, inspecting all axioms
separately, and making necessary changes manually. �

Expressing patterns such as in Example 1.1 explicitly has a potential to
reveal some aspects of the intentions for the design of an ontology.

Example 1.2 Consider the ontology

𝒪2 = {Jaguar v Animal, Tiger v Animal, Lionv Animal} �

In addition, consider the rule

g : {?X v Animal}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Body

→ {?X v ∀hasChild.?X }︸ ︷︷ ︸
Head

,

where ?X is a variable. We can interpret the body of this rule as a query which,
when evaluated over the ontology 𝒪2, returns substitutions for ?X . These sub-
stitutions can then be used to instantiate the axioms in the head of the rule. Fir-
ing the above rule over 𝒪2 would add all those resulting axioms to 𝒪2, thereby
reconstructing 𝒪1 from Example 1.1.

In the following, we will call such rules generators. The possible benefits
of generators are threefold. Firstly, 𝒪2 in combination with g is easier to un-
derstand because g makes a statement about all subconcepts of Animal that
the type of an animal determines the type of its children. This is a kind of meta-
statement about concepts which a user of an ontology can usually only learn
by inspecting (many) axioms in an ontology. Secondly, 𝒪2 in combination with
g is easier to maintain and extend compared to 𝒪1, where a user would have
to manually ensure that the meta-statement continues to be satisfied after new
concepts have been added. Thirdly, conceptual relationships captured in a
generator such as g are easy to reuse and can foster interoperability between
ontologies in the spirit of ontology design patterns.

We close this section with more elaborate examples to demonstrate the
benefits generators such as g can provide.
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1.1 Examples

Example 1.3 (Composition) Assume we want to model typical roles in groups
of social predatory animals. One such a role would be that of a hunter. A chal-
lenge for representing such knowledge is that different collective nouns are
used for different animals, e.g. a group of lions is called a “pride”, a group
of wild dogs is called a “pack”, a group of killer whales is called a “pod”, etc.
Therefore, a mechanism that can conveniently iterate over all these group for-
mations would be beneficial.

Consider the following query Q1:

Q1 = {?X v Animal, (4)

?X v ∃eats.Animal, (5)

?X v ∃hunts.Animal, (6)

?Y v SocialGroup, (7)

?X v ∃socialisesIn.?Y, (8)

?Y v ∃hasMember.?X , (9)

socialisesIn≡ hasMember−} (10)

�

Lines 4–6 bind the variable ?X to a predatory animal. Line 7 binds the vari-
able ?Y to a type of social group and lines 8–10 associate a particular type of
animal with its respective social group. Given the bindings for ?X and ?Y it is
straightforward to express that a particular type of predator ?X is a hunter in
its respective social group, namely: ?Y v ∃hasHunter.?X . A generator such as
in Example 1.2 could capture this relationship:

g1 : Q1→ {?Y v ∃hasHunter.?X }

Example 1.4 (Extension) Extending generator g1 from Example 1.3 to cap-
ture more specialised knowledge is straightforward. Consider predatory ants
of the family Formicidae. These ants generally live in colonies with an elabo-
rate social organisation consisting of workers, drones, queens, etc.

First, we extend query Q1 with the following axioms:

Q2 =Q1 ∪ {?X v Formicidae, (11)

?Z v?Y (12)

?X v ∃socialisesIn.?Z} (13)
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Axiom 11 requires ?X to bind to a type of Formicidae, e.g. ?X = SafariAnt.
According to query Q1, the variable ?Y binds to a general SocialGroup, e.g.
?Y = AntColony. Then, axiom 12 binds ?Z to a more specialised subgroup of
a ?Y . Finally, axiom 13 ensures that this subgroup ?Z is associated with ?X .
So for ?X = SafariAnt we get ?Z = SafariAntColony.

Next, we can specify the generator to add all desired axioms based on
matches of query Q2 specialised for ants:

g2 : Q2→
{?Z v ∃hasHunter.?X ,

?Z v ∃hasWorker.?X ,

?Z v ∃hasDrone.?X ,

?Z v ∃hasQueen.?X }
Note how the body and head of generator g1 from Example 1.3 have been
reused and extended only by set unions. �

Example 1.5 (Negative Guards) Often, general relationships are subject to
exceptions. While most ants hunt and feed cooperatively, there are some gen-
era of ants, e.g. Myrmecia, that do not. Therefore, g2 in Example 1.4 would
generate an undesired axiom, namely

MyrmeciaAntColony v hasHunter.MyrmeciaAnt

. This motivates guards in the body of generators that may not only specify
positive constraints but also negative ones:

Q3 =Q2 ∪ {not ?X vMyrmeciaAnt,
not ?Z vMyrmeciaAntColony}

g3 : Q3→
{?Z v ∃hasHunter.?X ,

?Z v ∃hasWorker.?X ,

?Z v ∃hasDrone.?X ,

?Z v ∃hasQueen.?X }
One might argue that the effect of negative guards could also be achieved by

positive guards using negated concepts in DL, i.e. ?X v ¬MyrmeciaAnt instead
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of not?X vMyrmeciaAnt. However, this approach would necessitate the intro-
duction of a potentially large number of axioms of type ?X v ¬MyrmeciaAnt
in the given ontology. This can be avoided by using g3.

Another advantage of negative guards is the possibility to explicitly express
default assumptions for lack of better knowledge. An ant colony of a certain
genus usually consists of only ants of this genus, e.g.

SafariAntColony v ∀hasMember.SafariAnt. (14)

However, some genera of ants are social parasites that enslave other ant
species. In such a case, the default assumption about the homogeneity of an
ant colony is wrong and the axiom 14 should not be added.

Q4 = {?X v Ant,
?Y v AntColony,

?Y v ∃hasMember.?X ,

?Z v Ant,
?X v ¬?Z ,

not ?X v ∃enslaves.?Z ,

not ?Y v ∃hasMember.?Z , }

g4 : Q4→ {?Y v ∀hasMember.?X } �

Example 1.6 (Recursion) Contagious diseases may be transmitted between
animals sharing a habitat. Overlapping habitats of infected animals may result
in a propagation of diseases across habitats.

Assume there is an overlap between habitats H1, H2, H3 such that there is
no overlap between H1 and H3, H12 describes the overlap between H1 and H2,
and H23 describes the overlap between H2 and H3 (see Figure 1). Then, a
disease infected animal living in H1 may affect an animal in H2 which in turn
may affect an animal in H3. Such an iterative process may be captured by
repeatedly applying a single generator.

Consider the following query:
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Figure 1: Overlapping Habitats

Q5 = {?X v Animal, (15)

?Y v Animal, (16)

?D v ContagiousDisease, (17)

?H v Habitat, (18)

?X v ∃suffersFrom.?D, (19)

?Y v ∀isSusceptibleTo.?D, (20)

?X v ∃livesIn.?H, (21)

?Y v ∃livesIn.?H} (22)

Axioms 19 and 20 express the requirements for a disease to be transmitted
between animals while axioms 21 and 22 capture the requirement of a shared
environment. Using query Q5, we can represent the propagation of a disease
between animals across habitats:

g5 : Q5→ {?Y v ∃suffersFrom.?D} �

Clearly, the generation of an instance of ?Y v ∃suffersFrom.?D could yield a
new match for Q5 in the body of g5. Therefore, generator g5 has to be applied
repeatedly until a fixpoint is reached.

Example 1.7 (Encapsulation) Inspecting the queries Q1,Q2, and Q3 in Exam-
ples 1.3–1.5, it is apparent that different parts in the queries correspond to dif-
ferent conceptual ideas. For example, in query Q1 the axioms can be grouped
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into ones about predators and others about social groups. Such a grouping
would provide valuable information for an ontology engineer to indicate con-
ceptual relationships between certain sets of axioms:

{?X v Animal,
?X v ∃eats.Animal,
?X v ∃hunts.Animal}



Predator

{?Y v SocialGroup,

?X v ∃socialisesIn.?Y,

?Y v ∃hasMember.?X ,

socialisesIn≡ hasMember−}





Social Group

Reasonable ontology templates [38, 14], OTTR for short, introduced a frame-
work for indicating such conceptual relationships. A template is defined as a
named ontology with a set of variables. The variables can be instantiated with
concept and role expressions to yield a set of valid axioms. Moreover, templates
may be composed to give rise to more complex templates. Choosing intention-
revealing names for templates and composing appropriately named templates
may improve ontology comprehension by making the structural design of an
ontology visible.

A template, i.e. a set of axioms with variables, can also be interpreted as
a query, asking for concept and role expressions in an existing ontology that
match the pattern represented by the template. These expressions can then,
in principle, be fed into a different template to produce new axioms. This idea
captures conceptual interdependencies between templates or, more generally,
axiomatic patterns.

Clearly, it is straightforward to integrate OTTR as part of a preprocessing
step into our rule language. This has not only the potential to foster the reuse of
conceptually related set of axioms in an intention-revealing manner, but can
also to further improve the maintainability of generators by the principle of
information hiding. A change in a template will be propagated automatically
to all instances of the use of the template. �

2 Preliminaries

Let NI , NC , and NR be sets of individual, concept, and role names, each con-
taining a distinguished subset of individual, concept, and role variables VI , VC ,
and VR. A concept (resp. role) is either a concept name (resp. role name) or a
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concept expression (resp. role expression) built using the usual DL construc-
tors [2]. Since we do not distinguish between TBoxes and ABoxes, an axiom
is either an assertion of the form C(a) or R(a,b) for a concept C, role R, and
individual names a,b or an inclusion statement C v D for concepts or roles C
and D. A theory is a (possibly infinite) set of axioms, whereas an ontology is
a finite set of axioms. A set ℒ of individuals, concepts, and roles is called a
language.

A template T is an ontology, and we write T (V ) for V ⊆ VI ∪ VC ∪ VR the set
of variables occurring in T . For the sake of brevity, we occasionally omit the
variable set V when it is either clear from context or nonvital to the discussion.
Templates can be instantiated by applying a substitution to them. A substitution
σ is a function that maps individual, concept, and role variables to individuals,
concepts, and roles respectively. We require that substitutions respect the type
of a variable, so that the result of instantiating a template is a well-formed
ontology. For ℒ a language, an ℒ-substitution is one whose range is a subset of
ℒ. The ℒ-evaluation of T over𝒪, written eval(T,𝒪,ℒ), is the set of substitutions
defined as follows:

eval(T,𝒪,ℒ) = {σ an ℒ-substitution |𝒪 |= Tσ},
where Tσ is the instantiation of T withσ. Furthermore, we define eval(;,𝒪,ℒ)
to be the set of all ℒ-substitutions.

Finally, we say that an ontology 𝒪 is weaker than 𝒪′ if 𝒪′ |=𝒪, and strictly
weaker if the reverse does not hold.

3 Generators and GBoxes

In this section we define the syntax and semantics of generators and GBoxes
and discuss some examples.

Definition 3.1 A generator g is an expression of the form TB(VB) → TH(VH),
for TB(VB), TH(VH) templates with VH ⊆ VB. TB and TH are respectively called
the body and head of g, and we write B(g) and H(g) to denote them. �

Example 3.2 g : {?X v Animal} → {?X v ∀hasChild.?X } is a generator, with
a single variable ?X . �

Next, we define the semantics for generators and sets of generators based
on entailment to ensure that generators behave independent of the syntactic
form of an ontology. In this choice we diverge from the work done on OTTR
[38], as OTTR template semantics is defined syntactically.
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Definition 3.3 Let g : TB(VB)→ TH(VH) be a generator. A theory 𝒪 satisfies g
wrt. ℒ if, for every ℒ-substitution σ such that 𝒪 |= TBσ, we have 𝒪 |= THσ. �

Example 3.4 Consider the generator g from Example 3.2. The theory
𝒪1 = {Turtle v Mammal,Mammal v Animal,Turtle v ∀hasChild.Turtle,
Mammal v ∀hasChild.Mammal} satisfies g, while the theory 𝒪2 = {Turtle v
Mammal,Mammalv Animal} does not. �

A set G of generators is called a GBox. Furthermore, we define the set B(G)
(resp. H(G)) as the set of all bodies (resp. heads) occurring in G, i.e., they are
sets of ontologies.

Definition 3.5 Let G be a GBox, 𝒪 an ontology, and ℒ a language. The expan-
sion of 𝒪 and G in ℒ, written Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ), is the smallest set of theories 𝒪′
such that

(1) 𝒪′ |=𝒪,

(2) 𝒪′ satisfies every g ∈ G w.r.t. ℒ, and

(3) 𝒪′ is entailment-minimal, i.e. there is no 𝒪′′ strictly weaker than 𝒪′
satisfying (1) and (2). �

We call the theories in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) expansions. This definition corresponds to
the model-theoretic Datalog semantics, with consequence rather than set in-
clusion. Since axioms can be rewritten to be subset-incomparable, entailment-
minimality is used rather than subset minimality. For example, consider {Av
B, B v C} and {A v C}: the second one is not a subset of the first one, but
weaker than it.

Example 3.6 Recall the generator g from Example 3.2, and let G be a GBox
consisting of g alone. Let 𝒪 = {Turtle v Mammal,Mammal v Animal}, and
let ℒ be the set of all concept names. Then {Turtle v Mammal,Mammal v
Animal,Turtle v ∀hasChild.Turtle,Mammal v ∀hasChild.Mammal} ∈
Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �

4 Results

We show that the semantics defined in the previous section coincides with a
fixpoint-based one, investigate the role played by the language ℒ, and investi-
gate generators with negated templates.
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Theorem 4.1 For every G,𝒪, andℒ, we have that any two𝒪1,𝒪2 ∈ Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ)
are logically equivalent. �

Proof Assume for contradiction that this is not the case. Then there exist
𝒪1,𝒪2 ∈ Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) such that 𝒪1 6|= 𝒪2 6|= 𝒪1 because otherwise, one would
be strictly weaker than the other, contradicting the definition of Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ).
In particular, there exist α and β such that:

𝒪1 |= α, 𝒪2 6|= α (23)

𝒪2 |= β , 𝒪1 6|= β (24)

Now consider the set of axioms T = {τ |𝒪1 |= τ∧𝒪2 |= τ}. Since both 𝒪1

and 𝒪2 entail 𝒪 and satisfy every g ∈ G, it is clear that so does T . However,

T 6|=𝒪1 (25)

T 6|=𝒪2 (26)

due to the entailments α (Eq. 23) and β (Eq. 24). Hence T is strictly weaker
than both 𝒪1 and 𝒪2. This contradicts the initial assumption of 𝒪1,𝒪2 ∈
Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �

Hence applying a GBox G to an ontology𝒪 results in a theory that is unique
modulo equivalence, but not necessary finite. As a consequence, we can treat
Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) as a single theory when convenient.

Our definition of Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) is strictly semantic, i.e., does not tell us how
to identify any 𝒪′ ∈ Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). In order to do that, we define a 1-step
expansion.

Definition 4.2 The 1-step expansion of 𝒪 and G in ℒ, written 1Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ), is
defined as follows:

1Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) =𝒪 ∪
⋃

TB→TH∈G

{THσ | σ ∈ eval(TB,𝒪,ℒ)}.

In other words, we add to 𝒪 all instantiated heads of all generators appli-
cable in 𝒪. Of course, this extension may result in other generators with other
substitutions becoming applicable, and so on recursively.

Lemma 4.3 If 𝒪1 ⊆𝒪2, then 1Exp(G,𝒪1,ℒ) ⊆ 1Exp(G,𝒪2,ℒ).

Proof Simple consequence of Def. 3.3 and eval(B(g),𝒪1,ℒ) ⊆ eval(B(g),𝒪2,ℒ)
for any generator g. �
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Definition 4.4 The n-step expansion of 𝒪 and G in ℒ, written 1Expn(G,𝒪,ℒ),
is defined as follows:

1Expn(G,𝒪,ℒ) = 1Exp(. . .1Exp(︸ ︷︷ ︸
ntimes

G,𝒪,ℒ) . . . ).

We use 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) to denote the least fixpoint of 1Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �

Theorem 4.5 For finite ℒ, the least fixpoint 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) exists and belongs
to Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �

Proof Since ℒ is finite, the set of all ℒ-substitutions for the variables occurring
in G is finite. Let Σℒ be this set, and consider the set H =𝒪∪

⋃
TB→TH∈G,σ∈Σℒ

THσ,

that is, 𝒪 as well as all axioms obtained from the heads of instances of gener-
ators in G. This set is also finite.

It is easily verified that 1Exp is an operator on the powerset of H. Since
1Exp is monotone, the least fixpoint 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) exists, and belongs to
Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) by construction.

In other words, our fully semantic definition of Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) coincides with
the operational semantics based on the fixpoint computation.

Size of the fixpoint For a generator g with variables V , there are at most
|ℒ||V | different ℒ-substitutions. The size of the fixpoint is therefore bounded
by |G| × |ℒ|n, where n is the maximum number of variables in any g ∈ G. In
the worst case we need to perform entailment checks for all of them, adding
one instantiation at a time to 𝒪. Hence determining 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) involves
up to (|G|×|ℒ|n)2 entailment checks. For finite ℒ and provided we have a fixed
upper bound for n, determining 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) involves a polynomial number
of entailment tests and results in a 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) whose size is polynomial in
the size of G and ℒ .

Finite vs infinite L

The next examples illustrate the difficulties an infinite language ℒ can cause.
The first example shows how an infinite ℒ can lead to infinite expansions.

Example 4.6 Consider the ontology 𝒪 = {Av ∃R.B}, the generator g : {?X v
∃R.?Y } → {?X v ∃R.∃R.?Y }, and ℒ the set of all ℰℒ-concept expressions.
Clearly, 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) is infinite, and so is each expansion in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �

The next example shows that this does not necessarily happen.
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Example 4.7 Consider the ontology 𝒪 = {∃R.A v A}, the generator
g : {∃R.?X v?X } → {∃R.∃R.?X v ∃R.?X }, and ℒ the set of all ℰℒ-concept
expressions. Clearly, 1Exp∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) is infinite, but there is a finite (and equiv-
alent) ontology to this fixpoint in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ), namely 𝒪 itself. �

While having to explicitly specify ℒ may seem to be cumbersome, it is not
very restrictive. In fact, it is easy to show that, for finite languages, generators
can be rewritten to account for concepts, roles, or individuals that are missing
from a given language by grounding the generators.

Definition 4.8 Let g : TB → TH be a generator, and ℒ a finite language. The ℒ-
grounding of g is the finite set of generators {TBσ→ THσ | σ an ℒ-substitution}.�

Using ℒ-grounding, we can compensate for a smaller language ℒ1 ( ℒ2 by
ℒ2 \ℒ1-grounding generators, thereby proving the following theorem.

Theorem 4.9 Let ℒ1 ⊆ ℒ2 be finite languages. For every GBox G there exists a
Gbox G′ such that, for every𝒪,𝒪1,𝒪2 we have that𝒪1 ∈ Exp(G′,𝒪,ℒ1) and 𝒪2 ∈
Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ2) implies 𝒪1 ≡𝒪2. �

Proof Take G′ to be the union of the ℒ2-groundings of every generator in G.�

Of course, grounding all the generators is a very wasteful way of accounting
for a less expressive language. A more clever rewriting algorithm should be
possible: for example, if we allow binary conjunctions of names in ℒ2 but not
in ℒ1, we can add copies of each generator where we replace variables ?X with
?X1u?X2.

4.1 GBox containment and equivalence

Having defined GBoxes, we now investigate a suitable notion for containment
and equivalence of GBoxes.

Definition 4.10 (ℒ-containment) Let G1 and G2 be GBoxes, and ℒ a lan-
guage. G1 is ℒ-contained in G2 (written G1 �ℒ G2) if

Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) |= Exp(G1,𝒪,ℒ)

for every ontology 𝒪. �

The following lemma relating the entailment of theories and the entailment
of expansions holds as a direct consequence of the monotonicty of description
logics.
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Lemma 4.11 Let G be a GBox, T, T ′ two theories and ℒ a language. If T |= T ′

then Exp(G, T,ℒ) |= Exp(G, T ′,ℒ). �

Furthermore, the following is a rather straightforward consequence of the
definition of the semantics of generators.

Lemma 4.12 Let T be a theory, G a GBox, 𝒪 an ontology, and ℒ a language. If
T |=𝒪 and T satisfies every generator g ∈ G then T |= Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �

Using Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12, ℒ-containment can be shown to be decidable,
and in fact efficiently so, using a standard freeze technique from database the-
ory.

Theorem 4.13 Let G1 and G2 be GBoxes, and ℒ a language. G1 is ℒ-contained
in G2 if and only if Exp(G2, TB,ℒ) |= TH for every TB → TH ∈ G1. �

Proof The only-if direction follows directly. For the other direction, by Lemma 4.12
we need to show that if Exp(G2, TB,ℒ) |= TH for all TB → TH ∈ G1 then for any
ontology 𝒪

Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) |= g for all g ∈ G1, (27)

Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) |=𝒪. (28)

By Lemma 4.12, (27) and (28) imply Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) |= Exp(G1,𝒪,ℒ), which is
the definition of G1 beingℒ-contained in G2. (28) is an immediate consequence
of the definition of the expansion, hence we only need to show (27).

In the following we slightly abuse notation: Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) for a GBox G,
ontology 𝒪 and language ℒ shall refer to an ontology as opposed to a set of
possible expansions; by Theorem 4.1, they are all logically equivalent.

Let TB → TH ∈ G1 be fixed but arbitrary. Furthermore, let σ ∈ eval(TB,
Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ)).

Then, by the definition of eval,

Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) |= TBσ. (*)

Applying Lemma 4.11 to (*) yields Exp(G2,Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ),ℒ) |= Exp(G2, TBσ,ℒ).
But Exp(G2,Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ),ℒ) = Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) (otherwise Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) would
not be an expansion) and hence

Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) |= Exp(G2, TBσ,ℒ). (29)

Thus what remains is to show that
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Exp(G2, TBσ,ℒ) |= THσ, (30)

since (29) and (30) together yield

Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) |= THσ. (**)

which together with (*) implies that Exp(G2,𝒪,ℒ) satisfies TB → TH .
Using compositionality of ℒ-substitutions and the iterative fixpoint con-

struction of the expansion, it is straightforward to show that

Exp(G2, TBσ,ℒ) |= Exp(G2, TB,ℒ)σ. (31)

By the assumption of the theorem, Exp(G2, TB,ℒ) |= TH which in turn im-
plies that Exp(G2, TB,ℒ)σ |= THσ. This together with (31) yields

Exp(G2, TBσ,ℒ) |= (Exp(G2, TB,ℒ)σ |= THσ, (32)

thus proving (30) and thereby (**), as desired. �

It follows that ℒ-containment is decidable for arbitrary ℒ (even infinite),
since we can restrict ourselves to the language of all subexpressions of B(G1).
Furthermore, the complexity is the same as that of computing an expansion of
a GBox.

4.2 GBoxes with negation

In this section we introduce negation-as-failure to GBoxes. We extend the
definition of the expansions defined in Section 3, define suitable notions of
semi-positive GBoxes and semantics for stratified GBoxes, and prove the cor-
responding uniqueness results.

To do so, a generator is now a rule of the form T+B (V1),not T−B (V2)→ TH(V3),
for T+B (V1), T−B (V2), TH(V3) templates with V3 ⊆ V1 ∪ V2. For the sake of nota-
tional simplicity, we restrict ourselves here to generators with at most one tem-
plate in the negative body. It is worth noting, however, that all definitions and
results in this section are immediately transferable to generators with multiple
templates in the negative bodies (multiple templates in the positive body can
of course be simply merged into a single template).

The following definition, together with Definition 3.5 of Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ), pro-
vides a minimal model semantics for GBoxes with negation:
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Definition 4.14 An ontology 𝒪 satisfies a generator g : T+B (V1),not T−B (V2)→
TH(V3) wrt. ℒ if, for every σ ∈ eval(T+B ,𝒪,ℒ) \ eval(T−B ,𝒪,ℒ) we have 𝒪 |=
THσ. �

Unsurprisingly, adding negation results in the loss of uniqueness of the ex-
pansion Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) (cf. Theorem 4.1), as illustrated by the following exam-
ple.

Example 4.15 Let ℒ = {A,B,C, s}, 𝒪 = {A(s)} and G = {A(?X ),notB(?X )→
C(?X )}. Then Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) contains the two non-equivalent expansions {A(s),
B(s)} and {A(s),C(s)}. �

Next, we extend the definition of the 1-step expansion operator from Defini-
tion 4.2 to support negation. However, as Example 4.17 will show, a fixpoint
does not always correspond to an expansion in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ).

Definition 4.16 The 1-step expansion of 𝒪 and G in ℒ of a GBox G with nega-
tion, written 1Exp−(G,𝒪,ℒ), is defined as follows:

1Exp−(G,𝒪,ℒ) =𝒪∪
⋃

T+B ,not T−B→TH∈G

{THσ | σ ∈ eval(T+B ,𝒪,ℒ)\eval(T−B ,𝒪,ℒ)}.

Example 4.17 Consider the ontology𝒪 = {Singlev Person,Spousev Person,
Singlev ¬Spouse,Person(Maggy)} and the following GBox G

G = { {Person(?X )},not{Single(?X )} → {Spouse(?X )},
{Person(?X )},not{Spouse(?X )} → {Single(?X )}}

The expansion Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) contains the two non-equivalent ontologies 𝒪∪
{Single(Maggy)} and𝒪∪{Spouse(Maggy)}. Furthermore, the iterated fixpoint
(1Exp−)∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) is 𝒪 ∪ {Single(Maggy),Spouse(Maggy)}; this is, however,
not an ontology in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) as it is not entailment-minimal. �

A natural question arising is whether we can identify or even characterize
GBoxes with negation that have a unique expansion. To this end, we define
suitable notions of semi-positive GBoxes and stratified negation. These are
based on the notion of multiple templates affecting others, as formalized next.

Definition 4.18 Let ℒ be a language, S = {S1, . . . , Sk} a set of templates, 𝒪
an ontology, and T a template. We say that S activates T with respect to 𝒪
and ℒ if there exist ℒ-substitutions σ1, . . .σk such that 𝒪 ∪⋃Siσi |= Tσ for
some ℒ-substitution σ. For brevity we omit 𝒪 and ℒ if they are clear from the
context. �
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In contrast to standard Datalog with negation, the entailment of a template in
the body of a generator is not solely dependent on a single generator with a
corresponding head firing. Instead, multiple generators might need to fire and
interact with 𝒪 in order to entail a body template. Hence we use the set S of
templates in the definition of activation.

Example 4.19 Consider the GBox containing g1 : T1(?X ) → {?X v A},
g2 : T2(?Y ) → {?Y v B} and g3 : not{?Z v A u B} → T3(?Z). Then H(g1)
and H(g2) activate {?Z v AuB} with respect to any 𝒪 and ℒ, indicating that
the firing of g3 depends on the combined firing of g1 and g2. �

Activation can then be used to define a notion of semi-positive GBoxes,
which is analogous to semi-positive Datalog programs.

Definition 4.20 (Semi-positive GBoxes) Let G be a GBox with negation, ℒ a
language, and 𝒪 an ontology. G is called semi-positive w.r.t. 𝒪 and ℒ if no
negative body template T−B of a generator g ∈ G is activated by H(G). �

As seen in Example 4.15, even semi-positive GBoxes result in multiple non-
equivalent expansions. In that example, neither the ontology 𝒪 nor any pos-
sible firing of G can yield B(s). As such, we wish to restrict the theories in
Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) to containing only facts derivable from 𝒪 and G. To that end, the
following definition suitably restricts the entailment of expansions.

Definition 4.21 Let G be a GBox, 𝒪 an ontology, and ℒ a finite language. We
say that an expansion 𝒪′ ∈ Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) is justifiable w.r.t. (G,𝒪,ℒ) if the
following holds: if 𝒪′ |= Tσ for some template T and substitution σ, then
𝒪 |= Tσ or H(G) activates Tσ with respect to 𝒪 and ℒ. We write simply 𝒪′ is
justifiable when G, 𝒪, and ℒ are clear from the context. �

Using this notion, we can show that, indeed,a GBox being semi-positive implies
that its semantics is unambiguous when restricted to justifiable expansions.

Theorem 4.22 Let G be a semi-positive GBox, 𝒪 an ontology, and ℒ a finite
language. Then the fixpoint (1Exp−)∗(G,𝒪,ℒ) exists, is the unique fixpoint of
1Exp−, and is contained in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �

Proof Since 1Exp−(G,𝒪,ℒ) is an inflationary operator and L is finite, there
exists an iterative fixpoint O∗ = (1Exp−)∗(G,𝒪,ℒ). By construction,𝒪∗ satisfies
𝒪 and all generators g ∈ G and is justifiable w.r.t. (G,𝒪,ℒ). We simultaneously
prove uniqueness and membership in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) by showing that O′ |= O∗

for an arbitrary justifiable expansion O′ ∈ Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). Let 𝒪0 = 𝒪 and 𝒪i =
1Exp−(G,𝒪i−1,ℒ) for i ≥ 1, then 𝒪 = 𝒪0 ⊆ . . . ⊆ 𝒪k = 𝒪∗ for some k. Assume
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𝒪1 |= Tσ for some ℒ-substitution σ and T ∈ H(G). Then either 𝒪 |= Tσ (in
which case 𝒪′ |= Tσ) or there exists a generator

T+B ,not T−B → T

such that σ ∈ eval(T+B ,𝒪,ℒ) and σ 6∈ eval(T−B ,𝒪,ℒ). Since G is semi-positive,
H(G) cannot activate T−B , i.e., there exists no set of generators that, together
with the ontology 𝒪, could fire in a way that would entail T−B σ. Since 𝒪′ is
entailment-minimal and justifiable, it must be the case that 𝒪′ 6|= T−B σ and
hence 𝒪′ |= Tσ. Thus, 𝒪′ |=𝒪1.

The same argument can be applied inductively to show that 𝒪′ |= 𝒪i for
i ≥ 1, thus showing 𝒪′ |=𝒪∗. Since 𝒪′ was chosen arbitrarily, this proves both
the uniqueness and membership claims. �

The following is a direct corollary of the proof of Theorem 4.22.

Corollary 4.23 Let G be a semi-positive GBox, 𝒪 and ontology and ℒ a finite
language. All justifiable ontologies in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) are logically equivalent. �

For a GBox to be semi-positive is a very strong requirement. Next, we intro-
duce the notion of a stratified GBox: this does not ensure that all expansions
are equivalent, but it ensures that we can determine one of its expansions by
expanding strata in the right order. Again, we use H(G) to denote the set of
templates in heads of generators in G, and B(G) for the set of templates in
(positive or negative) bodies of generators in G.

Definition 4.24 (Stratification) Let ℒ be a language and 𝒪 an ontology. A
GBox G is stratifiable w.r.t. 𝒪 and ℒ if there exists a function v : H(G)∪B(G)→
N such that, for every generator T+B ,not T−B → TH ∈ G the following holds:

1. v(TH)≥ v(T+B ),

2. v(TH)> v(T−B ),

3. for every ⊆-minimal S1 ⊆ H(G) that activates T+B , v(T+B )≥max
S′∈S1

v(S′),

4. for every ⊆-minimal S2 ⊆ H(G) that activates T−B , v(T−B )>max
S′∈S2

v(S′). �

The first two conditions in the previous definition are analogous to stratified
Datalog, which intuitively states that a body literal must be evaluated (strictly,
in the case of negative literals) before head literals. The second two conditions
tailor the stratification to generators: generators allow for more interaction
amongst their components. As opposed to Datalog, multiple heads combined
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might be needed to entail a body template. Thus, a body template must be
defined in a higher stratum than any possible set of templates that could entail
it.

Following this definition, a stratification v of a GBox G w.r.t. an ontology 𝒪
gives rise to a partition G1

v , . . . Gk
v of G, where each generator g : T+B ,not T−B →

TH is in the stratum Gv(TH )
v .

For a GBox G, an ontology𝒪 and a languageℒ, we can define the precedence
graph 𝒢G,𝒪,ℒ as follows: nodes are the templates occuring in G and

1. if T+B ,not T−B → TH is in G, then 𝒢G,𝒪,ℒ contains the positive edge (T+B , TH)
and the negative edge (T−B , TH);

2. for a template T that occurs in the positive (resp. negative) body of a
generator and any ⊆-minimal set {S1, . . . , Sk} ⊆ H(G) that activates T
w.r.t. 𝒪 and ℒ, 𝒢G,𝒪,ℒ contains the positive (resp. negative) edges (Si, T )
for 1≤ i ≤ k.

We then get the following classification of stratified GBoxes, the proof of which
is entirely analogous to the Datalog case.

Proposition 4.25 Let ℒ be a language and 𝒪 an ontology. A GBox G is strati-
fiable w.r.t. 𝒪 and ℒ iff its precedence graph 𝒢G,𝒪,ℒ has no cycle with a negative
edge. �

Given such a stratification, we can thus define a semantics for stratified nega-
tion.

Definition 4.26 (Stratified semantics) Let 𝒪 be an ontology, ℒ a language,
and G a GBox stratifiable w.r.t. 𝒪 and ℒ. For a stratification v of G and the
induced partition G1

v , . . . , Gk
v of G, we define 𝒪strat

v (G,𝒪,ℒ) as follows:

1. 𝒪1
v =𝒪,

2. 𝒪 j
v = 1Exp∗(G j−1, O j−1,ℒ) for 1< j ≤ k,

3. 𝒪strat
v (G,𝒪,ℒ) = Ok

v . �

Theorem 4.27 Let 𝒪 be an ontology, ℒ a finite language, and G be a GBox
stratifiable w.r.t. 𝒪 and ℒ. Then 𝒪strat

v (G,𝒪,ℒ) exists, is independent of the
choice of v, and contained in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ). �
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Proof Let G1
v , . . . , Gk

v be the partitioning of G w.r.t. to a stratification v. By
Definition 4.24, each G i

v is a semi-positive GBox. Hence Theorem 4.22 guaran-
tees the existence of 𝒪strat

v (G,𝒪,ℒ). By construction 𝒪strat
v (G,𝒪,ℒ) satisfies 𝒪

and all generators in G. Furthermore, there cannot exist an ontology 𝒪′ such
that 𝒪strat

v (G,𝒪,ℒ) |= 𝒪′ satisfying 𝒪 and all generators in G, as this would
contradict the entailment-minimality of the 𝒪i

v.
The proof for the independence of the stratification v is entirely analogous

to the Datalog case: the strongly connected components of 𝒢G,𝒪,ℒ provide the
most granular stratification, which can then be used to prove the equivalence
of all stratifications (cf. [1] for a proof for stratified Datalog). �

Remark 4.28 It is worth noting that, although the stratified semantics pro-
vides a unique model, stratified GBoxes do not necessarily have a unique ex-
pansion. For example, the GBox from Example 4.15 is stratifiable yet has mul-
tiple distinct expansions. Moreover, just as in Datalog, there exist nonstratified
GBoxes that have a unique expansion.

5 Related work

When combining rules with DL ontologies, the focus has thus far primarily been
on (1) encoding ontology axioms in rules for efficient query answering and
(2) expanding the expressivity of ontologies using rules. In contrast, GBoxes
are designed as a tool for ontology specification by describing instantiation
dependencies between templates.

Datalog± [5] falls into the first category: it provides a formalism for uni-
fying ontologies and relational structures. Datalog± captures ontology axioms
as rules, and these cannot “add” new axioms.

dl-programs [13] and DL-safe rules [34] fall into the second category: dl-
programs add nonmonotonic reasoning by means of stable model semantics,
whereas DL-safe rules allow for axiom-like rules not expressible in standard DL.
However, none of these formalisms adds new TBox axioms to the ontology.

Tawny-OWL2 and the Ontology Pre-Processing Language3 (OPPL) are
formalism for manipulating OWL ontologies [27, 12]. While OPPL was de-
signed to capture patterns and regularities in ontologies, Tawny-OWL is a more
general programmatic environment for authoring ontologies that includes pow-
erful support for ontology design patterns. It is part of future work to see

2https://github.com/phillord/tawny-owl
3http://oppl2.sourceforge.net/index.html
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whether GBoxes can be faithfully implemented in Tawny-OWL (OPPL lacks
the recursion required).

Another question is whether metamodeling in DL, in particular the encod-
ing scheme from [18] can be faithfully captured by (an extension of) GBoxes:
this would require replacing axioms in 𝒪 with others which is currently not
supported.

Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) have been proposed to capture best
practices for developing ontologies [15, 4], inspired by Software Design Pat-
terns. While some ODPs are easily expressible in GBoxes, it is part of ongoing
work to investigate extensions required to capture others.

Reasonable Ontology Templates4 (OTTR) [38, 14] provide a framework
for macros in OWL ontologies, based on the notion of templates. In contrast
to GBoxes, “matching” of templates is defined syntacically and non-recursively,
but they can be named and composed to give rise to more complex templates.

The Generalized Distributed Ontology, Modelling and Specification Lan-
guage (GDOL) [24] is a formalism facilitating the template-based construction
of ontologies from a wide range of logics. In addition to concepts, roles, and
individuals, parameters may be ontologies which act as preconditions for tem-
plate instantiation: for a given substitution, the resulting parameter ontology
must be satisfiable in order to instantiate the template. Thus these precondi-
tions serve only as a means to restrict the set of allowed instantiations of a
template, whereas in GBoxes, an ontology triggers such substitutions.

6 Future work

We have presented first results about a template-based language for capturing
recurring ontology patterns and using these to specify larger ontologies. Here,
we list some areas that we would like to investigate in the future.

Finite representability In general, the semantics of GBoxes is such that the
expansion of a GBox and ontology can be infinite if the substitution range given
by ℒ is infinite. A natural question arising is whether/which other mechanisms
can ensure that some expansion is finite, and how can we compute such a
finite expansion? Furthermore, given G,𝒪,ℒ, when can we decide whether an
ontology in Exp(G,𝒪,ℒ) is finite?

Controlling substitutions So far, we have only considered entailment for
generators when determining matching substitutions. Consider the ontology

4http://ottr.xyz
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𝒪 = {A v B,B v C} and the template ?X v C . The resulting substitutions in-
clude concepts A and B, but also a multitude of possibly unwanted, redundant
concepts, e.g., {A u A,A u B, . . .}. Hence restricting substitutions to “reason-
able” or possible “parametrizable” (e.g., maximally general) ones is part of
future work.

Entailment problems for ontologies with Gboxes The expansion of a Gbox
over an ontology is itself an ontology and can be used as such for standard
reasoning tasks. A question of interest is whether/how reasoning on the input
ontology and GBox directly, without computing an expansion, can improve
reasoning efficiency.

Furthermore, there are plenty of reasoning tasks about GBoxes which natu-
rally reduce to reasoning tasks over ontologies. For example, checking whether
a single generator g : TB → TH always leads to inconsistency is equivalent to
checking whether TB ∪ TH is inconsistent. This generalizes to similar questions
over entire GBoxes: To check whether there exists an ontology 𝒪 such that
every generator g in a GBox G fires, it suffices to check that the union of the
generators’ bodies is consistent.

However, there are also global properties of Gboxes that do not reduce to
individual templates. For example, do two GBoxes G1 and G2 specify equivalent
ontologies? While Section 4.1 contains some results about such problems, we
believe there is more to do here.

Extensions to generators Another area of future work is motivated by our
preliminary analysis of logical ontology design patterns [17]. We found that a
number of rather straightforward, seemingly useful such pattern require some
form of ellipses and/or maximality. Consider, for example, the role closure
pattern on the role hasTopping: if 𝒪 entails that MyPizzav ∃hasTopping.X1u
. . .∃hasTopping.Xn and n is maximal for pairwise incomparable X i, then we
would like to automatically add MyPizza v ∀hasTopping.(X1 t . . . t Xn). Ex-
tending generators to capture some form of ellipses or unknown number of
variables and maximality conditions on substitutions for variables will be part
of future work.

For GBoxes to be indeed intention revealing, we will also support named
generators and named sets of axioms in the body or the head of generators, as
in OTTR [38].
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